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Abstract
COMPARING ENGINEERING PRACTICE IN
SOUTH ASIA WITH AUSTRALIA
The thesis presents a qualitative investigation of engineering practice in South Asia and
Australia in order to learn about engineering practice and the differences between an
industrialised country context and a developing world context.

Through a series of

interviews, participant observations and focus group interviews it discloses the dynamics
of how engineers relate to work, to clients, to suppliers, to managers and to each other.
It also examines the perceptions and experiences of their daily work practice in two
different worlds.

The study introduces the concept of dimensions to call attention to the differences
uncovered from detailed analysis of engineering practice in South Asia and Australia.
The first dimension is the ability of an engineer to coordinate and exercise authority
within their own department as well as outside the company and how this makes a
difference in the engineering outcomes. The second dimension involves the strength and
effectiveness of organizational procedures and policies and how they contribute to
productivity and quality differences. The third dimension involves supervision practices
used for technical work. The fourth dimension is the skills and knowledge of production
supervisors. Finally the fifth dimension involves perceptions of labour costs and how
these perceptions influence daily decision-making.

v

By engaging in actual practice, this study makes a concrete contribution to the debates
surrounding both technical and social aspects of engineering practice.

The thesis

enhances our understanding of special languages used in the workplace, and the
inherent complexities in engineers’ everyday activities. The participant observation
method triangulates interview and focus group data, and offers numerous special
insights into human behaviour in the workplaces observed. Field observations came from
medium size manufacturing companies. A further chapter presents a view of habitual
practices that are common in public water utilities in India.

The thesis challenges the assumptions that seem to guide engineering education,
particularly in the developing world. While the daily working patterns of engineers have
broad similarities in the different contexts, there are significant differences in skills,
knowledge, social interactions and perceptions that contribute to large productivity
differences between industrialized and developing countries.

Key words: Engineering practice, engineering education, comparative studies, and
developing countries.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Part I – The Project
There is very limited research currently available seeking to investigate and understand
engineering practice in detail, as it is actually performed on a daily basis (Ackroyd, Batt
et al. 2005; Barley 2005; Trevelyan and Tilli 2007; Domal and Trevelyan 2008). The
results from these few existing studies provide valuable insights into everyday working
lives of engineers (See for example, Zussman 1985; Vincenti 1990; Ferguson 1992;
Bucciarelli 1994; Orr 1996; Vinck 2003). However, there are still open questions that
have come to light in previous investigations, the answers to which will greatly increase
our understanding of engineering practice and its implications for future engineers and
educators. This thesis will investigate several different aspects of engineering practice
in a comparative perspective. In particular, engineering practice in South Asia compared
to engineering practice in Australia.
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Many researchers argue that qualitative research is important for understanding
engineering practice (Lloyd 2000; Sheppard, Colby et al. 2006; Trevelyan 2007; Leonardi
and Bailey 2008). The researcher will systematically gather and analyse information
from participating engineers in different disciplines about their background, daily work,
experience and knowledge in the area of engineering practice. The field settings for the
study were already to some extent familiar to the researcher, since he is an engineer
who has worked in India and in Europe. However, the qualitative approach taken by the
researcher to collect the information, with a systematic review of the evidence
suggesting that there are any differences in the engineering practice in South Asia and
Australia, was previously unknown to the researcher.

This chapter provides an overview of the thesis and the issues discussed. It consists of:
Part I:

this brief introduction of the project

Part II:

the text describing the original motivation and background of the project

Part III:

perceived gaps between training graduates and engineering practice

Part IV:

a brief summary of each of the chapters of the thesis that are to follow

At this point it is appropriate to point out that this thesis presents a qualitative study of
engineers in South Asia and Australia. The researcher empirically compares the two
different worlds of engineering practice and introduces the concept of dimensions of
difference, supported by selected evidence in the form of quotations and vignettes from
semi-structured interviews and field notes respectively.

He then describes the

environment in which engineers work especially in South Asia and how it actually affects
the overall engineering team performance. The differences in skills, knowledge, and
perceptions of practicing engineering are taken into consideration.
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Part II – Original Motivation and Background
Engineering innovations fuel economic growth, competition and human progress. People
in industrialized countries enjoy a high standard of living because of technology and
engineering advances as well as being able to produce high quality products. But in
most developing countries the scenario is different. These countries are facing serious
productivity problems and poverty. A relatively low level of productivity means that
resource inputs, including people, are not used in the most sensible way and that local
firms have difficulty competing at the leading edge of international practice. For
instance, analysis of a typical production cell performance at an Indian manufacturing
plant reveals low overall equipment effectiveness (See Table 1). World Class OEE is
typically defined as 85% or better. Additionally, to achieve this level of “World Class
Performance” the factors for Availability, Performance, and Quality must be at least
90%, 95%, and 99% respectively. Understanding the factors that dictate how resources
are used and which then result in low level of productivity coupled with an awareness of
current best engineering practices to achieve the desired levels of performance will
certainly provide a foundation for innovation and improvement.
Table 1: Performance analysis of a typical production cell at an Indian manufacturing plant.

A production cell (includes lathe machine, radial drill machine, planner machine,
surface grinder, and universal milling machine) was monitored over a period of 4 weeks.
The production cell was running three shifts per day (Saturday’s only one shift), six days
a week. This accumulates to 16 shifts and 125 hours of machine operation. The planned
downtime per shift was 15 min at the end of each shift for cleaning/tidying-up the work
area, machines and complete any associated paperwork. During this period, activities
such as stoppage, speed reduction, set-up/adjustments, quality impaired and reworks
were recorded. The total number of stoppages was 156 and the production output was
as follows:
Total number of items produced 26 515
Total number of re-work 710
Total number of scraping 87
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INXMAN-CO’s cell performance

World-class performance

84%
×
76%
×
97%
=
62%

>90%
×
>95%
×
>99%
=
>85%

Availability
Performance efficiency
Rate of quality
OEE (Overall equipment effectiveness)

Availability
Performance efficiency
Rate of quality
OEE

Moreover, the end user costs of basic necessities such as water, energy, construction,
transportation and communication are high compared to industrialized countries; even
though hourly labour costs are much lower (Trevelyan and Tilli 2003, Trevelyan 2005;
Trevelyan 2005). For example, the calculation below will give you an idea of the real
cost of ‘free water’ for the poor at public stand posts or through water tankers in city of
Nizamabad, South India.

In Nizamabad women's lives still remain centred on their

traditional roles - taking care of most household chores, fetching water and animal
fodder, and doing farm work. If a woman can walk from her home to a water tanker or
public stand post in 20 minutes and there is only 20 minutes waiting time, then the
whole trip would take 60 minutes. And if one woman can carry 2 containers of water
with 20 litres each, then she can carry 40 litres every 60 minutes or approximately 40
litres per hour1. At this rate it would take her approximately 25 hours to provide 1
kiloliter for her family or 2 hours per day to provide even 20 LPCD (litre per capita per
day) for a family of three. Assuming that the opportunity cost2 of a woman's time is
worth at least 30 Rupees per hour, then the cost of free water3 is approximately 750
Rupees per kilolitre (US$15, current cost in Australia for residential water supply is
1

These estimates exclude spills while commuting over bumpy or rocky roads.
Shadow-priced cost of unpaid labour – take monthly salary typically 1500 Rupees, 30 hrs/week,
hourly rate is therefore 50 Rp/hr. Unpaid labour value is around 2/3 of paid labour rate,
therefore about 30 Rp/hour.
3
Even this water is unsafe to drink, energy costs involved in boiling water for drinking will
increase total water costs.
2
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about US$0.70 per kilolitre). Although these prices were taken from Nizamabad, they
are fairly typical of prices in most Indian cities. The current residential water charges
for the families with household connections are 35 Rupees per kiloliter: even if the
water arrives on schedule (an hour or so every two days) it will still not be safe for
drinking. Even though the ‘real’ water cost is high, there is little awareness of the full
cost because women’s labour is regarded as a free family ‘good’.

To understand these issues it would appropriate to ask what engineers do in developing
countries and under what conditions they do it. More specifically, we must understand
how this differs from what they do in industrialized countries. Are these differences
affecting the way they think and act?

With thousands of excess graduates4 in

engineering disciplines unemployed in South Asia, we need to explain why there are skill
shortages and relative lack of competition in engineering sector of the economy (Domal
and Trevelyan 2006). The researcher’s strategy for answering these questions has been
to study engineers in two different worlds, one in the South Asia and other in Australia.

Part III – Misalignment between Engineering Education and
Practice
Engineering education across the industrialized and developing world is remarkably
similar in content, though there are minor differences in course delivery. Graduates
emerge with little understanding of engineering as it is actually practiced.

While

industry employers in industrialized countries complain that engineering graduates lack
practical skills, this gap between education and practice is even more extreme in South
Asia. For example, an experienced mining and consulting engineer who migrated to
Australia from India commenting about his studies at university, said:
4

Nearly 200,000 engineers and 132,000 diploma holders were unemployed in 2007 (Information
provided by the Indian Ministry of Labour & Employment, http://labour.nic.in/).
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“Universities teach only theory and they don’t teach anything about human relations and
application of that theory. I struggled for couple of years. You come out of college and you
enter to different scenario and when you are on field you have to understand the
behavioural aspects of the people that where the whole difference comes in. I got into
process oriented company in very beginning of my career and you will be meeting people
with varied aged groups and people with no qualification but lot of practical experience.
When you have to work with them and understand those people it is totally different
scenario entirely different from college.” [p54:IN327 – L30]

This dissatisfaction mirrors reports from other countries on the apparent gap between
engineering education and professional practice (For example, Florman 1997; Dillon
1998; Pascail 2006). These concerns continue even after fundamental changes to
accreditation criteria have been introduced worldwide. In a survey to assess the effects
of these changes, only about 50% of American employers thought that engineering
graduates understood the context and constraints that govern engineering, and there
was a majority assessment that graduate understanding had declined in the last decade
(Lattuca, Terenzini et al. 2006, Fig 9 page 12). This agrees with persistent feedback
from employers that graduates lack appreciation of fundamental knowledge and
engineering courses are misaligned with industry needs.

Against this backdrop, there have been various studies initiated in the field of
engineering education to improve it.

For example,

based on work experiences of

successful graduates the University of Technology, Sydney Quality Development Unit
identified the most important professional capability as emotional intelligence - both
personal and interpersonal (Scott and Yates 2002; Moulton and Lowe 2005). By focusing
entirely on the emotional aspects of graduate attributes, they neglected numerous other
aspects such as technical, business, finance, management, and the rest. In real-world
problems these aspects are interconnected and it is only through meticulous planning
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and coordination of all these aspects that engineering projects succeed. Moreover there
are many occasions in which an engineer has to persuade other team members or clients
to accept a new way of understanding technical issues and compromise on established
positions (Trevelyan 2008). These tasks however were not mentioned, even when
discussing the emotional social intelligence capabilities of graduates.

Similarly, Martin and others applied a qualitative interview analysis to explore the
perception of recent University of Cape Town chemical engineering graduates (2005).
They found that non-technical factors such as communication, team-work and
interpersonal skills cannot be taught in isolation from the technical context in which
they will be used. However these conclusions have been drawn from a single
perspective, adopting the interview analysis approach, rather than a combination of
strategies to decrease potential biases within the research (Patton 1990). Moreover, the
authors did not study what actually occurred in the workplace and how engineers solved
real-world engineering problems.

With so few systematic studies, it is hard to be

confident that we know very much about engineering practice and the ways to address
engineering education.

However, these studies and other evidence reveal an alarming picture in which
engineering graduates emerge with inappropriate skills and knowledge and are therefore
ill-equipped to provide real value for their employers. The developing world needs huge
improvements in energy efficiency and conservation to provide improved living standards
at the same time as achieving large reductions in harmful atmospheric emissions. This
research argues that fundamental changes in engineering education will be needed to
meet the current and future industry skill requirements for the global engineer. Above
all, engineering education needs to be based on a detailed and accurate understanding
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of engineering practice. The current lack of detailed studies, particularly in developing
countries, presents a powerful explanation of the reasons why current models of
engineering education are failing to provide appropriate development opportunities for
students.

Part IV – The Thesis
Chapter 2 reviews systematic research studies published in engineering education,
engineering

sociology,

engineering

philosophy,

engineering

management,

and

engineering culture. However, there have been few comprehensive studies on
engineering practice describing how the things are really done in day-to-day engineering
practice (Trevelyan and Tilli 2007). Taken together, these few available studies mainly
reveal design practice and engineering problem solving, mostly in industrialized
countries. The researcher found the work of Zussman (1985), Mintzberg (1973), and
Vinck (2003) particularly helpful in letting him to focus on the research process and
choose the most appropriate techniques used in their observational studies.

Chapter 3 describes the research methodology for this study. It begins by outlining the
research questions of interest, and then describes the research process, including ethics
approval, negotiation process, data collection, data analysis, and finally the method
used in reporting the research findings. Although the research process has been
described as a linear, deterministic process, data collection and data analysis occurred
concurrently. The constant evaluation and interpretation of collected data revealed new
challenges. These new challenges forced the researcher to modify and re-sequence
methods of research in the research process.
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Chapter 4 outlines the field sites where study was conducted, and discusses the profiles
of project participants – the age groups, nationalities, years of professional experience,
education and qualifications.

Chapter 5 presents five dimensions of difference in engineering practice between
Australia and India that emerged from analysis of interviews, participant observations
and focus groups.

The first dimension draws attention to formal structure of

engineering practice that limit the autonomy and coordination abilities of engineers in
South Asia. The second dimension presents the evidence of weak or non-existent
organizational procedures and engineering management processes, ignorance of
international and national standards and poor performance measurement processes in
engineering organizations in South Asia. The third dimension notices the need for
constant supervision even in the less complex situations where less accurate judgment is
required. The fourth dimension highlights the differences in skills and knowledge of
production supervisors responsible for the effective management of day to day
production activities. The fifth dimension examines the common perceived notion of
cheap labour can be a disadvantage in the context of engineering practice.

Chapter 6 examines a ‘selected’ work day in the lives of two ‘selected’ engineers,
based on their hourly schedule provided in their semi-structured interviews.

This

information was then complimented by participant diaries and observations at their
work sites. Most participants found it hard to describe a work day: they reported that
every day brings its own challenges.

Therefore, the researcher has selected two

particular cases which highlight the essential features of engineering practice in each
region. The researcher found that social experience is central to what engineers do and
how they work. There is also evidence that Indian engineers are low skilled and less
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committed to react quickly in unforeseen situations. In contrast, Australian engineers
recognize the importance of shared understanding and enthusiasm for accomplishing a
goal. In the end the researcher concludes that if you want to be an effective engineer,
you need to become a keen observer of what engineers do and how they work.

Chapter 7 describes the roles of utility engineers in South India in surveying, quality
control, maintenance, revenue collection, reviewing customer complaints, and planning
daily water supplies. It was surprising to see the environment in which these engineers
work – the number of telephone calls they receive, the number of hours they work in a
day, the ‘arm-twisting’ tactics used in revenue collection, and so on. We will look in to
more details on how they manage these things. It is not that the engineer’s don’t have
technical knowledge to solve problems and experience of working within the utilities. It
is because the organizational policies, procedures and practices are verbal, unwritten
and undocumented. These engineers have been working so long in this organization that
unwritten and undocumented practices are widely accepted and habitual. These
habitual practices tend to make everyday practice much more frustrating, dissatisfying
and political.

Chapter 8 draws together the implications of this study for engineering educators and
industry, and the reviews the current state of engineering education.

The chapter

offers measures that could address the present deficiency so as to produce engineering
graduates that are better equipped for their occupational roles. Possible limitations and
implications are examined, and future research topics and the value of the study
reiterated.
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Summary
This chapter has established the background and rationale for the inquiry, examined the
researcher positioning in relation to the study, sketched the gaps between engineering
education and practice, and lastly, outlined the thesis structure. Attention now shifts to
the literature review which forms chapter 2.
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Chapter 2 Research on comparative
studies

Introduction
A review of literature relevant to a comparative analysis of engineering practice in India
and Australia needs to draw on several disciplines.

Engineering, sociology, history,

management, education, philosophy, and ethnography all contribute ideas to help
develop a framework for studying engineering practice.
What does comparative literature say? What are the methods of conducting
comparative studies? And what can be learned from these studies to develop a
framework to study engineering practice in developing countries?
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While only a small body of knowledge has evolved in the field of engineering practice
over the years, all the research so far conducted has been restricted to engineering
practices in industrialized countries. In the few published reports on the subject, there
is little consensus on what engineers really do and what constitutes real engineering.
The researcher's objective is to provide an illustrative review of research and
development in engineering practice since 1960. This chapter is divided into four main
parts: Part I demonstrates comparatively how engineering work is organised in
industrialised countries, and the conceptual difficulties faced by social scientists in
understanding it. Part II focuses on organising and integrating engineers into
management. Part III & IV shows how the underpinnings of education and philosophy
determine the aims and objectives of the engineering curriculum without actually
knowing what engineers do. Part V shows how design knowledge and ethnographic
studies of design practice has sidestepped other aspects of engineering practice. Part VI
traces a shift in engineering culture from a single national context towards a global
context across several different cultures.

Part I Engineering Sociology – Explaining the organisation
of technical labour in developed nations.
In modern history, the key event in economic development has been the transformation
from an agrarian society to an industrialized society. The Industrial Revolution began in
the mid-eighteenth century in England and was characterized by the mechanization of
production processes and the profound shift of the labour force - from rural labour into
urban manufacturing. Significant inventions such as the internal combustion engine, the
telephone and electric power, brought improvements to the standard of living necessitating and enabled by, an increase in the technical and professional work force in
corporations (particularly in Europe and the United
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States of America). Western

industrialization which took place during the 18th and 19th centuries took a long time to
evolve. The new manufacturing spread to other branches of production, for example
expansion of the railroads and the rise of the department store. More recently in large
numbers of ‘newly industrialized countries’ such as South Korea, Taiwan, India, Brazil,
Mexico, and Turkey, the industrialization transformation was accomplished in decades,
and was based on learning or on assimilating technology imported from abroad (Amsden
1992).

As industrialization progressed and proliferated, many sociologists and social historians
described a transformation in work organisation, occupations and professional training.
The sociology of professions later emerged as an intellectual discipline in the late
twentieth century as an academic response to the challenges of the structure and
organisation of modern society. Engineers occupied a key role within the division of
labour in industrialized countries (Mallet 1975; Gorz 1976; Carchedi 1977; Poulantzas
1978; Zussman 1985; Whalley 1986; Lane 1987; Smith 1987; Barley 1988; Crawford 1989;
Armstrong 1992; Meiksins and Smith 1996). Sociologists discussed the professional status
of engineers because it offered the individual an elevated place in society, with
attendant rewards and privileges. They were primarily interested in the social and
political aspects of work, and how advances in technology and scientific knowledge, along with the increasing use of capital equipment and competition in industry - shaped
the work of both engineers and non-engineers in advanced nations.

These debates resulted in three broad theoretical perspectives concerning the division
of technical labour - the specialized workforce produced by, and required for, successful
industrialization. At first, French sociologists viewed technical workers as a “new
working class” because they engaged in productive and manual labour (Mallet 1975; Gorz
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1976). They argued that this new working class would be more effective than the older
working class at resisting the politics of capitalism. They predicted the replacement of
the established power elite by a newly powerful stratum of scientific and technical
experts. These views gained support from the struggles of May 1968, in France. Students
and workers saw the events as an opportunity to shake up the old society and traditional
morality, focusing demands especially on the education system and employment. André
Gorz, in an initial assessment of these events, placed an emphasis on the strategic role
of these new categories of workers; “Engineers and technicians were the driving force
behind the contestation of management’s authority, of the hierarchical division of
labour, of difference in income, of the logic of capitalist profits. A fact which can hardly
surprise since those who hold professional skill and intellectual autonomy are the first to
become aware of the limitations which the pursuit of financial profit imposes on
research, technical improvements and the full utilization of human creativeness” (Gorz
1970, p.261).

The main argument advanced here is that technological and organizational innovations,
which characterize the capitalist mode of production, produced fundamental changes in
the status of occupational categories. However, they failed to take into account the
social relations of production: control over the physical means of production, control
over labour power, and control over investment and resource allocation. Consequently,
they ignored the simultaneous process of upgrading and de-skilling of labour that is
inherent to capitalist modes of production.

In contrast, a second school of inquiry, comprising mainly of a group of British
sociologists, claimed that technical workers actually represent a ‘new middle’ rather
than a ‘new working’ class, and that their interests were implicitly aligned with those of
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management and capital (Carchedi 1977; Poulantzas 1978). They regarded the new
middle class as distinct from the manual labour working class because they engaged in
indirectly productive labour, fulfilled the functions of supervision and management, and
reproduced the ideological domination of capitalist social relations.

Another group of American and British sociologists observed that technical workers
usually occupied an intermediate position in the organizational or occupational
hierarchy and possessed work attributes of both administration and craft (Zussman 1985;
Whalley 1986). As in earlier studies of the engineering profession, the orientation of
technical workers towards either management or craft-work became the central issue in
cross-national comparisons. Noble (1979) extended these critiques- which are based on
the theory of technological determinism - by tracing the behaviour of managers,
engineers, and workers during the shift from mechanical to automated machine tooling.
He demonstrated that the introduction of a particular automated technology was not
determined exclusively by efficiency, but rather was motivated by a number of
considerations. Management knew that workers could do more complex work with the
new technology and that such a choice would lead to greater efficiency, but did not
want workers to control the work process. In contrast, Sliver’s (1979) comparative study
of engineers in Britain, France and the United States concluded that engineers
everywhere felt that they had a great deal of authority at work. Moreover, he found no
relationship between the technological context of their work and their political
tendencies. These contributions may be adequate to demonstrate that professionals and
technical workers were being increasingly subjected to bureaucratic controls as well as
enjoying considerable autonomy over their work in the United States and other Western
economies.
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Social historians based comparative research on the history of technical workers and
their experiences of state and corporate legacies (Meiksins and Smith 1996). They
proposed four models for the production and organization of technical labour based on
analysis of six advanced capitalist nations: craft, managerial, estate and corporate
organization. Britain had been dominated by a craft model; the United States had been
dominated by a managerial model; in both, the state played a limited role in the
development of formal technical education. The American engineer seemed to have a
relatively high status and autonomy in decision-making, being considered part of
management. In France, Germany and Sweden, there was an estate model, where the
state was arguably the most important actor in shaping technical training, especially in
comparison to other countries. To an extent, this model also seemed to apply to newly
industrialized countries, such as South Korea, Taiwan, India, Brazil, Mexico, and Turkey,
where a significant involvement of the state in subsidizing business has been normal
(Amsden 1992). Finally, Japan has been influenced significantly by the company-centred
model, where the firm has a high level of control over technical workers. For sociologists
of professions who require high-quality histories of engineering and who seek to
establish that the role of engineers varies from nation to nation, these studies are
indispensable.

The predominant focus of these comparative studies has been the classification of
technical occupations and their status in society, rather than the engineering practice by
which engineering work is accomplished. The actual content of engineering knowledge
was explicitly excluded from these studies. Engineering knowledge remained isolated
within the framework as a black box. Part of this isolation can be attributed to social
scientists who acknowledged difficulties in understanding technical work. Zussman, in
his book Mechanics of Middle Class, admitted “some aspects of engineering work,
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especially its technical content, resist observation…a significant portion of engineering
work is mental, involving thought process, which is not directly observable…” (Zussman,
1985, p28-29, also p35). As Whalley also pointed out in his book The Social Production
of Technical Work, engineers are the “prototypical technical workers of high
industrialization,” and the anomalies implicit in their technical work played havoc with
conventional understandings of work (Whalley, 1997, p34). In addition, Barley also noted
that studies of technical practice pose a significant hurdle to sociologists “to conduct
fieldwork on technical practices requires researchers to have at least rudimentary
knowledge of the scientific and technical disciplines in which the practice is rooted”
(Barely, 2005, p388-389).

Despite this hurdle, sociological studies of technical practice are valuable and they
provide a good start to the researcher who wants to work on engineering practice. The
old agrarian economies have become industrial economies and more recently, many of
them have begun to transform into service and knowledge economies. However, in order
to utilise knowledge for economic development, a country or region must ensure its
people have a combination of skills, competencies, and values that suit the challenges
and opportunities of times of change. Engineers play a key role in the knowledge
creation process, enabling the transformation of knowledge into new and improved
goods and services. Contemporary engineering work is typically performed in the context
of a team whose members must not only co-operate with each other, but must also
communicate effectively with clients in order to develop reasonable understandings of
the requirements of the systems they design and build. On the basis of the previous
studies, engineering

practice

deserves

more profound

investigation.
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empirical and detailed

Part II Engineering Management – Explaining the best
engineering management practices in America, Europe,
and Japan.
The apparent superiority of Japanese firms in managing advanced technologies, and the
quest to understand Japan’s ability to produce relatively high-quality and low-cost
products in a timely manner, stimulated the comparative analysis of engineering
management practices within advanced industrial societies (Armstrong 1992; Lee and
Smith 1992; McCormick 1995; Lam 1996; Moritz 1996; Lynn 2002; Lynn and Salzman
2002; Moretti 2002). American and European researchers have expressed fascination
with the Japanese successes, especially in automobile and electronics manufacturing.
Since the mid-seventies, Western enterprises have been trying to learn from and apply
Japanese methods of management, whilst Western scholars have been endeavouring to
understand the mysteries of the Japanese ‘economic miracle’. They have studied work
organization, management styles, industrial culture, research and development, and
manufacturing processes in order to identify ‘best practices’ which might be
transferable to other countries.

Armstrong (1992), observing the work of one of the two founding fathers of management
theory, Frederick Winslow Taylor (1947) wrote, "in his view the core of managerial
expertise was the knowledge of productive processes which enables the industrial
engineer to redesign them so as to eliminate 'waste' effort. Indeed, Taylor considered
the possession of such knowledge to be the sole legitimate basis on which management
could claim authority over the workforce". However, Armstrong (1992) noted that a
distinction between technical expertise and management occurred to the other founding
father of managerial thought, Henri Fayol (1949), in that “he observed that the
proportion of managerial to non-managerial work increases at higher levels of the 'scalar
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chain of command’ (line of authority, like military)”. However, the management
education movement in Britain has resulted, according to Armstrong, in the concept of
management as an activity quite distinct from engineering and other operational
expertise (Lee and Smith, 1992, p45). Finally, he concludes that the growth of in-house
management development schemes, possibly in reaction to the ‘Master of Business
Administration syndrome’ in Britain, offers at least the possibility of importing an
‘engineering dimension’ into senior management. It’s also important here to note that
Armstrong himself was trained as an engineer.

Many of the early studies of engineering management lacked empirical theory and were
conducted within a narrow frame of reference, and thus tacitly excluded the possibility
that operational expertise might be integral to the practice of management. One of the
best-known examples based on empirical research is the work of Mintzberg (1973).
Mintzberg studied the activities of five chief executives during one of each of the
executive’s working weeks; he combined unstructured and structured observations.
First, he used unstructured observation, where he developed the categories of activity
that formed the basis for his coding schedules. Second, Mintzberg ‘grounded’ his
structured observation on data collected by use of participant observation. This sort of
systematic approach led Mintzberg to cast doubt on the long-held theory that
managerial jobs were a rational process of planning, controlling and directing.

His

research has demonstrated that the chief executives spent most of their time responding
to current issues and crises, and were not far-sighted strategists carefully planning their
next moves. He identified the actual work roles as interpersonal, such as leadership;
information, such as communication; and decision-making. In Armstrong’s observation
however, Mintzberg de-contextualized his observations by his own theoretical
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preconceptions in his construction of managerial roles: “we never learned what the
managers were managing” (Lee and Smith 1992, p47).

Lam’s detailed study of the work organization of British and Japanese engineers
examined the theme of ‘engineers into management’ (Lam 1996). Her empirical findings
revealed deficiencies in the further professionalization of engineers in the field of
product development and research and development in Britain. In many British firms,
moving to management positions meant ‘getting out of engineering’- they were
engineers who had abandoned their technical identity and expertise. In contrast, the
Japanese case showed the potential benefits of a better integration between technical
and management functions, absence of rigid demarcation between them, and associated
stress and long working hours.

Lam concluded that an increase in the number of

engineers in management positions in Britain was of no use if those promoted to
management had to abandon their technical skills, but it was the capacity of firms to
develop a shared technical culture between engineers and management which was
successfully demonstrated by Japanese firms. Furthermore, Jacobs concluded that once
an individual (especially Information Technology professionals in American companies)
moved to management from a technical position, it might take only a few months before
they lose their technical edge (Jacobs 1999). The major concern of these studies was the
career transition of engineers from technologists to managers, and questions concerning
the reward system are part of the technical worker environment in the Western
countries.

On the other hand, research on culture-specific differences described the Japanese as
proficient at synthesizing and sharing information, American designers as ‘fast and
furious’, and their German counterparts spent relatively more time in contemplating and
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defining the problem (Moritz 1996; Ruth 1996). The concept of industrial culture in
international comparisons seemed less relevant to some researchers (Womack and Jones
1996). The newly identified “best practices” such as ‘just in time’, ‘quality function
deployment’, ‘lean manufacturing’, etc., were easily adopted by other countries.
Indeed, some recent benchmark studies of the impact of technologies on functional roles
and strategies essentially disregarded the nationality of the companies being examined
(Abetti 1994). The success factors described by such studies were interpreted as simply
being characteristics of good management, rather than a trait of, for instance,
Japanese, German, or American management. However, these findings suggest that a
more thorough understanding of engineering practice is needed.

Part III Engineering Education – Explaining the challenges
for engineering educators.
One might expect that engineering education literature would include proposals for
education based on an understanding of engineering practice. Unfortunately, perhaps
surprisingly, it is difficult to find any detailed consideration of engineering practice in
this body of literature. Instead, most writing seems to be based on implicit notions of
practice or sets of seemingly arbitrary ‘competencies’ which are then rated for
importance by engineers, employers, students and academics.

Governments and industries in many countries have sponsored comparative research to
establish the state of the engineering profession and also supported the establishment of
the engineering authority. In the 1970’s, the British government sponsored an inquiry
into the engineering profession and sent missions to France, Germany, Japan and the
United States, led by Sir Monty Finniston. The key goal of this investigation was to
broaden the British approach to the education and training of engineers and the practice
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in other ‘similar’ countries. For example, “To review for manufacturing industry and in
the light of national economic needs: 1. the requirements of British Industry for professional and technician engineers,
the extent to which their needs are being met and the use made of engineers by
industry;
2. the role of the engineering Institutions in relation to the education and
qualification of engineers at the professional and technician level;
3. the advantages and disadvantages of statutory registration and licensing of
engineers in the UK;
4. the arrangements in other major industrial countries, particularly in the
European Economic Community (EEC), for handling their problems, having regard
to relevant comparative studies and to make recommendations.” (Committee of
Inquiry into the Engineering Profession, 1980)

Finniston reported that the length of an engineering course in the UK was generally
three years, which was shorter than in comparable countries: the longer the better
went the argument. In Japan and America it was four years; in Eastern Europe, five
years; in France, from four to six years; in Germany, five to six years. Many of
Finniston’s recommendations aimed at introducing some features of continental
practice; his plan for engineering education indicated a three to six year course, some of
which was to be spent in industry placements.

However, the author took a rather

narrow view on the operation of the engineering profession and extended the analysis to
look at international comparisons only in terms of numbers (degrees, entrants etc), subdegree qualifications, status and rewards, outputs – here, as determined by productivity
– and the current scene on international collaborations. The Engineering Council (EC)
was established by Royal Charter in November 1981 “for the advancement of education,
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and the promotion of the science and practice of engineering, including relevant
technology, to the public benefit and thereby to promote industry and commerce in the
UK.”

Following the organisation of regional agencies, such as ABET (Accreditation Board of
Engineering and Technology) in the United States, ECUK (Engineering Council) in the
United Kingdom, Federation Europeenne D’Associations Nationales D’ Ingenieurs (FEANI),
Engineers Australia, CEAB (Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board), and similar
engineering institutions in various other countries worldwide, many studies have
reviewed engineering education based on approaches similar to the above (see for
example, Beccari 1993; Ghadban 1998; Palit 1998; Deans 1999; Schachterle 1999;
Vekstein, Mehrez et al. 1999; Brusselmans 2000; Chaturvedi 2000; Del Castillo 2000;
Jefferies and Evetts 2000; Simpson 2000; Bordia 2001; de Barros 2001; Ohnaka 2001).

However, engineering courses which emerged from reforms in the last two decades have
since been criticised by employers for not producing industry-ready engineers who are
immediately employable and capable of adapting to an ever-changing environment
(Dillon 1998). These reports only dealt with matters such as faculties, selection
procedures, and course structures, teaching methods, practical training, industry links
and technology support. Moreover, these reports were based on assumptions and a
general understanding of what it is that industry expects from graduates, rather than
the realities of engineering practice determined by empirical observations (Trevelyan
and Tilli 2007).

An examination of Table 2 provides more clearly some recent engineering education
articles published mainly in the European Journal of Engineering Education (EJEE),
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selected to include studies relevant to both industrialized and developing countries. In
these articles, the authors arrived at the final decision on recommendations without any
systematic review or systematic research or research methods. The articles appear to
focus on individual engineering courses and workshops and we might describe these
studies as pre-consultations with academic teaching staff and current students.
Unfortunately the engineering education articles did not attempt to examine current
engineering practice nor interview recent graduates and industry stakeholders.
Table 2: Recent engineering education research and development articles
Authors

Title

Purpose

Method References

Analysis

(Beccari 1993)

Engineering
education and
training in Italy

To explain about the
Italian university
system

None

(Ghadban 1998)

Engineering
education in
Palestine: An
analytical study

Analyses the main
aspects of the reality
of engineering
education from 1980
to 1996 in Palestine

Reports from higher
education Council,
Jerusalem, Palestine.

(Palit 1998)

The Development of
Engineering and
Technical Education
in India

To discuss the current
development of
undergraduate and
postgraduate
engineering
education in India

(Schachterle 1999)

Outcomes Assessment
and Accreditation in
US Engineering
Formation

Emphasizes outcomebased assessments

Two case studies
detailing the
engineering
education
programmes of
leading institutions:
the Indian Institute
of Technology (IIT),
New Delhi, and Birla
Institute of
Technology and
Science (BITS),
Pilani, India.
Worcester
Polytechnic Institute
(WPI) as a case
study.

Graduates are in
theoretical education
in almost all fields of
engineering but would
benefit from a little
more practical
training, particularly
in experimental work.
Aspects discussed are
the faculty members,
curricula and
syllabuses, students
and admission
policies,
specializations and
sponsorship, material
capabilities, buildings
and equipment,
administration,
institutional
organization, funding
and linkage to society.
Concludes with other
universities and
institutions India
should adopt
similar innovative
industry-linked
engineering education
and training system
and outlines strategic
plans of the All India
Council for Technical
Education (AICTE).

(Vekstein, Mehrez et
al. 1999)

Engineering
Education in Israel:
Situation, Debate and
Prospects

To present system
current situation of
engineering education
and debate over the
ways to manage to
engineering degrees.
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Two engineering
degrees in Isreal, the
BTech and BSc, are
described.

Recommends
European institutions
to agree and define
outcomes for ‘transnational recognition.
Suggests a balanced
policy should
implement projectbased instruction in
the engineering
curriculum.

(Brusselmans 2000)

Accreditation of
engineering studies:
formal systems versus
individual
responsibility

To enhance
transparency in
European
accreditation
systems.

None

(Chaturvedi 2000)

Producing Industry
Compatible
Engineers: German
System and a
Practical Model for
India

None

(Del Castillo 2000)

Evaluation and
accreditation of
engineering
programmes in Latin
America

To identify
shortcomings in
Indian engineering
education compared
to German model of
engineering
education.
Overview of the
university quality
system in six
countries in Latin
America, i.e. Mexico,
Colombia, Argentina,
Chile, Peru and
Bolivia.

(Jefferies and Evetts
2000)

Approaches to the
international
recognition of
professional
qualifications in
engineering and
sciences

To examine the
challenges currently
faced by the
international
professional
federations.

None

(Simpson 2000)

International
engineering
education: a French
example

TELECOM, Bretagne,
France as a case
study.

(Bordia 2001)

Problems of
accreditation and
quality assurance of
engineering
education in
developing countries

This article describes
the features of the
Information
Technology syllabus
in France which aim
to provide students
with a competency in
a foreign language
and experience of
work or study abroad.
To discuss
relationships between
funding, management
and quality assurance
of engineering
education in
developing countries.

(de Barros 2001)

Engineering courses
and accreditation in
Portugal

To describe
accreditation system
for Engineering
Courses by the
Ordemdos
Engenheiros (OE—
Institute of
Portuguese Engineers)

None

(Ohnaka 2001)

Introduction of an
accreditation system
in Japan

To present situations
and issues arising
during the
introduction of an

None
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None

None

A system that makes
the abstract notion of
‘competence’ tangible
to anyone, but that
leaves the judgement
open to the ones who
need to judge…
Illustrates the
importance of nontechnical skills in the
engineering
profession.
ASIBEI
(Asociación
Iberoamericana de la
Enseñanza de la
Ingenieria) to create a
Latin America network
for accreditation of
engineering
programmes.
Informs about the
Federation Europeene
d’Associations
Nationales
d’Ingenieurs (FEANI),
then compares with
‘The Washington
Accord’, and makes
recommendations for
a change.
Student with an
‘international culture’
are highly valued by
future employers and
we should, therefore,
try to expose students
to an international
environment during
their engineering
course.
Quality in the
developing countries
in the long run will be
determined by market
forces. Advanced
countries like
Australia, New
Zealand, the UK and
Canada and possibly
Europe will attract
better students and
will also be able to
charge higher fees.
A realistic scheme
adapted to the
interests of
engineering
education, it must be
a system of
participation, built
through constructive
discussion and yet
formalized to the
necessary extent.
The author is
optimistic and expects
that most of the
problems can be

accreditation system
in Japan - Japan
Accreditation Board
for Engineering
Education (JABEE).

solved during
implementation. For
example, to develop
efficient procedures
to save and use more
time for education
and research in
universities.

Based on work experiences of successful graduates the University of Technology, Sydney
Quality Development Unit identified the most important professional capability as
emotional intelligence - both personal and interpersonal (Scott and Yates 2002; Moulton
and Lowe 2005). By focusing entirely on the emotional aspects of graduate attributes,
they neglected numerous other aspects such as technical, business, finance,
management, and the rest. In real-world problems these aspects are interconnected
and it is only through meticulous planning and coordination of all these aspects that
engineering projects succeed. Moreover there are many occasions in which an engineer
has to persuade other team members or clients to accept a new way of understanding
technical issues and compromise on established positions (Trevelyan 2008). These tasks
however, were not mentioned, even when discussing the emotional social intelligence
capabilities of graduates.

Martin and her colleagues applied a qualitative interview analysis to explore the
perception of recent University of Cape Town chemical engineering graduates (2005).
They found that non-technical factors such as communication, team-work and
interpersonal skills cannot be taught in isolation from the technical context in which
they will be used. However these conclusions have been drawn from a single
perspective, adopting the interview analysis approach, rather than a combination of
strategies to decrease potential biases within the research (Patton 1990). Moreover, the
authors did not study what actually occurred in the workplace and how engineers solved
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real-world engineering problems. They focussed instead on graduate intentions and how
they perceived themselves compared with graduates from other institutions.

In contrast to studying perceptions of recent graduates based on interviews, Nguyen and
others (Nguyen 1998; Deans 1999; Lang, Cruse et al. 1999) administrated surveys based
on existing information such as earlier literature, existing courses, the skills,
competencies or attributes deemed desirable by national engineering bodies. Trevelyan
and Tilli (2007) reviewing literature on industry requirements and issues of quality in
engineering education, noted that Deans (1999) asked graduates “to rate the emphasis
which should be placed on the topics listed in Table 1 within the new course structure”.
Nguyen (1998) said of her empirical research, “a survey questionnaire was developed to
include seven generic skills and attributes, and several sub-groups (specialist skills)
within each generic group, as proposed by (Pudlowski and Darvall 1996), from which
respondents could make a selection.” Lang, Cruse and others (1999, p44) asked
engineers and engineering managers “to rank 172 skills, knowledge descriptors and
experiences that were mapped into the ABET 2000 Criterion 3 into eleven outcome
categories.” The credibility of several of these surveys appears to have been
undermined by low response rates. The average responses received for graduate surveys
from university graduates was 36.67 percent (Deans 1999, p152). The average response
rate for studies that utilized data collected from academics was 33 percent, while from
industry it was 11 percent and from students the response rate was 47 percent (Nguyen
1998, p97). Another disadvantage with surveys is that they provide insufficient scope for
respondents to qualify their answers and add comments. These examples of conducting a
survey are typical of many more papers and are based on earlier understandings of what
it is that engineers do in their work and should therefore learn as students.
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Part IV Engineering Philosophy
Earlier literature on the philosophy of engineering partially explored fundamental
concepts and the knowledge which underpins the engineering profession (e.g., Polanyi
1962; Hicks 1982; Schön 1983; Ferguson 1992; Solomon and Holt 1996; de Vries 2005).

De Vries (2005) provided a well organized introduction to the nature of philosophy,
which helps the reader understand fundamental concepts such as ontology and
epistemology as they relate to the person and knowledge. De Vries provided many
examples of how various philosophers have viewed knowledge in the past, and traced a
progression of technology philosophers' beliefs up to the present. The author believed
that firstly pupils need to learn to make judgements about the function and functioning
of technological artefacts. It is not enough simply to describe the function of these
artefacts. Secondly, de Vries noted that "…pupils must learn that norms, standards,
rules of thumb, and whatever other normatively determined type of technological
knowledge form an important part of what technologists need to know" (de Vries 2005,
p153). De Vries contribution helps prospective teachers of technology understand the
importance of having a philosophy, and how the development of a personal philosophy of
technology, especially ‘ethics', are related to the curriculum of technology education,
but which lacks the social reality of solving complex problems in engineering.

Schön (1983) provides a framework for understanding professional practice, and how
designers (engineers, architects, consultants etc) really work when they solve actual
problems. A ‘professional’ might create a ‘frame experiment’ - a new frame for the
problem situation from a ‘stock of knowledge’, and then devise an experiment to test
out this new frame by applying a ‘repertoire of practices’. Whenever a professional
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successfully corrects a failure or handles a new case, a new ‘recipe’ is created. The
author also argues that “professional education should be centred on enhancing the
practitioner’s potential for ‘reflection-in-action’, in order to create new knowledge. It is
this process that allows us to reshape what we are working on, while we are working on
it.” Engineers are described as technology workers. The engineers that Schön constructs
are merely inventors dealing with technology issues; therefore, he overlooks key
elements of professional engineering practice, such as the coordination of people to
produce useful products and services (Trevelyan 2007).

Also, another similar case is Polanyi’s in-depth study of Personal Knowledge (Polanyi
1962). The overall aim of Polanyi’s philosophy of Personal Knowledge “...is to restore to
us once more the power for the deliberate holding of unproven beliefs” (p268) so that
“we may firmly believe what we might conceivably doubt; and may hold to be true what
might conceivably be false” (Polanyi 1962, p312). He goes on to state furthermore that
we can confidently oppose the cult of precision and measurement, which denies the
reality or significance of anything that cannot be mathematically determined. From the
beginning of Personal Knowledge, Polanyi demonstrates how measurements of
probability depend upon personal judgement and appraisal. His philosophy liberates us
from all these confinements and distortions, which affect both the style and the content
of, and the tacit assumptions behind, much of what is taught today in secondary schools
and in universities” (Allen 1978, p176). Clearly, much of the research in the philosophy
of engineering reflects or mimics the nature of the creative process in engineering for
example, rather than real life experience. What is really interesting here is that
philosophers inform people that engineering is worthwhile and that society can benefit
from the knowledge of it. However, such studies generally end with discussions of ethics
only, ignoring a number of other aspects of engineering practice (Trevelyan 2007).
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Part V Engineering Ethnography – Design knowledge and
development of engineering design discourse.
A few practicing engineers have studied the role of the engineer in constructing the
design process. Some have used systematic research methods such as ethnography
(Bucciarelli 1994; and Vinck 2003), and others without a systematic research method
being explained made significant contributions to design knowledge only utilizing their
own experiences (Wilde 1983; Vincenti 1990; Coles and Norman 2005; and Ferguson
1992).

Fetterman (1998) defines ethnography “as the art and science of describing a group or
culture” (p11). Ethnography is a descriptive analysis of everyday practice and it relies
heavily on the personal experiences and participation by the researcher. It typically
employs three kinds of data collection: observation, interviewing and documentation. In
the design context however, Ball and Ormerod (2000) argue that ethnographic research
tends to be applied more in nature, “such as attempting to understand design
behaviours in order to make design productivity more effective (e.g., through computerbased support or changes to existing organisational practice)” (p404). Further, the
researcher will review briefly some of the published studies which have used
ethnographic methods in design research (See Table 3).
Table 3: Engineering design ethnography articles.
Authors

Title

Purpose

Method

Analysis

(Ferguson 1992)

Engineering and the
Mind's Eye

Takes a probing look
at the process of
engineering design,
arguing that despite
modern technical
advances, good
engineering is still as
much a matter of
intuition and
nonverbal thinking as
of equations and
computation.

Examples and
illustrations of
engineering work
over past five
centuries (anecdotal
evidence).

He concludes by
arguing that American
engineering education
since 1945 has been
skewed toward
analytical techniques
- which are easiest to
teach and evaluate and away from the art
of design as taught by
experienced
engineers.
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(Vincenti 1990)

What Engineers Know
and How They Know
It

To endorse the view
point that
engineering
knowledge – and
technological
knowledge in general
– constitutes a
discrete form of
knowledge that is
different from
scientific knowledge.

Individual
retrospective and
anecdotal evidence.

(Wilde 1983)

The skills and
practices of
engineering designers
now and in the future

Personal experience
and anecdotal
evidence

(Coles and Norman
2005)

An Exploration of the
Role Values Plays in
Design DecisionMaking

Reviews design
process for RB211
Rolls Royce aero
engine and discuss
the design process in
terms of technical
issues that have to be
solved.
To explore the role of
values in within the
design decisionmaking process.

Pilot case studies and
focus groups

Values identified
could be introduced
in form of tools and
initiatives to
influence designers to
be more sustainable.

(Bucciarelli 1994)

Designing Engineers

To present and
discusses observations
of typical activities
that occur in design
process.

Participant
observation
(systematic research)

(Vinck 2003)

Everyday
Engineering: An
Ethnography of
Design and Innovation

To give deeper
insights into the
socio-technical world
of engineering.

Participant
observation
(systematic research)

He argues that design
is social process –
different participants
with different
responsibilities
negotiate their
different interests
and agree on the
production of
artefacts.
Introduces to the
concept that design is
a complex process – It
is only through
systematically
integrating the human
elements, material
agents and mediators
through process of
gradual adjustments
project could
succeed.

He outlines how the
design engineer first
identifies the
problem, breaks it
into components, and
subdivides the areas
by problem and
specialty required, as
needed. Then the
complete design
process then goes on
iteratively, up and
down and horizontally
through the
hierarchy.
To show how the
accumulation of
technical knowledge
has become a
dominant constraint
on the capacity of
designers.

In Engineering and the Mind’s Eye, Ferguson (1992) discussed the engineering design
process and argued that design is a nonverbal, artistic process which draws on visual
skills and intimate, tacit knowledge of materials, rather than abstract calculations or
reasoning of well-defined problems. He provided examples of visual tools and
techniques, such as slide rules, indicator diagrams, orthographic projections, etc., which
had been at the cutting edge of sound engineering design and practice since the
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Renaissance. It was not Ferguson’s intention to give us the ethnography of the ways in
which engineers communicated non-verbally and shared their knowledge, but he
certainly added to the motivation for this kind of research. His primary motive for such
an analysis was his concern for the American engineering profession. He argued, in
effect, that the American engineering profession, in order to achieve a higher status,
had sold out to the ideology of science. In this regard, curricula and individual courses
dealing with design and with the art and practice of engineering have increasingly been
replaced

by

courses

in

the

theoretical

engineering

sciences:

mechanics,

thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, heat transfer and so on. As he wrote in the final
paragraph of the book; “No matter how vigorously a ‘science’ of design may be pushed,
the successful design of real things in a contingent world will always be based more on
art than on science. Unquantifiable judgements and choices are the elements that
determine the way a design comes together. Engineering design is simply that kind of
process. It always has been; it always will be” (Ferguson 1992, p194).

Vincenti (1990) examined case studies from his own field of aeronautical engineering to
classify the different types of knowledge that aircraft engineers used. According to him,
engineering design knowledge can be classified as fundamental design concepts
(operational principles and normal configurations), design criteria and specifications,
theoretical tools (mathematics, reasoning, laws of nature), quantitative data
(descriptive and prescriptive), or practical considerations and design instrumentalities
(procedural knowledge). He also identified the origins of these categories of knowledge,
and found that science makes a very limited contribution to engineers' knowledge, and
that the design process itself is a knowledge-generating activity. Consequently, Wilde
(1983) and also Coles and Norman (2005) echoed this, invoking Gilbert Ryle's (1948)
famous distinction between ‘knowing how’ and ‘knowing that’ and Layton’s (1987) later
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claim that “technological knowledge is knowledge of how to do or make things, whereas
the basic sciences have a more general form of knowing” (p603).

Vincenti and Wilde focused entirely on subjective constructions of specialized domainspecific design knowledge in aeronautics. Perhaps the scheme presented in these studies
is not general enough to represent the body of knowledge for the whole of engineering.
Vincenti conceded that his emphasis is on design, “...for a complete epistemology of
engineering, production and operation will require equal attention. For the time being,
however, my concern will be limited mainly to engineering design knowledge” (1990,
p7). In addition, Coles and Norman, categorising role values concluded, “The outcome
will be a breakdown for the design decisions made by individual designers working on
specific projects” (2005, p167).

In an attempt to fully understand the design process, Bucciarelli (1994) empirically
researched the inner workings of two design teams belonging to small high-technology
engineering firms as an insider and a team member.

One company was involved in

making photovoltaic modules for the conversion of solar radiation into electricity. The
other company was engaged in the production of X-ray equipment for a variety of
purposes, including medical diagnostics, the quality control of materials production, and
baggage inspection. Bucciarelli’s ethnography of design teams in the USA identified
three different themes of a commercial design process. First, the concept of ‘object
worlds’ is invoked to describe the different design spaces (mechanical, electromagnetic,
managerial etc), and the movement of design participants within the worlds of technical
specialisation.

Secondly, the concept of ‘specifications and constraints’ is used to

discuss the principles that guide the designer’s practices and limit their development of
design solutions.

Thirdly, the notion of ‘design discourse’ refers to the negotiation
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between different viewpoints during the design and production of artefacts. It is evident
that Bucciarelli is convinced ‘that design is a social process’ and that informal social
structures determine the effectiveness of work activity. He concluded with; “The
realization that design is a social process, that alternative designs are possible, and that
a design’s quality is as much a question of culture and context as it is of a thing in itself
or of the dictates of science or market forces” (Bucciarelli 1994, p199).

In a similar way, in Everyday Engineering, Vinck and others, through an ethnographic
study of design practice, show ‘how things are really done’ in the day-to-day practice of
engineering (Vinck 2003). Vinck argued that engineering students enter their training
expecting their work to be “purely technical.” They are surprised to learn early on that
in parts of any given projects’ “technical coordination takes place in the corridors”
(2003, p18). On the job, they learn that design practice involves argument and
organizational politics. Vinck showed that whatever it is that engineers create exists in
close relation to the social, and that design decisions cannot be based strictly and
narrowly on technical data. All data must be interpreted, and no technical document is
absolutely comprehensive. Thus, judgment is central to engineering design practice.
Once again moreover, the focus was on design work and how it is that technical
elements can be taken into account in socio-technical analyses of human organisations.
However, beyond the design we don’t know very much about engineering practice,
“…for most of them their interest lies in the design process rather than all the other less
glamorous tasks that designers also have to accomplish” (Trevelyan 2007, p195). Most
importantly, none of these detailed studies on engineering design process, nor the
ethnographic studies of technical workers, (e.g., Barley and Bechkey 1994; Orr 1996;
Barley and Orr 1997; Barley 2005), has focused on engineering outside the context of
industrialised countries.
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Part VI Engineering Culture – Towards a global engineer.
During the past decade the ABET in the United States, and two important systems of
accreditation and quality assurance in engineering and technology education - the
Washington Accord and the Bologna Declaration - have focused on recognising
accreditation systems to promote student exchange between countries, and preparing
engineering students to function effectively in global environments. Current debates
among engineering education boards are increasingly focused on how to improve the
quality and mobility of engineering graduates within the United States, Europe and
Australia and their leading international competitors such as Japan, Canada, Korea, and
Singapore. As Downey and others argue for such initiatives to meet the requirements of
quality global engineering education, they face basic questions which include: “What
does it mean for engineers to become globally competent? What counts as global work in
engineering? What forms of knowledge or sets of capabilities prepare engineering
students for such work? What sorts of learning experiences are helpful in gaining such
knowledge and capabilities?” (Downey, Lucena et al. 2006, p107). There seems to be a
growing interest in providing a component of engineering education that prepares
students for global engineering practice, in other words the ability to practice
engineering in several different cultural environments at the same time.

For example, the Program in Global Engineering at University of Michigan, USA, includes
among its main objectivities ‘to appreciate people, culture, and engineering practices of
other nations’ and ‘to develop students’ capacities for intercultural sensitivity’ (Eljamal,
Pang et al. 2005; University of Michigan, 2008). The Global Engineering Program (GEP) at
Purdue University, USA, “encourages and uses strategic global collaborations to improve
Purdue Engineering programs, in particular to distinguish the competence of our
graduates as preeminent global engineering professionals, while enhancing our
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reputation in the global academic community”(Purdue University, 2008).

Socrates is

Europe’s mobility programme for cooperation in education and it involves around 30
European countries. The Socrates program’s main objective “… is precisely to build up a
Europe of knowledge, and thus provide a better response to the major challenges of this
new century”(European Commission Education and Training, 2008). In 2007 the Institute
of International Education (IIE), a non-profit organization, launched a major new policy
research initiative which was designed to assess the capacity of host educational
institutions abroad to expand their intake of students from the United States. Downey
and others at Virginia Tech and Colorado School of Mines (CSM), introduced the concept
of ‘global competency for engineers’ and discussed ‘Engineering Cultures’ as a classroom
experience based on learning criterion and learning outcomes (Downey, Lucena et al.
2006). Furthermore, Eljamal and others assert that among the most important outcomes
of international experiences for engineering students is ‘an appreciation for other
cultures’ and ‘development of a multicultural perspective’ (Eljamal, Pang et al. 2005).

Most of these studies have been undertaken in the industrialised world only and have
several limitations. Downey and others for instance, noted: “The major limitations of
Engineering Cultures are derived from its status as a single, elective course. First, no
quantitative evidence exists indicating how long the achieved competencies in the
course remain salient in the careers of students… second, the one-semester length of
the course limits student learning to an introduction to the emergence of engineering in
five or six countries…third, the tightly-structured syllabus for Engineering Cultures was
originally not designed to be partitioned and used by humanities/social science or
engineering faculty as supplements to other courses” (Downey, Lucena et al. 2006,
p135) . Moreover, these studies are popular amongst those students who can afford
international travel and relatively high fees.
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These contributions help to highlight the relative absence of reports which would
provide reliable data on engineering practice in different countries.

This study,

therefore, could provide a small contribution to help reduce this apparent deficit in our
knowledge.

Summary
Despite a few detailed studies of engineering practice (beyond design), there are none
outside the industrialized countries. Understanding the detail of engineering and
engineering practice is essential if we are to understand the differences. Lam (1996),
Lynn (2002), McCormick (2000), Mehri (2005) and others have identified interesting
differences between engineers and the practice of engineering in Japan, Britain, and the
United States (and, to a less extent, other European countries). They recommended
going beyond two country comparisons and systematically exploring some of the issues
raised in their studies. However, this study is the first to explore systematically
engineering practice in developing countries based on an empirical approach. Going
forward, Lynn (2002) suggested several approaches - one illustrated approach is
“interviews/surveys of engineers and employers to get a better sense of whether the
degree to which an engineer’s technical education is used differs between countries”
(p103). Jonassen and others developed an online database ‘a case library’, which
consists of “transcribed stories of problem solving experiences of practicing engineers”
(Jonassen, Strobel et al. 2006, p140). Trevelyan (2008) proposed a framework that
“emerged from a continuing empirical ethnographic study of engineering practice,
predominantly based on interviews and field observations of engineers in several
countries”. Nevertheless it is seen that the later discussions provided a worthwhile and
relevant basis for conducting various forms of qualitative analysis, by edging our
understanding with everyday issues relating to engineering practice.
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Chapter 3 Research Methodology

Introduction
Although the research can be seen as a process with distinct stages, each research
project design will be different depending on the subject area, the environment and of
course the researcher’s own experiences and skills. Crotty (1998) emphasizes that “as
researchers we have to devise for ourselves a research process that serves our purpose
best, one that helps us more than any other to answer our research question” (p216).
The following chapter will provide an understanding of how the research was conducted
and organised in order to obtain information that could be useful to identify the issues
of differences in engineering practice in South Asia and Australia.
What is engineering practice?
What is engineering practice in South Asia? What is engineering practice in
Australia?
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Does the way it is practiced in various countries make any difference in
engineering outcomes and processes? How does it differ? What are those
differences?
What are the differences between engineering practice in South Asia compared
to Australia?
As discussed previously the literature only provides glimpses of certain aspects of
engineering practice in developed countries, and tells nothing of engineering practice in
developing countries. The relative costs of engineering services in South Asia perhaps
may be better understood by looking at various aspects of engineering practice in South
Asia. A fully detailed description of engineering practice in South Asia on its own is
beyond the scope of this thesis – perhaps more than a life time’s work. For example, a
research team at Stanford University have been looking at work of engineers in the USA,
India and other countries since 1999, yet nearly all of their work is still to be published
(Bailey 2009). However, the researcher focused on the more apparent differences in
engineering practice rather than exploring the entire engineering practice itself.
Following on reports of early comparative studies (for example, Armstrong 1992; Lee and
Smith 1992; McCormick 1995; Lam 1996; Moritz 1996; and Lynn 2002), the differences in
engineering practice became the main focus of examination. The goal is to find out why
engineering practices are different: to reveal the general underlying structure which
generates or allows such a variation. However, what is apparent to one researcher may
not be to another, yet each has a valid contribution to make. Therefore, none can be
complete in itself.

Conversely, there are commonalities in engineering practice, particularly in education
practices. Examination of a typical curriculum of the four-year engineering student in
the same field (for example mechanical engineering) shows a similar number of total
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credit hours required to complete a bachelors degree in Australia and India. In the case
of mechanical engineering students, study statistics, dynamics, thermodynamics,
machine design, physics, chemistry, calculus, differential equations, manufacturing
processes, and electrical circuits. In addition, each pursues a project demonstrating an
ability to work on real-life engineering problems. Bachelor degrees from leading South
Asian institutions are accepted as equivalent to those of leasing institutions in Western
countries. South Asia also supplies a significant number of engineering graduates and
many experienced engineers to the world5. Many of these engineers work for
multinational companies and across borders and strive towards common goals. Given
that no research has previously been carried out to compare engineering practice in
South Asia and Australia, the researcher looked at the primary differences between the
two regions. It has been assumed that without seeing the differences, it is not really
possible to begin to see the emergence of the best engineering practices. To identify
these differences, which may answer why the costs of engineered services in South Asia
are often higher than Australia, the researcher studied engineers in the context of these
two regions.

Is engineering practice a technical discipline or social process? How best can that
be understood and in what ways?
Engineers not only design concrete artefacts such as machines and consumer products
but also work to bring together, coordinate, manipulate, build, operate and maintain
complex systems in the interests of owners, investors, end users, government and other
stakeholders. Moreover, it is recognized that engineering practice heavily relies on
human interactions (Zussman 1985; Bucciarelli 1994; Orr 1996; Barley and Orr 1997; Darr
2000; Vinck 2003; Winch and Kelsey 2005). Engineering outcomes are the products of
5

Large scale migration of South Asian engineers to countries like the US, UK, Canada, Australia
and others.
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coordinated efforts that transform a set of requirements into a reality. The picture that
is emerging from Trevelyan’s study is that “engineering is a socio-technical discipline
built around the intrinsic limitations of human behaviour and capabilities” (Trevelyan
2008, p4). In light of this, engineering practice may be considered as a technical
discipline as well as a social process. In order to fully understand the complex dual
nature of engineering, it is necessary to go through the “rigorous understanding of the
shared schemes of reference and accounting practices through which organizational
members construct and comprehend the social orders of which they are a part” (Fischer
and Finkelstein 1991, p119-135). When coupled with experience and understanding of
the technical dimension, social research methods provide a useful method of
understanding the elements of human behaviour that form part of engineering practice.
They allow us to ask novel questions and approach old questions from a new perspective,
contributing to a new understanding of engineering practice. In this manner, the work of
engineers may be better analysed in terms of both the technical detail and the
sociological context in which engineering always takes place.

What social research method would be an appropriate approach to explain the
differences in engineering practice?
Social research methods can be classified in various ways, however one of the most
common distinctions is between qualitative and quantitative research methods.
Qualitative research is often depicted as a research strategy with emphasis on a
relatively open-ended approach to the research process to better understand any
phenomenon about which little is known (Miles and Huberman 1994; Corbin and Strauss
1990). Qualitative research explores attitudes, behaviour and experiences through
methods such as interviews and questionnaires, documents and texts, focus groups, and
field or participant observations. On the other hand, quantitative research generates
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numerical data or text data that can be converted in to numbers. Examples of
quantitative methods are survey methods, laboratory experiments, time-motion
analysis, and numerical methods such as mathematical modelling.

The strength and weaknesses of various methods will be examined within the context of
previous studies in order to determine which method is superior. For instance, in a
recent example, the job-analysis technique was used for the purpose of evaluating and
updating the biotechnology syllabus for engineering graduates (Doron and Marco 1999).
“Job analysis is a technique for the presentation of detailed information about the
activities performed in the framework of a position and the determination of employee
requirements for the optimal performance of such activities”(Doron and Marco 1999,
p164) Job-analysis technique focuses on jobs specifically, such as the job description,
specification or evaluation. The list of tasks does not allow the researcher to fully
understand the complex nature of engineering work. In fact, the researcher will be only
able to identify key activities of a specific job. Apart from that, participants may have
difficulty in breaking down work into tasks and describing work.

Peer (1986) proposed an improved systematic activity-sampling method to identify
organisational inefficiencies at construction sites. “Activity sampling is a method that
can be used to identify measure the direct utilization achieved in the field of the craft
labour and more importantly help identify the delays and support activities that are
preventing craft from getting on with job” (Berquist 2006, p981). Labour activity is
observed at random time intervals by the researcher. Log sheets are prepared and a
statistical analysis is undertaken. “This information is then used to target specific
changes that will remove barriers to improving both wrench time and overall
maintenance workforce productivity” (Berquist 2006, p981). The disadvantage with this
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method is that the researcher is not exposed to the activity continuously; hence
interpretation of complex aspects of work becomes difficult. The improved systematic
activity-sampling method is only applicable to individual work studies with up to 15
workers and/or machines per observer (Peer 1986, p151). Like the Job-analysis method,
activity-sampling is effective when the topic of interest is well understood.
Consequently these methods may be inaccurate due to systematic bias introduced during
the sampling process, or due to the use of too small a sample size.

Using the ‘structured observation’ method, Mintzberg closely studied the managerial
work of chief executives of five medium to large organisations (Mintzberg 1973).
Mintzberg described his structured observation method as follows: “…a method that
couples the flexibility of open-ended observation with the discipline of seeking certain
types of structured data. The researcher observes the manager as he performs his work.
Each observed event (a verbal contact or a piece of incoming or outgoing mail) is
categorized by the researcher in a number of ways (for example, duration, participants,
purpose) as in the diary method, with one important difference. The categories are
developed during the observation, as well as afterwards. In effect, the researcher is
influenced in his coding process, not by the standing literature or his own prior
experience, but by the single event taking place before him. In addition to categorizing
events, the researcher is able to record detailed information about important incidents
and to collect anecdotal materials” (Mintzberg 1973, p231-232).

Mintzberg’s study of managerial work is one of the best-known studies in management
research and education. Given the power of the study, Mintzberg’s model was replicated
across other professions including medicine, engineering, and teaching. Perlow (1997),
for example, explored the ‘time famine’ experienced by software engineers in a high55 | P a g e

tech corporation. Kmetz and Willower (1982) observed work behaviour of five school
principals using Mintzberg’s structured observation method. The authors found that the
implementation of structured observation demanded sizable time investment in the field
and that it was also an expensive research method. Mintzberg himself admits in his
book, “Of particular relevance to those who plan research on managerial work – and
here I especially include followers of both the diary and observational methods – is the
workload associated simply with recording managerial activity…Managing is a complex,
full-time job, and as I was to learn, so is recording” (Mintzberg 1973 ,p270-271).

Consequently, it is observed that in the implementation of the above methods,
difficulties occur during the data analysis and synthesis stage. Most of the above
methods analyse and report findings using quantitative techniques. The importance of
less frequently performed, but extremely important tasks, can become victim to
numerical assessment. Finally, the above methods require sets of classification schemes
based on assumptions of previous work. The researcher had the privilege to follow the
newly introduced aspects of engineering practice by Trevelyan (Trevelyan 2005).
Trevelyan arrived at these fundamental aspects based on ethnographic research of
engineers using interviews and field observations in Australia. The 85 different aspects
of engineering practice are grouped in categories as follows (Trevelyan 2007):
1. Managing self and personal career development (8 descriptors)
2. Coordination, working with other people (16)
3. Engineering processes, project and operations management (13)
4. Financial processes (6)
5. Procurement, buying products or services (3)
6. Human resource development, training (4)
7. Business development or marketing, selling products or services (11)
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8. Technical work, creating new concepts, problem solving, programming (13)
9. Technical reviews, checking, testing and problem diagnosis (10)
10. Hands-on technical work, construction or repairs (1)

These existing aspects of engineering practice could have been used instead of
developing unique categories. Initially, the researcher attempted to apply these existing
categories to set data but soon found that the complexity in assignment of these codes
was not going to be very helpful in performing a side-by-side comparison of engineering
practice. In the longitudinal study of graduates at the University of Western Australia,
the researcher developed a survey instrumented by reducing the number of aspects
identified at that time from 50 to 39 (Domal, Stappenbelt et al. 2008). However, the
level of detail was inappropriate for this study: Trevelyan's study aimed to map
engineering practice in its entirety whereas this study is a preliminary examination to
explore the main areas of difference between engineering practice in India and
Australia, in the limited context of a manufacturing plant.

In order to capture specific information focused around a research question framed in
first-hand observations, the researcher used ethnography as the preferred method. It
enabled the researcher to provide insight into the interactions and daily work of
engineers. Inadequate professional engineering/technical experience often resisted
observation of social scientists (Zussman 1985; Whalley and Barley 1997; Barley 2005).
The researcher was less affected by this difficulty because he had completed three years
of work experience in manufacturing plants in India and Sweden, and had studied
undergraduate mechanical engineering. The researcher understands the language and
mental conceptions which often quite unique to engineering. Lloyd (2000, p368), for
example, studied small engineering design and manufacturing organisations using
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ethnography and found that “There is an economy of language here. Complex social and
technical scenarios are deconstructed, understood socially, and then reconstructed into
a word or phrase. Experience is encapsulated; the story no longer needs to be retold.”

3.1. Research process
Having decided which social research method to use, the next step is to design a
research process and decide what kind of data collection and data analysis would be
needed to answer each of the research questions. The research process comprised of a
number of phases (See Figure 1, below). Each phase will be explained in detail in the
next section of this chapter.

Ethics approval

Planning and
negotiations

Data collection
[Interviews and
focus groups]

Data analysis and
interpretation

Data collection
[Partcipant
observations]

Data analysis and
interpretation

Report findings

Figure 1: Overview of the research process.

The background data was collected using semi-structured interviews, focus groups and
field observations in both India and Australia. The bulk of the data was obtained through
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participant observation, a fieldwork strategy in which the researcher gets to know the
situation and collects data largely through careful observation of behaviour and informal
interviewing. The emphasis was on staying close and observing what is actually said by
the engineers and what they actually do, in an emergent understanding of engineering
practice. However, it must also be borne in mind that participant observers invariably
conduct some interviews in the course of their investigations.

The data was analysed primarily by the use of a grounded theory approach as it provides
powerful guidelines to the research process. As Strauss (1987) suggests, it is not really a
specific method or technique. Rather, “it is a style of doing qualitative analysis that
includes a number of distinct features, such as theoretical sampling, and certain
methodological guidelines, such as the making of constant comparisons and the use of a
coding paradigm, to ensure conceptual development and density” (Strauss 1987, p5). It
is commonly believed that grounded theory and ethnography complement one another
(Atkinson 2001; Huberman and Miles 2002). “Ethnography suffered in the past from a
rigid and artificial separation of data collection and analysis. Grounded theory methods
preserve an open-ended approach to studying the empirical world yet add rigor to
ethnographic research by building systematic checks into both data collection and
analysis. The logic of grounded theory entails going back to data and forward into
analysis then returning to the field to gather further data and refine the emerging
theoretical framework” (Atkinson 2001, p162). Thus, in order to increase control and
clarity over the data, and to allow the data to speak for itself, the researcher combined
the two methods.

Although the research process has been described as a linear, deterministic process,
data collection and data analysis occurred concurrently. The constant evaluation and
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interpretation of collected data revealed new challenges. These new challenges forced
the researcher to modify and re-sequence methods of research in the research process.
It is also important to realize that any qualitative framework for analysis depends on the
approach taken by the investigators (Trevelyan 2007, p429). Hence, the research
conclusions may be affected by the researcher’s particular approach to the
interpretation of an analysis within a qualitative framework.

3.2. Sampling and negotiations
Before collecting data, the first necessary task that had to be carried out was
establishing contacts, organising interviews and screening companies for field studies in
India and Australia. The networking process used by the researcher is generally referred
to as ‘snowball sampling’, an approach commonly used for locating information-rich key
informants (Patton 1990). Using this approach, a few potential respondents are
contacted initially and asked whether they know of anybody who could participate in the
study, including themselves.

In Australia, the researcher attended Engineers Australia weekly technical seminars and
organised various site visits for undergraduate engineering students in Perth, Western
Australia. During these events, the researcher met with engineers, interviewing them
informally, explaining the purpose of the project and asking advice. At this time, the
researcher noted the names and geographical locations of all engineers spoken to, and
asked these engineers if they could suggest any contacts. The researcher’s goal was to
continually build a database and share networking leads with colleagues performing
similar research. The next step was to ask contacts to participate in a formal interview
and schedule appointments depending on their availability.
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At the same time the researcher began writing to contacts in India, identified earlier
through his own contacts, company websites and internet databases. The researcher’s
former undergraduate supervisor is an executive secretary at the Institute of Engineers,
India, with access to a vast number of members. Before long, the researcher realised
that networking is a numbers game - the more contacts you make, the better. Many
potential participants posed practical difficulties. For example, some engineers were
working on sensitive government projects and organizing the necessary authorizations
(especially in India) would have taken longer than the entire PhD project. In the next
stage, the researcher travelled to the selected areas in India to speak with potential
participants and companies to gain the necessary consent and approvals. However, the
subsequent difficulties in setting up the Indian fieldwork offer the first opportunity for
the researcher to comment on systematic differences between the way things are done
in India and Australia.

The researcher arranged two field trips to India in the years 2006 and 2007. The study
was located in the regions of India where local languages and dialects were known to the
researcher. During the first field trip, the researcher met potential participants and
looked for appropriate field study sites and also interviewed engineers, and during the
second field trip the researcher conducted participant observations. The presence of his
supervisor and the Australian Trade Commissioner during the first field trip made a
significant difference. In the period from February 2006 until the commencement of the
first field trip in June 2006, the negotiations for entry into companies were laboured and
had produced few concrete results. Although the sites were practical and geographically
accessible, the researcher was informed that the interested research participant lists
could not be located, was put on hold and then asked to ring back, and requests for
telephone calls were not returned. At that time, the decision was made to visit the sites
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with his supervisor. People addressed his supervisor as ‘the Gora Sahib’ (in Hindi, ‘white
man’) and with much greater respect than the researcher had been treated. This
reflects how the influence of the white man has not vanished with the end of the British
Raj (This term primarily refers to direct British rule in the Indian Subcontinent between
1858 and 1947). The researcher’s supervisor status as a professor from a respected
Australian university is highly regarded by Indian companies. Australian government
influence, a seminar at the Institute of Engineers given by the researcher’s supervisor,
and short press interviews with local journalists publicising our presence in the area all
helped to provide access to potential participants (See Appendix 1 Profiles of engineers).

The next step to do was to develop and maintain relationships with participants (and,
hence, to gain access to sites). In Australia, especially with continual local presence of
the researcher, it was easier to maintain networks. A casual meeting at a technical
seminar and a phone call would normally achieve sufficient influence. However, in both
cases of negotiation, the challenge was to provide assurances on anonymity and
confidentiality of research information. This is explained in more detail in the ethics
section of this chapter.

3.3. Instrument development
Careful instrument development was vital to obtain high quality data. The researcher
adapted and revised an existing instrument, a semi-structured engineer interview
proforma which has been developed by Trevelyan (2007). This instrument was based
partly on previous research studies such as Mintzberg’s thesis on ‘The Nature of
Managerial Work’ Mintzberg (1973) and Zussman (1985). Using an existing instrument
which has been developed by experts and for which information regarding reliability and
validity was available was more advantageous than developing a new instrument. In
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fact, the empirical core of these studies also consisted of interviews and intensive
observations of professionals in the work place. For instance, questions posed by
Zussman in his comparison study of engineers in two manufacturing companies could just
as well be asked for an assessment of the difference between practices in different
countries. Questions used in these studies included:
Do you remember how you happened to go into engineering in the first place?
Is there anything that you’ve been especially pleased or disappointed with in the
way your career’s turned out?
Do you pretty much get to work on the kinds of problems or projects you’re
interested in?
Thinking about all the sorts of things you do here, what are the parts of your job
you get the most satisfaction out of? (Zussman 1985, p237)

However, before conducting interviews with actual participants, the researcher
conducted pilot interviews with two work colleagues in Australia. One of the
researcher’s colleagues was a SAP and logistics consultant, and had 16 years of
engineering experience in maintenance. The other colleague was electrical engineering
graduate with industry and university teaching experience. In the pilot process, the
researcher learned more about the practical aspects of conducting interviews. This
included: trying to get some familiarity with particular terminologies or vocabulary that
might encourage the participants to talk freely; the benefits of being a good listener to
show the researcher understanding of what the interviewee was saying by asking
questions about the topic being discussed or by adding something to the discussion; as
words, appropriate physical gestures, for example, smiling and laughing at funny things,
nodding head when agreed improved interactions. Taking brief notes was essential to
and this activity of writing down notes helped the researcher to stay focused on what
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was being said. Organising the equipment required for interview, an empty notebook, a
few pens or pencils, consent forms, and a formatted audio recorder with fully charged
batteries: these were to become a familiar part of the routine.

The objective of the pilot interviews was to refine the questionnaire to contribute data
that would address the research questions, and to evaluate the overall layout and design
of the interview guide. The first few questions in the interview were designed to more
set the participant at ease rather than collecting data, for example, questions on basic
demographic data, the participant’s background, and education. The second set of
questions were based on the subjects engineering experience, for example, questions on
current position and role, continuing education, etc. The final set of questions included
other issues identified later during the study, for example, questions on maintenance,
safety, labour costs, and experiences of working in subcontinent (Appendix 2 provides
details).

The pilot interviews also provided training for the researcher and improved the
effectiveness of the research project. As interviews progressed from time to time, the
researcher became more familiar with the questionnaire schedule and further developed
his own method of asking and sequencing the questions, and to segment them
appropriately for different respondents. However, it was very important to understand
the very nature of open-ended questions in semi-structured interviews. Open-ended
questions are those that do not invite a simple answer, they encourage participants to
provide a detailed, elaborate answer. For example, “tell us about checking procedures
in your company that help to prevent you from making a major mistake” requires
participants to formulate a thoughtful answer. By contrast, “do you follow any checking
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procedures in your company?” would not have allow participants to respond with a
succinct “yes” or “no” yielding less information.

The experience and understanding of relevant engineering practice was very important
in being able to conduct effective interviews.

The researcher needed to have

confidence that he did know what the participant was talking about, and he had to be
able to understand the discourse in order to ask effective probes to elicit further
details. The experience of working, studying and travelling in India, Europe, and
Australia enabled the researcher to follow-up on comments made by the participants
with probes. For instance, without the knowledge of materials and the fundamental
understanding of manufacturing process, the researcher would have had fully
comprehended the real issues that occupied the minds of manufacturing engineers. After
all, the researcher’s choice of focus was determined by his prior experience in metal
product manufacturing.

3.4. Data collection
Data for the study was collected from 2005 to 2008 through a combination of semistructured interviews, focus group discussions, and field observations.
Semi-structured interviews

Participants who had agreed to be interviewed were informed in advance why the
researcher was interested to talk to them, what the purpose was, and how long the
interview was estimated to be. The researcher negotiated a place, date and time for the
interview at convenience of participants. In addition, care was taken by the researcher
to get a quiet and comfortable venue for the interview. For example, in the case of
those interviews conducted at the University of Western Australia (UWA), the researcher
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engaged an interview room containing a professional audio recorder and microphone.
This interview room holds up to 7 delegates around a circular meeting table, an ideal
location for face to face interview. In contrast, the researcher had little control over
the interview events that took place on-site. For example, in case of those interviews
conducted at factory settings, the researcher used an advanced audio recorder with
noise filter. The researcher paused the audio recording during interruptions such as
telephones calls, a colleague dashing into office room with a query or if the participant
receives a notification which urgently requires his attention. During these interruption
times, the researcher reviewed the hand-written notes to pose more questions. The
researcher’s supervisor was present during some of the initial interviews to monitor
progress and provide helpful feedback. The researcher’s supervisor also helped with
interview logistics support and trained the researcher in interview etiquettes.

To create a relaxed atmosphere and form a rapport with the participants, the researcher
commenced each interview by offering a drink of tea, coffee or water to the
participants. In the case of on-site interviews, this was often offered by the participant
on arrival. A casual conversation such as “what’s your view on the last one-day
international match?” would then proceed. This was followed by a short discussion about
this research study which led into the interview. Before each interview the participant
gave informed consent. Next, the researcher asked for permission to voice record the
conversation. While the participant was signing the agreement, the researcher prepared
the recording equipment. As far as possible, the researcher arranged the seating
positions for best location of recording equipment and also to be able to maintain eye
contact with the participant.
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The interviews lasted between forty minutes and two hours with the majority of the
interviews finishing within the hour. Most questions were open-ended, which allowed the
participants to recall significant incidents encountered in their work. Some open-ended
questions were widely focused such as, “Tell us about your work day?” Other openended questions were narrowly focused such as, “Tell us about what happened last
Tuesday?” This was actually a follow-up probe in the event it was difficult for the
participant to describe a work day. The researcher often began discussions on a new
topic area by asking a widely focused, open-ended question. As the participants
responded to this question, it was appropriate for the researcher to follow up with
several more narrowly focused, open-ended questions and probes that helped the
engineer delve deeper into his or her experience. For example, if the researcher wanted
to gain knowledge of an engineer’s financial responsibilities, a widely open-ended
question such as, “Tell us about any financial responsibilities that you have in your
position?” gave the engineer a great deal of freedom in how to respond. If the engineer
responded with a brief comment such as, “No financial responsibility but sometimes we
are directly involved in cost reduction projects,” the researcher followed up with
several more narrowly focused, but still open-ended, questions. For example, during the
course of a discussion the researcher said things such as, “Could you please explain more
about cost reduction projects? Who is generally involved? How often do you carry these
projects and what is your role in cost reductions?”

The participants were thanked for their participation and provided with the offer of
follow-up information on their interview. As discussed earlier, the interviews were audio
taped with consent of participants in order to facilitate interview transcription. Each
interview was transcribed from audio recorder as soon as practicable after the
interview.

The jotted notes and keywords from each response to each question
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stimulated the researcher memory to reconstruct full written accounts of interview.
Transcribing audio recoding is a laborious and time-consuming process, which is
discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

Overall the researcher interviewed 28 participants from an engineering background or
experience in oil and gas, mining, engineering, construction, manufacturing and
utilities. These participants included 18 Indian engineers, 6 Indian engineers migrated to
Australia, and 4 Australian engineers with experience in working in South Asia (see
Appendix 1 Profiles of engineers). In addition the researcher had access to transcripts of
some interviews conducted by members of the research group working on related
projects. Although interviews were conducted by different interviewers, certain
questions were common in the two series of interviews and could provide
complementary data. The responses to these questions were used to triangulate the
data, and this will be discussed in more detail in reliability and validity section of this
chapter.
Focus group discussion

A valuable focus group discussion with water utility engineers arose as much by chance
as design during the first field study of engineers in India. We recruited four participants
working for the same public utilities organisation to find any differences to the way
engineers work compared with the private sector. From the contacts list obtained from
the Institute of Engineers, India, the researcher started to write letters and make phone
calls to utility board engineers, requesting permission to interview them. Most of the
requests were just ignored. Luckily the researcher got hold of a senior engineer working
for Hyderabad water supply utilities. The researcher persuaded him to be interviewed,
to tell us about things in his career so far and how exactly water and sewerage
organizations work. After numerous phone calls, the meeting had to be rescheduled,
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and eventually rescheduled again. It was same story again and again with phone calls,
asking the same question about his availability and the researchers’ purpose of study.
He needed constant reminding and insisting on how far we (includes the researcher’s
supervisor) had travelled, the university we were coming from, and follow up phone
calls from Institute of Engineers, India. He finally agreed and met us along with his
team members at the end of a working day. We asked them to join us at a five star
Hotel in Hyderabad, where the participants could share their thoughts freely in a
comfortable setting.

In addition it was also an opportunity for us to demonstrate

hospitality in return for them taking time out of their busy schedule.

After the initial introductions, the moderator (the researcher’s supervisor) opened up
the discussion explaining the reasons for researching engineering practice and why it is
important to understand it in detail. Next, the discussion opened with participants
describing their career background. As the discussion progressed, participants
themselves raised additional or complementary issues about water utilities and
maintenance. An example was the state-wide zonal system of working and recruitment
of public health department engineers. This issue itself raised many follow-up questions
on career development, promotions, transfers within or outside the zones, and the
differences between municipalities and municipal corporations. In other words, the
focus group interview was not based on a set of relatively rigid pre-determined
questions and prompts. Rather, the focus group discussion used open-ended questions,
which enabled the engineers to express themselves on issues of importance to them with
minimal re-focusing and topic changes only when needed to ensure coverage of the
research agenda. The wide ranging discussion went on for approximately two hours.
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The researcher used a notepad with sufficient paper for taking notes during the entire
focus group. This was crucial because the moderator was busy in facilitating the
discussion, as well as ensuring all the participants are given the opportunity to voice
their comments. Even though the discussion was audio taped, those vocabularies and
phrases which the researcher wrote down helped to recall his memory for easy
transcription. Interview transcription from tape to text was in itself a beginning of
analysis of discussion. This is discussed more in details in data analysis and challenges
encountered sections of this chapter.

At the end of the discussion, it was suggested by the researcher’s supervisor that the
researcher should conduct separate interviews with each of the focus group participants
to follow up on details. However, after understanding the high pressure and stress these
participants experience in their work, the researcher realized that this was impractical.
This also explained why it had been so difficult to arrange the discussion in the first
place. Finally, closing the discussion, we expressed gratitude by arranging dinner for
their participation and valuable information about engineering work in a public water
utility.
Participant observations

Participant observations were conducted to balance interviews and focus group
discussions for several reasons. The first is that, “it is believed that the most effective
research includes a number of methods that can be used to investigate different aspects
of the phenomenon and to improve the likelihood of accuracy and objectivity in a
project”(DeWalt and DeWalt 2002, p93). The second is that, “the use of participant
observation allows for a greater rapport, better access to informants and activities, and
enhanced understanding of the phenomena investigated using other methods.” During
the interviews, the researcher identified that informants suffered from poor recall and
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inaccurate articulation. For instance, some interviewees expressed concerns in recalling
their work day, but from the extracts of field observation notes the researcher was able
to fill the gaps. Finally, “what people say they believe and do are often contradicted by
their behaviour” (p92-93). Given this inconsistency in human behaviour, participant
observations can be a powerful check against what people report about themselves
during interviews and focus groups.

Participant observation is a qualitative method with roots in traditional ethnographic
research, “whose objective is actively participating in a wide range of daily routines and
extraordinary activities with people who are full participants in the context using
everyday conversation as an interview technique” (DeWalt and DeWalt 2002, p15). As a
qualitative researcher, the researcher engaged in participant observation trying to
understand what life is like for an insider while remaining, inevitably, an outsider. The
researcher respected the participant’s everyday work and insisted they not depart from
their usual routines and requested that they ignore his presence. The researcher did his
best to relate to the participants in a familiar manner, which was possible by having a
similar age and having been raised within 200km of the field study site in India. The
researcher also provided assistance to participants in their work whenever possible.

These studies were aimed at exploring in detail an engineer’s behaviour and activities –
what they did, how frequently, with whom, and when. Ideally participant observations
should take place in community settings, in locations that have relevance to the
research questions. In this case an Indian and an Australian metal manufacturing
engineering company were chosen because this study set out to compare engineering
practice in both countries. The researcher wanted a similar enterprise in each country.
However, they cannot be exactly similar due to the large differences in size, markets,
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and the possible differences between the ways that engineering is practised. The choice
in each case was a combination of opportunity and appropriateness. The researcher
chose an Indian manufacturing company operating in the global export market for
automotive components6. The company represent the leading edge of the exportoriented Indian manufacturing sector in an era of globalization. The researcher’s first
visit to this plant was in year 2006, to interview engineers, while he was also
interviewing engineers at other plants in the same part of India.

During the first visit, the researcher asked whether it would be possible to work as a
participant observer in this plant. The researcher believed that by attempting to
understand and immerse himself in the day-to-day activities of engineers at this Indian
plant he would be familiar with the most widely followed engineering practice in India.
It took 12 months to plan the return visit and obtain the necessary official
authorisations. To gain the credibility necessary to able to enter to this Indian plant, the
researcher kept in constant touch with the managing director and engineers, informing
them about progress being made in the research via email and phone. The researcher
even sent out invitations to attend workshops organised by research team. The
researcher shared his experiences of Australia with those engineers interested in jobs,
migration and new life in Australia. Finally, upon submitting the official written request
form and plans, the company gave preliminary approval. The final acceptance approval
was given on the researcher’s personal visit to plant with courtesy gifts from Australia.

The Indian plant where field studies were conducted is a market leader in vehicle
component manufacturing, with several manufacturing sites. The group had an annual

6

The output of the manufacturing sector can be consumed domestically or exported. The low per
capita income in the country curbs domestic consumption and the ability of the Indian market
alone to sustain high growth reported by Avalon consulting, India, URL:
http://www.consultavalon.com/
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turnover of more than INR 1.5bn for the financial year 2006-07, with about one third of
its revenue coming from exports. The group has the technical collaboration of clients
who are spread across Asia, Europe, and North America. Of the five manufacturing
plants, one plant was ideal for the study in an area where the researcher would be able
to understand local dialects. This plant is located in the industrial zone on the outskirts
of a large city in South India. The city’s industrial zone provides a viable and attractive
industrial area for small and medium scale industries in steel, automobiles, construction
and textiles.

The Australian plant where observations were conducted is a market leader in small to
medium batch size welded metal fabrication in Australia. It is located in an industrial
zone on the outskirts of a large Australian city. This industrial zone provided viable and
attractive industrial areas for small and medium scale industries in construction, light
and heavy equipment fabrication, and service and maintenance support for remote
mining sites. There are currently 40 employees - 30 of which are engineering and
development staff with over 400 person years of relevant experience, 10 management
and support staff and joint collaborative activities with a variety of external
organisations.

The researcher shadowed engineers over two weeks at each of these factory
environments. The researcher made careful observations and recorded his observations
in a notebook. Equally as important, field observations provided the researcher an
opportunity for hours of extended informal conversation with many engineers and
workers. The researcher worked on small assignments with the engineers in different
sections of each plant including production, quality, purchase, marketing, and sales.
Among these was the partial supervision of maintenance staff, resolving quality and
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packaging issues, inventory stacking services, and receiving phone calls and organising
team meetings. The researcher was also engaged in social activities and informal
conversations with the engineers, managers and labourers during tea breaks, lunch
hours, and also during commutes to work with them.

While the researcher was on site, he typed field notes throughout the day (and after
working hours) as time permitted, and for several weeks after he returned to the
university. There was not enough time in the day to complete all the field notes in full
detail because he had to attend the factory for sufficient hours during the day to
observe what was happening, and undertake a long commute in both directions. In India,
a lot of time is spent on daily living requirements because in a city, traffic moves
extremely slowly. In this scenario it was an absolute necessity to maintain a social
network of contacts, both to facilitate interviews, but more importantly to obtain
necessary small services promptly when needed, for instance, organising temporary
housing, meals, internet, etc. However, in Australia (especially in Perth) traffic is less
congested, and there is less need to depend on personal network. So the researcher had
time to elaborate and type field notes on the same day as the observations were
conducted. Table 4 shows a time chart of the activities that have been carried out
during the data collection and initial results of the research study.
Table 4: Time framework for the research study.

Period
April 2005 – Oct
2005

Activities
Collected general data on labour productivity, wages and engineering costs
in developing countries and developed countries. Researched and reviewed
relevant literature and articles. Received training on qualitative research
methods and techniques. Submitted research proposal to Graduate School.

Oct 2005 – March
2006

Worked on Pakistan and Australian engineers interview transcripts edited by
members of research team.
Developed a modified coding system and applied the coding scheme on above
transcripts and frequently reviewed it with the team members.
Attended and presented research proposal at one-day workshop on
engineering work and research methods organised by the University of
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March 2006 – May
2006

June 2006 – July
2006
Aug 2006 – Jan
2007
Feb 2007 – April
2007
May 2007
June 2007 – July
2007
Aug 2007 – Nov
2007
Dec 2008

Jan 2008 – Feb
2008
March 2008 –
June 2008

Western Australia research team.
Started to work on first article for publication – the nature of engineering
work in South Asia.
Planning, designing, networking and gaining approvals from University Ethics
Committee, School of Mechanical Engineering, and companies in India for
first field trip. Regularly attended seminars hosted by Engineers Australia in
Perth.
Developed an appropriate questionnaire, information sheet and consent.
Conducted pilot interviews in Australia to refine interview and researchers’
skills.
Attended and presented workshop on engineering work and research methods
organised by the University of Queensland research team.
First paper accepted for publication in annual conference proceeding of
American Society of Engineering Education (ASEE), June 2006, Chicago, US.
First field trip to India.
Interviewed 18 engineers from various engineering disciplines, backgrounds
and work experience. Conducted focus group discussions with public water
works engineers in South India.
Started to work on interview transcription, coding and analysis of interview
text. Second revision of questionnaire, information sheet and consent.
Planning for field observations in India.
Interviewed 6 engineers of South Asian origin working Australia.
Finished transcription and analysis of interview text.
Planning for second field trip to India and for field observations in Australia.
Field observations in Indian export manufacturing company. The length of
time spent in the field observing engineers at work was 11 days.
Worked on field notes from field observations in India.
Started to work on second article for publication – Comparing engineering
practice in South Asia with Australia.
Field observations in Australian manufacturing company. The length of time
spent in the field observing engineers at work was 10 days.
Started to work on third article for publication – Student perceptions of
professional engineering practice.
Worked on field notes from field observations in Australia.
Presented observations and initial results on difference in engineering
practice at Engineering learning and practice research (ELPR) symposium.
Started to work thesis publication.
Critical revision of focus group discussions transcript.
Second Paper accepted for publication in annual conference proceeding of
ASEE, June 2008, Pittsburgh, US.

3.5. Data analysis
The process of coding and analysing data is a critical part of a qualitative dissertation
because it is the unique part which enabled the researcher to make an original
contribution to the discipline. There are several commercial software products available
to help with qualitative data analysis (e.g., Atlas.ti, Nud*ist, Nvivo, and so on). Due to
the availability of expertise with using Atlas.ti software, an existing license within the
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school, and training sessions covering data management, the researcher chose to use
Atlas.ti software. This software allowed the researcher to manage, and control text data
from interviews and field observations. The researcher was able to read, and print all
quotations under similar categories of codes. The codes are meaningful references that
display an idea or concept that underpins the theme or category. The researcher
allowed time to experiment with qualitative analysis software to choose the most
effective technique for this project.

Steps in analysis

Preparing data. The researcher converted interview transcripts and field observation
notes to rich text format (.rtf) and brought the documents into the project space of
Atlas.ti qualitative analysis software. These documents were called primary documents.

Figure 2 Screen shot illustrating Quotation, Coding and Memo features of Atlas.ti
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Exploring data. Figure 2, shows part of the Atlas.ti interface, with text-document in
the left-hand frame. In the right-hand frame are some symbols with codes and bracket
indicating the size of the ‘passage’ that has been indexed. When a user clicks on one of
the codes, the relevant passage is highlighted by the software. The small window at the
top left indicates the document being indexed - 'P 18: P022.rtf' and next to it the
'quotations window', in which we see '18:7 after my undergraduate degree… (55:55),'
signifying that this phrase (in primary document 18, quotation 7) appears at line 55 has
been indexed as a quotation. The third most window (in Figure 2and Figure 3), is the
'codes window' with a drop-down list of the codes so far assigned, the first of which
happens to be identical to the passage selected. The last window on the right lists the
'memos' assigned to a passage or a code. The colour coding represents multiple codes on
the same passage or quotation.

Figure 3 Screen shot illustrating Primary Document Manager, Code Manager, and Quotation Manager
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The researcher can index items with codes by highlighting a word or a block of text and
then right-clicking on the passage. Then a pop-up menu appears, one element of which
is 'coding'. A left-click on this brings up a further pop-up menu which offers, 'open
coding', i.e., devising a code of one's one making; 'code in vivo', i.e., using the
highlighted term or phrase as a code; 'code by list', i.e., selecting from the code list
(which pops-up to allow selection); and 'quick coding', i.e., assigning a code already
highlighted in the code list – this is useful when assigning the same term to a series of
passages in a document. As soon as codes were created, by open coding or coding in
vivo, they were assigned to the code list.

Initially when exploring the interview data, the researcher adopted a coding list
constructed from Trevelyan’s definition of engineering aspects (Trevelyan 2005).
Trevelyan had identified 80 different aspects of engineering practice based on his
analysis of 35 interview transcripts. These aspects were arranged in four groups:
technical aspects, non-technical aspects, business development or marking aspects, and
career development aspects. Trevelyan’s framework provided a back-bone for initial
data exploration. An early objective was also to test if Trevelyan’s framework to test
whether it could be useful for other researchers.

In addition to these aspects of

engineering practice, the researcher identified new codes specific to this study such as
organisational hierarchy, financial awareness, etc.

Developing themes. The researcher first made a copy of the coded data and pasted
these files to a new location to have a complete backup. Next he created textual
reports, which had a common header preceding the list of objects (e.g., all codes or all
quotations for a selected code). All of the chunks of data that had the same codes or
closely related topics were copied into a different file. Each file was labelled with a
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category that captured the essence of what is going on in that file. Finally, the files are
assessed by asking questions such as:


Does everything in each file relate to the category given to the file?



Can some of the categories be combined into themes?



Can some themes be deleted because they are insignificant as they don't relate to the
research question, or have very few pieces of data in them?

For instance on the theme concerned with an engineer’s work day, categories such as
‘systematic approach’, ‘chaotic approach’ and ‘mixed approach’ to time management
were assigned. Further analysis revealed that the categories ‘chaotic’ and ‘mixed’
approach to time management had a very few pieces of data in them and were
combined to one ‘unsystematic’ approach.

Refine themes. A rigorous and systematic reading and assigning of categories to a
piece of information allowed major themes to emerge. Segments of interview text were
grouped on a particular theme and elaborated in detail using the researcher’s own
experience, evidence from other interviews and published documents. Further,
Berkowitz (1997) suggests considering six questions when coding and analysing
qualitative data:


What common themes emerge in responses about specific topics? How do these patterns
(or lack thereof) help to illuminate the broader central question(s)?



Are there deviations from these patterns? If so, are there any factors that might explain
these deviations?



How are participants' environments or past experiences related to their behaviour and
attitudes?
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What interesting stories emerge from the responses? How do they help illuminate the
central question(s)?



Are the patterns that emerge similar to the findings of other studies on the same topic? If
not, what might explain these discrepancies?

Within each category, the researcher searched for subtopics, including contradictory
points of view and new insights. An example of this emerged from the water utility focus
group discussion. When talking about planning and implementation of a new sewage
system, two engineers put forward different population projection dates (2011 and 2020
respectively). The fact is that the population growth in urban areas and movement of
people from rural areas to urban areas for employment, and recent economic growth in
India demanded different requirements for water supply and sewage systems compared
to estimates conducted in 1978. Apparently the engineers working in the same part of
the organization were basing their opinions on different estimates.

One engineer

commented ‘it is almost the same and accurate’ and another engineer comments ‘it is
ok may be, but after 2 or 3 years we don’t know’. It seemed to the researcher that the
engineers don’t know how accurate the population estimates were for which their new
systems were being designed. Nor were they sure which statistics the estimations were
based on. These engineers (and many before them) have failed to predict the
performance of the new system partly because they don’t have accurate estimates.
There are clear conflicts in knowledge shared among the same department staff.
Further, one engineer was interrupting and overriding the statements of others and this
happened consistently all through the entire discussion. In this way, initial data analysis
is performed considering different points of view, literature evidence for support, and
the researcher’s own interpretation.
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Five dimensions of difference. While many themes emerged in the exploratory
phase of the research, the researcher restricted analysis to five major themes (for
convenience, further themes will be referred to as ‘dimensions’. Due to the fact that
emphasis is placed more on differences, the research results will be presented and
discussed in form of dimensions of difference. The dimensions of difference that
emerged from the data are:


Differences in engineering organization structure – hierarchy interferes with coordination



Differences in skills of production supervisors



Differences in supervision ‐ need for constant labour supervision



Engineering management process differences



Differences in perceptions of labour costs

Writing up the final analysis. The findings are reported using detailed descriptions
and quotations to illustrate the meaning of the dimensions developed. Below is an
example demonstrating some of the steps along the way leading to the dimensions of
difference. The researcher cannot provide a systematic account for the development of
these dimensions.

He had read and re-read the data many times as he assigned

different codes. It was under the pressure and emotional response required to write a
conference paper to a tight deadline that the dimensions of difference suddenly
emerged, as if by intuition. However, reading and learning from data is an ongoing
process, the goal of which was to understand the differences in engineering practice.
Furthermore, the researcher never gave up making a note of any quote in the transcripts
and field notes that supported or qualified these emerging dimensions.

Subsequent

rigorous analysis provided both supporting and qualifying evidence which resulted in
several changes to the original ideas.
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During the interviews the researcher asked participants about the current position,
responsibilities, technical duties, fixed procedures, and so forth (see Appendix 2
Questionnaire Schedule). With regard to experience that the engineers shared with us, it
was not easy to think that some engineers are working with a fixed set of procedures
and others with less rigid procedures. However, procedures, records and methods which
are fundamental to the core effort of engineering, contribute to operational efficiency
and product integrity.

1. Excerpts from a semi-structured interview with an Australian engineer.
Please tell us about your current position: (your role here, and your
responsibilities).
a) Duties, technical
> My main task is the preparation of installation work packages for an offshore oil and
gas platform near India. This involves gathering drawings, preparing procedures like
welding, painting etc. Not the major installation jobs. Our team does all the
completion bits (not heavy lifting such as installing the jacket and the top sides). We
install cables, pipe work and other minor items. This is multidisciplinary work -- I
have to prepare structural drawings, structural welding instructions and even
electrical diagrams and cable documentation. I have to detail everything that we
need to tell the subcontractor to undertake the work. The latest area I have been
looking at is cabling. I have to prepare specifications like the inspection and test
plans.
b) Planning
> I don't do scheduling; I just need to work out what has to be done. I don't have
much experience in installation and construction so I just prepare a basic outline for
review, not in too much detail.
c) Estimating
> I have done a little of that in the past. In Pakistan I did come into direct contact
with the client representatives.
d) Fixed procedures to follow
> Yes -- in the tendering or design phase I have to follow procedures. We have
procedures such as Request for Quotation, Purchase Orders; mostly commercial things
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have strict procedures. On the Ygrstan gas project I was involved in procurement and
I learned about these procedures.
e) Reporting lines
> I report to the engineering manager of the project and the installation team
manager who is based in Perth at the moment. They both report to the project
manager.
f) Supervision responsibilities
> None at the moment: in Pakistan I had to supervise a local work team.

“Yes ‐‐ in the tendering or design phase I have to follow procedures. We have
procedures such as Request for Quotation, Purchase Orders; mostly commercial things
have strict procedures. On the Ygrstan gas project I was involved in procurement and I
learned about these procedures.” – Quotation P2: A002.rtf ‐ 2:11 Fixed organisational

2. Excerpts from a semi-structured interview with a Pakistan engineer.
Please tell us about your current position: (your role here, and your
responsibilities).
a) Duties, technical, planning, estimating, marketing, sales etc.
> I am responsible for inspecting all maintenance work and inspecting the rest of the
plant to determine when maintenance is required. I am also responsible now for
some civil engineering problems such as coating and wrapping of underground pipes,
painting of pipelines, anticorrosion treatments, insulation and refractory lining of
furnaces.
b) Fixed procedures to follow
> I don't have fixed procedures, just an outline of what I am expected to do based on
my job description that I have shown you. Each person in this position will institute
different procedures to suit himself. Each person in the position will have the same
responsibility but will design the procedures to suit the requirements as he sees fit.
The most important thing is to achieve the goals in the job description.
c) Reporting lines
> I report to the engineering manager who reports to the general manager and CEO.
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“I don't have fixed procedures, just an outline of what I am expected to do based on my
job description that I have shown you. Each person in this position will institute different
procedures to suit himself. Each person in the position will have the same responsibility
but will design the procedures to suit the requirements as he sees fit. The most important
thing is to achieve the goals in the job description.” – Quotation P17: p017.rtf ‐ 17:5 No

Upon completion of coding interviews and grouping quotations accordingly, the next
step was to integrate and fill the gaps within this particular category of organizational
procedures, with findings from field notes and evidence support from literature.
3. Excerpts from field notes from Indian manufacturing plant.
Stores are poorly maintained in this plant. The floor has large pot holes and makes it hard to
manoeuvre materials handling equipment. It is difficult to read documents and product labels due
to inadequate lighting. Inventory is exposed to dirt, water damage, and theft. There is poor
housekeeping, often allowing parts to be placed anywhere on the floor, under tables, and behind
machinery, making it difficult to determine what is supposed to be there and what has been
mistakenly placed there (lost). Few safety measures are in place in case of any fires, accidents or
emergencies. The building is not marked with exit signs or any strict yellow pathways. These
factors have a significant impact on accuracy of inventory management as well as on the
productivity and safety of employees. It seems that poor facilities affect employee morale
resulting in an “I don’t care” mentality when questioned about material handling labour. When
the store manager was questioned about how he determines the reorder points, he said... “We
have system in place which monitors the current inventory level. When the actual inventory level
is less than the reorder point, the purchase manager is notified. I think we manage regular bill of
materials quite good. Care has to be taken for special items because the supplier will take time to
make and deliver goods. We don’t have a special person to check the inward quality. We have to
depend on quality inspector and his technicians for verification. You know that we cannot say
anything just by simply viewing the sample. We have to wait and fix an appointment with quality
department for verification or the person who orders the material takes the responsibility.”
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The researcher also found it useful in discussing themes with his supervisor and several
other people. By examining the results with someone with a different perspective from
his own, new ideas were generated that he may not have considered otherwise.

3.6. Reliability and Validity

Semi-structured
interviews

Documents and
Archival records

Finding
Focus group
interviews

Participant
observations

Figure 4: Triangulation of findings from different source of evidence.

Triangulation is one of the most useful methods used by qualitative researchers to check
and establish validity and reliability of research or evaluation of findings. Triangulation
is the combination of at least two or more theoretical perspectives, methodological
approaches, data sources, investigators, or data analysis methods (Denzin 1978; Patton
1990). As mentioned previously however, the intent of using triangulation is to
counterbalance the deficiency of a single strategy, thereby increasing the ability to
interpret the findings with confidence. Now, the question which remains to be answered
is ‘How to test or maximize the validity, and as a result the reliability, of the study?’
Termination of data collection in the study occurred with saturation and redundancy of
information collected or, in other words, later interviews produced little beyond what
the earlier interviews had provided. At the point of conducting the twenty-fifth
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interview, the researcher experienced redundancy. By making an arbitrary division,
looking through the first twenty interview transcripts and seeing nothing significant
emerging from the remaining five, the researcher terminated conducting further
interviews. As mentioned above however, the profile of engineers interviewed,
experience and various backgrounds and industry, sums up the whole experience of
engineering practice. Moreover, combining participant observations and focus group aids
the trustworthiness of results.

3.7. Ethical considerations
Any research project involving human subjects at The University of Western Australia
requires ethics approval from the Human Resource Ethics Committee. The research
study underwent the ethics assessment. By fulfilling the research ethics guidelines the
study was granted ethics approval by the University’s Human Resource Ethics Committee
in May 2006 (Refer to Appendix 4 Human Ethics approval).
Information sheet and consent

A letter introducing the researcher, and explaining the purpose of the study in simple
terms was used to seek consent from all participants before the start of each interview
and from each organisation before each field observation study (See Appendix 3
Information sheet and consent form). The letter also included a statement describing
the extent that confidentially is maintained, a statement that research study has been
approved by the UWA ethics committee, and an explanation of whom to contact for
further information regarding the research study.

Participants were informed prior to their participation that they could decide whether
the conversation was to be recorded in case they feel any threat to their position or
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employment, or in case they accidently disclosed some issues on senior management
policies. Two engineers expressed their concern and asked the researcher not to voice
record the interview from the beginning, and few engineers asked for the recorder to be
turned off while they were commenting on remuneration, financial responsibility and
other benefits they received from employers or contractors. A few factory workers
displayed some uneasiness non-verbally towards the researcher, while he was noting the
observations on the shop floor, but this subsided quickly with gradual rapport building,
and providing workers with the assurance that there was no threat to their jobs, nor that
the researcher was going to communicate with management. No other major concerns
were made known to the researcher by the participants.
Data storage

Transcripts of the interviewees, focus group and field observations study, together with
the complete questionnaires, are being held in a filing cabinet in the researcher’s office
and will further remain with the research coordinator for five years before being
destroyed, in keeping with university policy. The informants’ identities are kept
separate from the data in a secure environment, accessible only to the research team.
The audiotapes from the subjects are archived in a suitable location on the researcher’s
computer with password protection and will be destroyed after the examination of the
thesis.

The informants and research participants were assured that their confidentiality would
be maintained at all times. The findings have been reported in anonymous form7 so as to
7

For example the term INXMan-Co to denote the company which stands for manufacturing
company in India and IN3XX to denote an Indian engineer. In similar way, AXMan-co and A1XX to
denote Australian manufacturing company and Australian engineer; PXMan-co and P2XX to denote
Pakistani manufacturing company and Pakistan engineer.
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honour the promises of confidentiality for the participants as well as the companies
involved in the study. However, in the research process, the researcher accidentally
discovered the need to discuss particular interviews and field notes with colleagues,
friends, and family members simply because the issues emerging have been interesting
or exciting in relation to the overall research project. While the researcher stressed the
need for confidentiality in these discussions, he later realized that this was a technical
deviation from the ethical research guidelines.

He added this possibility to the

interview introduction later in the study in case the participants had any reservations.

3.8. Challenges encountered
This qualitative research project seemed to take much more time than originally
anticipated, especially the time needed for labour intensive parts of the study. For
example it was estimated that it would take five to seven hours to transcribe a one hour
interview (i.e. converting audio information in to text format). In reality, it took up to
two hours per ten minutes of conversation, because the researcher had to work with
several

languages,

accents

and

noises

in

the

background.

Indian

engineers

communicated in a mixed language using English, Hindi and Telugu. Further, the
researcher witnessed the use of unanticipated technical jargon. This took much more
time than the researcher (and his supervisor) originally allowed for this aspect of the
study. The researcher conducted interviews at participants’ workplaces, because
engineers in India work six days a week from 7am to 7pm (included in this time 2-4 hours
daily spent in commuting and traffic congestion). Normally engineers can’t be asked to
take part in interviews outside normal working hours due to family commitments.

The researcher has also had a hard time describing and documenting interactions which
happened in the field. It is a complex task remembering, elaborating, filling in, and
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commenting upon the field notes in order to produce a full written account of witnessed
scenes and events. In some situations where safety was a major issue, the researcher
had no choice but to participate fully and to suspend immediate concerns with writing,
to watch out for his own personal safety. In an Indian factory, watching and writing
about people seemed like a very strange activity was occasionally seen to be intrusive.
On one occasion a technician became hesitant to continue speaking when the researcher
started to take notes. He had some issues with management. This issue was also
explained in the ethical consideration of this chapter.

Many of the practical matters in the area of field logistics such as networking, approvals
to conduct study, making appointments with engineers, making arrangement of
resources, transport to travel, and permissions to conduct field observation had taken
much more time than anticipated. The initial appointments were made by phone and
then required trips down to the company offices and explaining to management the
purpose of the research study and then the processes had to be repeated to gain
appointment times with engineers. Sometimes engineers were really busy and they had
no time to chat or do an interview with the researcher. Due to unanticipated production
losses or unscheduled meetings, the researcher’s appointment was usually given lowest
priority in their schedules. On many occasions, the researcher had to revisit the
company, and go through all approvals and security once again. In the case of one
subject (an Indian engineer from a large MNC in civil and construction industry), the
researcher’s appointment was rescheduled three times. Even though resources were
very limited, the researcher made efforts to cover the field study in the specified time.

Indian engineers are often away from their desks for extended periods for totally
inexplicable reasons – making it frustrating both for the researcher and their managers.
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One of the main reasons for being away from their desks was their job demanded
constant supervision and policing of subordinates. During every shift, the engineers had
to ensure that a group of subordinates get out the assigned amount of production, when
they are supposed to do it and within acceptable levels of quality, costs and safety. In
addition to these regular responsibilities, the engineers had to monitor performance of
subordinates as consistently as possible, for every minute, for every shift; for every work
week. Surprisingly, in one instance, the researcher witnessed in the absence of a
supervisor on a production line, safety violations, housekeeping problems, small
production bottlenecks, inventory and spare parts piling up, workers being away from
their workbenches, employees on mobile phone, and even employees selling some
homemade food products.

Given that this research is original to the extent that much of the field work took place
in a developing country, there were no previous studies from which the researcher could
determine what kind of approach is required in the thesis. Moreover, there was a very
large amount of data generated over time from each individual study: interviews, field
observations, and the focus group discussions. The researcher has had to manage and
interpret over 500 pages of single spaced text data. He adopted standard coding
practices as explained by Weaver and Atkinson to support the interpretation of data
(Weaver and Atkinson, 1994). For example, software could locate particular words or
phrases; make lists of words and put them into alphabetical order; insert key words or
comments; count occurrences of words or phrases or attach numeric codes. Although a
computer can undertake these mechanical processes, it cannot think about, judge or
interpret qualitative data. Apart from that it had been valuable and important to discuss
many issues with other researchers, for example whether a segment of data is integral
to the researcher’s argument or whether it merely provides an illustration of another
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theme. This entire process of decision-making in writing-up chapters, in selecting which
data to include and which to omit, and maintaining the anonymity of participants took
much longer than anticipated.

The most important of all was the validity, the reliability and generalizability of the
results. The researcher has had to convince readers in many ways that the sample was
appropriate and that the qualitative method selected was the best available for the
problem studied. For example, in the case of the chapter on the utility engineer’s roles
and responsibilities, the researcher gathered extensive (anecdotal) evidence from
friends’ and relatives’ experiences of public water supply to support his argument that
knowledge of underground network of pipes lies more within the minds of local residents
than the council’s mapping division. Moreover, the ultimate goal was to support, as far
as possible, the completeness and confirmation of data in research findings.

The other challenge in the presentation of transcribed material was that neither the
participants, nor for most of the time the researcher, spoke in grammatically correct
sentences. Punctuation has had to be imposed and symbols agreed for marking pauses,
laughter, interruptions, etc. Direct quotes were often disjointed and hard to read or
follow. The researcher had to add words that aid the understanding and readability of
quotations for thesis publication. Similarly, the researcher had to work with the English
language support team to improve his own writing skills. He had to write many drafts
and re-write them several times and discuss them with the English language support
team and his supervisor. This turned out not to be a matter of simply polishing the style
and making the words flow better. At the same time as this, the researcher became
aware that he was formulating new ideas and realized very late in the process that it
was an intrinsic part of the ongoing qualitative analysis.
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Chapter 4 Study participants and
locations

Introduction
The researcher obtained most data for this research from participant observation in two
broadly similar manufacturing firms. The first was a medium size Indian automotive
component manufacturing plant producing small engine components. The second was an
Australian welding and fabrication business mainly providing structures for the mining
and mineral processing industries. The researcher also conducted interviews and a focus
group discussion in India and more interviews in Australia. He was also able to analyse
transcripts of similar interviews performed in Pakistan and Australia conducted by
members of the ELPR (Engineering Learning and Practice Research) team at UWA. This
chapter presents background details of the participants in this study and their working
environments.
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4.1. Background information on interview participants
The research participants in the study were 61 individuals8 who worked in engineeringrelated jobs for large and small-scale manufacturing companies, specialist engineering
workshops, public utilities such as electricity companies, and product design and
development companies. The profiles of engineers are listed in Appendix 1. There were
16 Australians, 22 Indians9, and 13 Pakistanis (See Figure 5). Five of the Australian
participants identified themselves as having multiple countries of origin, including the
United States. Interviews were also conducted with 6 South Asian Australians to trace
their motivations and perceptions in working in two counties.
22
17
13
6

Australians

Indians

Pakistanis

South Asians
migrated to Australia

Figure 5: Interview participant’s nationalities

The age range of interview participants was 23 to 65 (See Figure 6). The South Asian
participants were older compared to their Australian counterparts. The mean age of
overall participants was 39.80, with a mean age of 46.80 Pakistani participants, 37.85
Indian participants and 34.76 Australian participants. Therefore, the analysis of this
study draws on 1035 years of engineering work experience10 complemented by the
researcher’s 2.5 years of experience in manufacturing and consulting engineering in
India and Sweden.

8

There were no female participants.
Four focus group participants are also included.
10
Assuming all participants had uninterrupted engineering careers and graduated at age 22.
9
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Figure 6: Age groups of interview participants
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Figure 7: Years of industry experience

The number of years of industry experience ranged from 1-2 years to 20 plus years (See
Figure 7). Twenty-three out of 58 participants had more than 20 years of experience
working in engineering and engineering related industry but not many years of
experience working away from home. The 13 out of 17 Australian participants had 1 or
more years of overseas experience mostly in South Asia, Middle East and the UK; where
as only few of the Indian and Pakistani participants had overseas experience mostly in
the Middle East. However, there were instance of reporting from Indian and Pakistani
engineers that they attended short-term client training programs abroad.
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Figure 8: Education and qualifications of interview participants in South Asia and Australia respectively.

The majority of participants held either a BE (Bachelor of Engineering) or BSc (Bachelor
of Science) degree in engineering11 (See Figure 8). However, the vast majority of
participants in South Asia had a BE degree and the participants from Australia had equal
majority in both degrees. However, this tells us the three years BSc course in
engineering are less popular in South Asia. And about the same percentage had two or
three year diplomas in engineering from government polytechnic institutes or from
technical colleges in South Asia and Australia. Diploma holders had more hands-on
experience and started their careers in technician-type roles. Approximately 16 percent
of the total number of participants had postgraduate degrees either in engineering or
management. The majority of participants with postgraduate degrees had had some
financial support from their employer to share the costs of their studies. This represents
a substantial proportion and we can conclude that companies see postgraduate study as
an investment in an employee's professional development. Only 5 percent of all
participants held a Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering.
11

The BE is a four year engineering course, whereas the BSc is a three year course.
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Table 5: Industry background and overview

Industry background
Textile and Garments
Electrical and Controls
Manufacturing / Automotive
Building / Construction
Civil and Structural
Oil and Gas / Shipping
Mining / Mineral extraction
Chemical Engineering
Traffic Management
Project Engineering
Others
Total participants

Count
2
6
16
4
6
5
11
3
1
2
2
58

With Australia being one of the world’s leading mining countries ranking among the
largest producer of minerals and metals, and South Asia thriving in the automotive
component

manufacturing

industry

(well

positioned

to

realize

the

increasing

opportunities arising in the global and domestic market), it is no accident that these the
study participants come from such industry backgrounds, 27 out of 58 (See Table 5).
However, the sample was the researcher’s choice and not intended to be statistically
representative. All operated in skill-intensive industries requiring advanced technical
expertise - areas in which in South Asia is likely to become a primary sourcing and
manufacturing base. However, the researcher included a few participants from other
industries such as chemical, textile, and instrumentation control. Overall demographic
diversity in terms of gender, age and functional background ensured that each
participant proposed different approaches, points of views, and alternatives. However,
this study has limitations to compare the participant’s diverse alternatives and
approaches and to weigh them against each other individually.
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4.2. Background information on field studies
a) Indian manufacturing plant – INXMAN-Co
INXMAN-Co is one of the leading manufacturers and suppliers of automotive components
to the global transport industry. INXMAN-Co collaborations are spread across Asia,
Europe, North America and the far Eastern markets including the best known brands
such as Maruti, Volkswagen, Deutz and Yamaha.
Map 1: Geographic location of INXMAN-Co.

Source: Map by Horizon Mapping,
Data: FAO GeoNetwork ©2005

Geographic Location
INXMAN-Co is situated in the large southern Indian state of Andra Pradesh, in the
southern industrial park of the capital city Hyderabad (See Map 1). The plant site is 25
kilometres from Hyderabad, which can be reached by a 60 minute road journey from the
city centre. The plant manufactures small machined automotive components.

Plant layout
Please refer to Appendix 5 for plant layout. A 30 foot wide road divides the plant into
two separate buildings. In the large building section of the plant there are various
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machines and sub-sections for manufacturing processes, and in the smaller building
section, a dedicated electricity generation plant has been installed. The electricity
generation plant is needed because there are frequent power interruptions and variable
electricity demands on the power utility grid. The starting point of the manufacturing
process is a semi-finished product - hot working a metallic material (also known as die
forging). The semi-finished material is then delivered to production cells, where the
manufacturing process such as machining, rough grinding, hardening, and finish grinding
are performed to produce a specific feature with the required size and quality.
Alongside the standard room (the quality department), there exists an inventory, where
the raw materials, spare parts, tools, and finished products are stacked. The store has
direct access to the 30 foot wide road.

Most of the engineering supervisors’ office

cabins are located far from the production area, however only a few of them could
overlook the entire production process to ensure that people are working.

Organisation structure
INXMAN-Co employs over 450 professionals and other personnel. This is broken down into
150 engineers or other professionals and the remaining 300 are tradespeople and
production workers. The dominant model of INXMAN-Co organisational structure seems
to be based on a hierarchical, or "pyramid" shaped organisation chart - from the plant
manager or head of manufacturing at the top, down through some layers of general
administration and engineering management in ever-increasing numbers until it reaches
the bottom - or front-line workers (See Appendix 6). The roles and structure are not
integrated as it separates out the responsibility of each department. For example, every
time a die change fault is required, the forging operator has to consult the forging
engineer rather than contacting the maintenance technicians directly.
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b) Australian manufacturing plant – AXMAN-Co
AXMAN-Co Engineering private limited company is the leading welding subcontractor
located in Perth, Western Australia. AXMAN-Co is involved in dealing with specialised
welding, cutting and hard facing operations using robotic systems - providing the clients
benefits such as reduced manufacturing costs, improved quality and an extended life of
metal surfaces. Furthermore AXMAN-Co has a team of specialist fabricators, fitters, and
machinists to provide manual fabrication, mining equipment servicing and repairs and
machining services.
Map 2: Geographic location of AXMAN-Co

Source: Map by Horizon Mapping
Data: FAO GeoNetwork ©2005

Geographic location
AXMAN-Co is situated in Western Australia, in the eastern industrial park of capital city
Perth (See Map 2). The plant site is 11 kilometres from Perth city, which can be
travelled in 15 minutes from the city centre.

Plant layout
AXMAN-Co is equipped to be self-sufficient with the most important equipment in
welding, fabrication and servicing. It has a 90,000 square foot manufacturing plant with
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a 32 foot high ceiling divided into three sections (See Appendix 7). The first section
consists of a robotized welding section with robots placed in an enclosed cell with safety
doors and shielding. Each cell has its own conveyor and crane facilities to perform heavy
operations in moving large or heavy parts. Emergency equipment and a huge tool box
are placed beside the entrance of each robot cell. This section also consists of a range of
plasma cutting equipment designed to cut a wide range of mild steel, stainless steel and
aluminium. The second section, through yellow pathways, leads towards a repair section
where most of the jobs are done manually by fabrication specialists. Finally the third
section of the plant consists of plasma hard facing and machining equipment. This
section consists of several robots for depositing wear resistance materials, two CNC
machines, lathes, grinders and millers. The office cabin of most of the professional and
technical personnel lies parallel to the equipment layouts.

Organisation structure
Appendix 8 shows the overall relationships between the key roles – sales and marketing,
the engineering team, the purchase team, and finance administration. The lines of
reporting are kept as short as possible. The team leaders of the organisation were
sometimes responsible for independent projects or small assignments. These projects
involved the other technical teams as part of a collaborative decision- making process.
The jobs were thoroughly defined and documented. They have key decision points where
all stakeholders must be involved in the decision. For example, if a project is initiated
by a person in the engineering team, the key decision points will be feasibility, design
requirements, budgets, and schedules. In this model the lowest level of management,
the supervisors, has been eliminated, with supervisors and workers being merged
together at the one level. These workers operate in teams, where they have greater
responsibility but also greater accountability.
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Summary
This chapter completes the background information on interview participants and field
activity locations where the study was conducted. It illustrates the demographics of the
participants examined in this study - highlighting their diversity and experience. It also
describes working relationships, levels of hierarchy which exist, and what each
department or sub-area does - a necessary prerequisite for the next chapter.
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Chapter 5 Dimensions of difference

Why is engineering practice different?
[Interviewer]: Tell us how you see the way you (and other engineers) work in this kind of
organization, in this country, in relation to the ways that other engineers work in other
organizations or countries that you or close colleagues have experienced.

[An Australian engineer]: We are very compatible with European engineers (Scottish, UK,
and Italy). The USA is a little more different ‐‐ we have a few Americans here. They are
more accustomed to a highly systematic hierarchy, almost the military structure. Like the
British we tend to be more strategic and operate with guerrilla tactics. We have small
organisations and we are not cumbersome like large ones. In the Middle East it is just
plain chaos. Our young engineers are very self‐sufficient ‐ they achieve a total result doing
it for themselves, if necessary. In South Asia the local kids are very narrow: they expect
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lots of support either side. We Australians are very self‐sufficient, also the Kiwis and
perhaps the British ‐‐ they are all over the place. We stand out against the Canadians and
the Americans. In the Middle East they need to be told step one, step two, step three and
so on. All the more so on the subcontinent ‐ it's very difficult to find a local engineer who
will get you a total result. They will take a narrow view of engineering to suit themselves
that is based on their training ‐ their scope that is. Australians are trained to take an idea
through concept design and execution and that's quite different. [A001:236]

At a glance the above excerpt presents global work experiences of an Australian
engineer - the differences and commonalities of working with engineers from other
countries. Regardless of the commonalities of working with engineers from developed
countries, on closer examination the excerpt reveals the differences of working with
engineers from developing countries, especially the sub-continent. The purpose of this
chapter is to systematically explore and understand the differences in engineering
practice. An analysis of the interview transcripts and field notes reveal significant
differences between engineering practice in South Asia and Australia12.

The researcher raises the key question in which ways is engineering practice different?
Given that engineering is an international profession based upon applications of the
same scientific, mathematical and technical foundations regardless of national borders and all engineers universally follow a similar design process model of engineering
problem-solving - engineering success outcomes should be almost identical across the
countries. However, this is not the case. There are differences in the practice of
engineering which affect engineering outcomes. For instance, many people in developing
countries end up paying more for basic services such as water, electricity and transport,
even though hourly labour costs are much lower. With thousands of unemployed excess
12

Portions of this chapter were previously published in Domal, V. and J. Trevelyan. Comparing
Engineering Practice in South Asia with Australia (ASEE June 2008 Annual Conference, Pittsburgh,
US). © 2008 by Domal & Trevelyan and reprinted by permission of authors.
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graduates of engineering disciplines in South Asia, we need to explain why there are skill
shortages and a lack of competition in the engineering sector of the economy (Domal
and Trevelyan 2006).

The qualitative analysis of data revealed five major dimensions of difference.
Differences in coordination efforts of engineers: many South Asian engineers reported
that they have minimal or no authority to make their own decisions. Most of the time
engineers have to listen and follow orders from their superiors in the hierarchy. In
contrast, nearly all Australian engineers reported that they have almost complete
autonomy on how they handle their day-to-day work.
Differences in procedures and support by other stakeholders: what was observed
mostly in Indian engineering practice was that weak procedures and controls, combined
with weak support by other stakeholders, resulted in lower productivity and quality.
Whereas in Australian engineering practice, it was observed that well-written policies
and procedures allowed engineers to better perform day-to-day activities.
Differences in supervision: the production workers and even the lower-level engineers
in India needed a constant supervision or direction from seniors to complete assigned
tasks. They did little without being told or instructed. In Australia it was observed that
the engineers and technicians at all levels were given ownership of a job and they were
expected to deliver the results on time, every time.
Difference in the skills of production supervisors: in an Indian export-oriented
manufacturing company investigated in this study, it was observed that those
responsible for day-to-day shop floor management were not appropriately skilled to
handle either technical or management issues that arose at shop floor level. In contrast,
in an Australian manufacturing company it was observed that the engineers and
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production workers were much better equipped to deal with the challenges and chaotic
conditions on the shopfloor.
Differences in perception of labour costs: Interview and field note observations
demonstrated the misleading perceptions of labour costs in developing countries where
the labour is considered to be a cheap commodity. The evidence further suggests that
there is little concern to provide education, equipment, and training for skill
development of labour in developing countries. On the other hand, in developed
countries such as Australia, labour is considered much more expensive and scarce. More
expensive labour means higher costs for running business, and therefore more attention
is devoted to issues such as education, better equipment, better training, etc,.

Given the absence of previous detailed research on this issue, the researcher had to
devise his own framework. However, this enabled the researcher considerable freedom
in choosing an appropriate framework. The researcher invested considerable time
exploring different qualitative research methods. Interviewing has been the primary
data gathering method, and then it was complimented by a significant amount of field
observations. These observations were performed by the researcher for over two weeks
in each of the Indian and Australian manufacturing plants. An attempt was made to
differentiate between the comments that engineers made in an interview (what they say
they did) with what they actually did (to the extent that it could be observed). These
must be considered only as a starting point for further research: it is left to future
researchers to make more tightly controlled and extensive observations.

The five dimensions of differences are explained in more detail below, supported by
selected evidence in the form of quotations and vignettes from semi-structured
interviews and field notes respectively.
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Dimension 1: The formal structure of practice limit the
autonomy and coordination effort of engineers.
The preliminarily results of the study conducted by Trevelyan provides strong evidence
that coordinating the work of other people by gaining willing cooperation is a prominent
aspect of engineering practice (Trevelyan 2007). Other aspects such as design appear to
be much less prominent than expected. Moreover, he describes coordination as:
“…working with, and influencing other people so they conscientiously perform some
necessary work in accordance with a mutually agreed schedule. This usually required three
different phases of interaction. In the first phase the coordinator negotiates an agreement
on what has to be done and when it has to be performed. The second phase is the
execution of the work. Usually it is necessary to be present, at least intermittently, while
the work is being done to check that the results (perhaps intermediate) turn out as
expected… in the last phase, the final result needs to be carefully checked to make sure no
further work or rectification is needed.” (Trevelyan 2007, p196)

According to the recent study investigating the time spent on different tasks by young
Australian graduates also revealed some surprising results were revealed. The most
significant result is that around 60 percent of the time is spent interacting with other
people, of which nearly two thirds is direct interaction and intervention (Trevelyan and
Tilli 2008). However, these studies strongly suggest the importance of informal networks
in the coordination effort of engineers. Thus, if the coordination within the organisations
is informally structured, the researcher argues that differences in autonomy of South
Asia and Australian engineers have primary influence on their coordination efforts.

During the interviews the researcher asked engineers about their work day or week and
how much time is spent, in a relative sense, on each aspect. The researcher was
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interested to know how engineers managed their time and the various aspects of their
job (Domal and Trevelyan 2008; Domal and Trevelyan 2009).

Quotation 1.1: An experienced chemical engineer from Pakistan responsible for
managing gas contracts talked about his work day and how important his boss’s
involvement was in making day-to-day decisions. His job involved delegating work to
subordinates and reviewing their technical solutions.
“I decide about 50 percent myself and my boss decides about 50 percent I guess. How do I
decide what to do each day? I assign jobs to my subordinates: the jobs arrive in my in‐tray,
I take some notes, and I call the man who will handle it. If it is urgent, I hand it over to him,
and he brings it back to me when the job is complete.” [P0231, 88]

Nearly all Australian engineers reported that they have almost complete autonomy as to
how they manage their day-to-day work: this relatively senior engineer with 20 plus
years experience suggested he has only about 50 percent autonomy. He also represented
the company on a government committee that determines fertilizer policy and pricing
issues. He was often involved in negotiations with local contractors and international
suppliers to ensure that they were meeting the required specifications and project
deadlines.
“Well I am working on these things most of the time. I spend about 25 percent of the time
with my boss and about 20 percent of my time on outside coordination with the
government, our gas supplier and on policy issues. Of course all the technical work is done
down the line now [which he considers is the real engineering work]. There are 20
engineers in this group and I am the oldest one so they are always consulting me. I also
have colleagues in each division, from finance, human resources, the company secretariat
etcetera, and they consult me from time to time as well.” [P0231, 106]
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For this engineer, inside and outside coordination appeared to take up the majority of
his time. His work involved interaction with people from different departments under a
strict multi-level organizational hierarchy. Jobs delegated from the top level progressed
through different levels in the organization.
“With each group of engineers there is a ‘section in charge’ engineer or a unit manager.
We used to have a system where he would supervise junior engineers and would be
responsible for checking their work. Recently we introduced a new system. Each junior
engineer is supervised by someone with at least five years experience and each of these
mentor/junior pairs report to a senior engineer. The senior engineer then reports to me.
We have found that this system works better.” [P0231, 210]

Quotation 1.2: An engineering manager from Pakistan with more than 20 years
experience in manufacturing and quality control said his work day involved internal and
external correspondence with people inside and outside the company – on the phone, via
email, in meetings, teleconferences, memos and reports. This engineer was interviewed
during the peak quarter of production, when they have to work hard. He was the quality
control manager of a large assembly line which makes 80 tractors a day. He raised issues
of coordination and believed that many people in his company lacked “people skills”.
“In the morning I have a meeting with my section heads for around one hour or one and a
half hours when we discuss current problems in the plant. After that I visit parts of the
plant where we have had problems to follow up and see whether what we have asked to
be done has actually been done. Then I have to see incoming mail and deal with it. There
is usually quite a lot of correspondence particularly with vendors. There is also the internal
correspondence and that can be quite time‐consuming. I look at my mail twice a day, once
in the morning and once in the afternoon. We also have coordination meetings of all the
department managers like production, development, quality, administration because we
are heading towards the busy quarter, in fact this year it has started earlier and we are
already extremely busy in the plant. We felt that we were having problems that were
mainly due to a lack of coordination so we decided to have a coordination meeting every
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day at 10:30 so there is no production hiccup because of lack of coordination.” [P0211,
094]

It should be noted that when he visits the production line, his authority as a senior
engineer in the plant will be important in getting many minor problems fixed. He finds
internal coordination a bit more time consuming when compared to coordinating with
vendors, suppliers and subcontractors. He believes that people within the company do
not have enough authority - he referred to a recent problem in which the maintenance
crew had to fix in the assembly line. The maintenance crew knew that they could fix this
problem straight away with in-house spares but they had to get permission from the
stores administration department and they took their own time, depending on whether
they owed the maintenance crew a favour or not. A working level (shop-floor) engineer
found it difficult to work through traditional lines of authority within the company. The
senior engineer believed that organizing coordinating meetings would help to break this
barrier, bring some transparency in the system and this would ultimately reduce the
delays in the assembly line.

Quotation 1.3: Contrast this situation, an experienced Australian construction engineer
talked about the need to avoid working up and down lines of authority in the traditional
hierarchy (often referred to as working in silos in Australia).
“Now, of course officially, there is a line of authority. The engineer can take work to his
head engineer who can pass the work to the head draftsman who can direct the
draftsperson what to do. But you don't want to rely on that because it involves too many
people and it's too slow. It's quite unwieldy and that's why horizontal interactions are
essential. That's why engineers spend most of their time using informal coordination
methods, working with people over whom… they don't have any control over working
along the traditional lines of authority.” [A009, 37] (Trevelyan 2007)
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However this was not case at Pakistani or Indian engineering plants, where authority was
derived by bureaucratic structure rather than requirements of manufacturing and
product quality. As Zussman in his study of American engineering plants points out, “This
authority [the authority to get things done], whether derived from the product cycle or
from the market, is different from bureaucratic authority: it requires only a
commitment to general organizational goals rather than to any particular organizational
form” (Zussman 1985, p108).

Further recognising the informal organisations at workplace, which stems from personal,
rather than official relationships, the Australian construction engineer quoted the
following example:
“Just for example, let's take a subcontractor's engineer who has to get drawings and work
plans approved by a client engineer. Now of course, the client engineer has lots of other
things on his plate and is extremely busy. The subcontractor engineer needs to get the
plans approved. Now if you work through the traditional lines of authority it’s going to
take too much time and may even get forgotten. To do this effectively the subcontractor
engineer has to develop a relationship with the client engineer and create an
understanding in the client engineer that if he signs off on something that turns out to be
incorrect then the problem is going to come back to bite him in the end. This kind of
situation illustrates why an engineer spends a lot of his time managing up, managing
sideways and managing down all at the same time… you need lots of subtle negotiation.
Resorting to authority is a total waste of time as it only creates resistance and the lines of
authority may not even exist.” [A009, 39] (Trevelyan 2007)

Indeed, from Trevelyan’s study (2007) it is evident that in most of the coordination
interactions and negotiations the engineer must be able to exert influence without
relying on formal lines of authority. Thus, it is becoming clear that the Australian
engineers mostly learn to overcome many of the problems that exist in traditional
hierarchies, where as South Asian engineers do not learn to do this, and they would be
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very scared to even attempt this. The following evidence uncovered through the field
observations in Indian and Australian metal manufacturing firms gives us more insights
into the issues of autonomy, authority and hierarchy.

Vignette 1.1 (Indian plant): The manufacturing company (INXMAN-Co) in India supplies
engine components for a multinational firm’s car assembly plant in Germany, prepackaged in cardboard pallets, each containing 48 items. The plant in Germany reported
a complaint in packaging design. The complaint concerned damp cardboard packaging
material sticking to the precision machined shaft of the component (See Figure 9
below).

Figure 9: Packaging material sticking to the machined shaft surface of the component. For the latter
engine block assembly this results in a contaminated product undetected by robots.
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Robots on a fully automated assembly line inserted the contaminated components into
engine blocks. The German plant requested changes in packaging design. Any request for
design changes from a customer is circulated via email to all engineering heads.
However, discussions between purchasing managers and the packaging material supplier
resulted in a decision to modify the cardboard pallet using rubber bushes. It solved the
problem of moisture being retained around the components and cardboard sticking to
the machined shaft surfaces. Adding the new element, a rubber bush, did not solve the
packaging problem however. It shifted the problem to another area. This time, some of
the rubber bushes came away from the cardboard pallet when the components were
selected by the robots and inserted into the engine blocks (See Figure 10 below).

Figure 10: Modifications by purchasing team not involving engineers result in a new extra element
rubber bush, which further elevates the problem to a high level.
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The engines were released on to the main assembly line and cars were assembled and
released into the market. It was a huge mistake and the plant in Germany had no choice
but to recall that particular model and reassemble it. The engineers at the INXMAN-Co
had several solutions to solve the packaging problem but the involvement of the
purchase department whose people had no engineering experience made it more
difficult. For example, an experienced engineer who oversees the plant production
described this situation:
“A problem about material acquisition is neither discussed directly with supplier (by
engineers) nor is an engineers’ technical ability used to negotiate the price nor do
engineers in this plant have access to supplier databases… everything is taken care of by
people in purchase department and their job is mostly to find the merchandise locally at
the lowest possible bid and save money to the company… and we suffer sometimes.”
[Field Notes]

In this vignette we can see how the maintenance of strict multi-level hierarchies places
barriers in the way of effective technical interactions slowing or interfering with
technical coordination to resolve technical issues. The team of engineers who had
devised solutions for the packaging issue were not allowed to talk directly to the
supplier of the packaging: this connection could only be made by the purchasing
department. The purchasing department was a single point of contact for vendors as
well as administration of procurement activities. The company’s purchasing department
was driven mostly to achieve its goal (lower purchase costs) with little or no regard for
quality and safety standards, and its impact to other areas of the company and even the
client.

Vignette 1.2 (Indian plant): The engineers at INXMAN-Co were asked and expected to be
responsible for the overall success of the project, but they rarely had authority over the
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project resources. The engineers were expected to manage within a budget, with only
limited or no authority to make monetary decisions. An experienced senior design
engineer spoke about his financial responsibilities:
“I don’t have any financial responsibility but like product costs we are involved in value
engineering cost reduction project and we have done a lot of cost reductions this year and
every year we do that. It is not directly related to financial, we actually compare the costs
and time factors. In addition to the regular work they come for material change, a new
supplier (any supplier we have to qualify) they usually come to me I interact with them
and the purchase department and the final decision is taken by the purchase department.
Only for the evaluation of the supplier it is ok they come to us and we evaluate and do
some routine tests. Then we will clear it. For final selection, purchase department have
their own procedure they can delete or add supplier any time.” [Field Notes]

It also shows that the engineers have no formal lines of authority to maintain quality
control: if purchasing can change a supplier at any time then quality control rests with
them. There is supporting evidence from the Pakistan interviews. For example, a young
Pakistani engineer who carries out site inspection and checks on specification and
quantities included within the bills of materials described his position in the similar
terms:
Then there are things that I have to get approval for as well.
[Can you give me an example?] Things like finish approvals. Which kind of tiles they are
going to use for example. Should we use tiles or should we use skirting? There are some
things given in the contract document. Take air conditioning systems for example. There
are three or four companies that supply air‐conditioning systems: which one is the best?
Which one should we use? Certainly I cannot decide these issues. The decision has to be
taken at a higher level.
[Do you make recommendations to your superiors on these issues?] Sometimes I do.
Sometimes the contractor gives us a recommendation. Sometimes I use my experience
and tell them that this particular company is a good choice: I have used them before.
[P0261, 060]
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The engineers also had to work within organizational policies and to standards over
which they had little control, for instance, quality control tags. The quality control tags
were used for identification and initial inspection marking by technicians. Standard
quality control tags, such as green “approved” tags, yellow “rework” tags, and red
“rejected” tags were used to closely control material. The technicians repeated the
random inspection process by determining the difference in depth of penetration
resulting from the application of an initial minor load followed by major load. The depth
or size of the resulting indentation was measured, which in turn was related to a
hardness number. Often these material control areas were separated from production
lines. A material control area includes only materials as received and also as processed.

As observed in the material control area, there was documentation showing the issues
that had been raised by quality control inspections on a given date, the project to which
it belongs, or to a given person. The engineers thought this type of centralized material
control with limited access was a vital part of material control, particularly for large
production lines. However in a smaller production line, the person most likely to be
involved with the material was the cell leader (in charge of a production cell consisting
of 6 to 8 machine tools, typically with between 8 and 12 operators). Since the cell
leader was the one with the overall responsibility for the success of the cell, he
preferred to maintain material in his own controlled area within the cell. As one of the
cell leaders described this situation:
“Adequate controls can still be applied to these decentralized quality control spaces. We
can maintain our own identification tags and marking on the materials and prevent them
from being mixed in with unidentified material. This actually reduces the time to request
and receive feedback on quality inspections… we prefer to have more authority than we
have.” [Field Notes]
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In contrast, field observations at Australian manufacturing plant AXMAN-Co have shown
that, even the draftsman working under an engineering supervisor has had extensive
autonomy in his practice.

Vignette 1.3 (Australian plant): The draftsman’s job role was mostly on redesigning and
improving the existing equipment on the shop floor. He started with requirements and
free hand drawings, then 2Ds (two dimensional drawings) were drawn using software and
‘extruded’ to 3D (software conversion of a two dimensional shape to a three dimensional
shape) to visualize the design and eventually he liaised with the director, supervisor,
robot programmer, client and operators. Explaining in detail the improvement process
he usually follows he said:
“I first finish the drawing and show it to the programmer and director to review it and
make changes…next I contact suppliers and negotiate laser cutting operations and send
drawings to them. As the material arrives in inward stores I assign a welder who performs
welding operations to build the fixture according to the drawings. Finally the programmer
studies the fixture and writes a new algorithm to control and guide the robot.”

“Rather than just doing routine modifications, in effect, value addition for clients, I identify
irregularities and inconsistencies in drawings or any errors in dimensions. I also review the
documents with the client’s engineering team. You should generally also have knowledge
of site related equipment, its functions and interaction with other equipment. Apart from
that, I also work with other mining and public sector clients on new designs in
understanding design inputs, planning the workload, man hours, resources, and ensure
drawings are done properly and delivered within project deadlines. I review and audit
drawings with other team members and the director prior to reporting to clients. I ensure
that drawings are done with relevant health and safety regulations, and design standards
of industry.” [Field Notes]
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Vignette 1.4 (Australian plant): On the morning the researcher was with the electrical
engineer, the electrical engineer was busy on the phone requesting a price quote from
one of their regular suppliers. The electrical engineer is considerably higher in the chain
of command than the draftsman at AXMAN-Co: several workers, technicians and
draughtsmen who belong to the engineering team report to him directly. According to
the electrical engineer a request for quote is simply a request for information, “This is
not an order, the order will be completed and signed by the logistics manger.” However,
the similarity in the procedure of purchase order execution in both the plants (Indian
and Australian) should not be confused with barriers to minimize the interplay with the
user (the engineer) and the supplier. At AXMON-Co it is more evident that the
procurement process is much more engineering approved.

After a quick look through PLC drawings (programmable logic controller) he received
previously from a vendor, he headed towards the shop floor. There, the electrical
engineer spoke briefly with the technician, to learn about progress on a recent
production problem. The initial problem identified was that during a change in
production jobs, the robot would indicate an alarm which was false. The alarm usually
indicates that the shielding door is open but this should not happen during a job change.
The electrical engineer reviewed the original algorithm and identified the program error
and asked the technician to test it. Reporting the progress the technician handed the
LCD (liquid crystal display) remote control to the electrical engineer. The electrical
engineer reading through the log data on the LCD found no registered errors. The
electrical engineer requested the technician to perform couple of more tests and report
back the results so that they could hand over the robot to production workers.

Speaking about how the electrical engineer handles new jobs, he explained:
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“The job orders (written instructions to perform a job within cost requirements and
specified time frames) start with discussions with the engineering department to decide
whether the job can be handled with current processes or not. If decision is made yes, we
discuss with the draftsman about the welding fixture design. The draftsman gives drawings
detailing the dimensions of all parts that are used in the construction of the welding
fixture. We use regular standards to the largest possible extent, so as to bring the cost of
the fixture down to as low a figure as possible. The standard work makes it easy for us to
write robot programs. During the prototype phase we discuss with production supervisors
and operators to make changes required in robot program. We quality inspect the working
and workmanship of robot and the robot welder as both are very critical. Then we hand
over the entire working cell to production department. The technicians will carry out
routine maintenance and provide support to production team on day to day basis. I will
also be involved in continuous monitoring to oversee the smooth running of robots with
no production delays… something quite similar to what I did today.” [Field Notes]

Two features of the electrical engineer’s morning at AXMAN-Co are notable. First, the
electrical engineer takes authority for granted. When it comes to making decisions on
the shopfloor, the electrical engineer made decision for himself then informed his boss
“my boss wants me to bring solution, rather than problems.” Second, the electrical
engineer’s experience of authority is not rigid or oppressive. He had some basic plan in
mind and then he consulted with superiors and staff. Often these involved approaching
and passing responsibilities on to someone else, sometimes top management and
sometimes even frontline staff. After the consultation process, the electrical engineer
incorporated the views of the staff; this legitimised the plan and also provided essential
information to others. Although AXMAN-Co had well-structured hierarchy and process of
using authority, in most cases the engineers worked in less pressing situations because it
appeared they could extend their powers beyond their true boundaries. In brief, the
analysis suggests that in Australia the engineers worked outside lines of authority to
establish pathways for coordination.
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Dimension 2: Lack of, or weak procedures, quality
controls, safety standards, and poor support by other
stakeholders contribute to lower productivity and quality.
Quotation 2.1: A senior Australian welding engineer, who manages all welding related
activities at design, procurement, and construction stages, including supervision of
quality control inspectors and contractors, spoke of his experience within larger Asian oil
and gas operations, “I think they are really backwards in terms of safety and
procedures.” Reporting an incident he encountered during his recent visit to Pakistan,
on corrupt safety practices at a subcontractor’s fabrication yard where a local safety
manager reviews and approves the construction procedures, he said:
“A young (Pakistani) trainee welder who was an apprentice working for this subcontractor
had an eye injury as a result of a gas equipment which exploded in his face. The guy with
me, an Australian welder trained in first aid wrapped a piece of padding material, grabbed
him into the car and took him straight to the hospital. On site we take serious concern of
safety matters. Somewhat surprising, sitting down and relaxing, the local safety manager
comes in and asks… we are not going to report this, are we?” [IN328Aus]

The safety manager from Pakistan was responsible for coordinating the efforts of the
local subcontractors to protect the safety and health of people at work. On the other
hand, the local subcontractors were responsible for specific trades, such as electrical,
welding, concrete or plumbing – several things that were happening at the construction
site. The safety manager monitored the work of subcontractors (who spoke only local
language) and coordinated the work with the activities of the Australian senior welding
engineer as required to complete the project in accordance with the main Australian
contractors’ objectives of cost, time and quality.
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Instead of delegating entire safety responsibility to the local safety manager who speaks
local languages, the main Australian contractor had assigned some safety duties to their
qualified engineers (in this case it was the Australian senior welding engineer). The
senior engineer was tasked with ensuring that there were no accidents or fatalities on
site, and was given the backing and the authority to do so. He received the full support
of the Australian contractors’ management team to effectively perform his duty.

However the local safety manager, as demonstrated in the quote above, only seems to
be concerned with the consequences he might face if the incident is reported. The local
safety manager seems to be unaware of the serious productivity loss due to absence of
injured workers. With expatriate engineers involved, the cost of delay would have been
substantial. Even without expatriates the indirect cost of delay would have been
significant. However, neither the participant nor the local safety manager seems to have
been sufficiently conscious of this to mention it. Instead, the local safety manager was
concerned with the record of the incident that might expose his own poor performance
at the site which would threaten his future employment on the project. As the local
safety manger contemplates the various aspects relating to safety and health by not
reporting the correct status, many new questions will arise on safety procedure controls.
Failure to report the incident would not have been an option in Australia, because
written hospital records would have been created with respect to a workplace injury and
it would be hard to cover it up.

Further commenting on the poorly coordinated testing facilities in Pakistan, the senior
Australian welding engineer described the situation:
“We needed to do some metallographic and chemical analysis to determine the amount of
dilution. The base material is of different composition to the weld material. We wanted to
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determine the final composition of the weld mixture…we needed to do some fairly
technical testing.”

“Generally speaking facilities in Pakistan are poorly coordinated. There are plenty of
laboratories in Karachi. We approached a shipyard based government testing facility. They
were reluctant to do testing on commercial basis and they don’t offer the full service of
taking test pieces, machining, and ensuring all the work is done according to the
recognised standards. So the contractor himself had to cut the pieces, and then in an area
we had to closely monitor what was being done to make sure that our test pieces are
suitable for testing. They are of the right dimensions, Sharpy notches are cut in the right
place and there is no excessive work done or damage to the sample by flame cutting. All of
that you have to closely monitor.” [IN328Aus]

According to the senior Australian welding engineer, in Pakistan he spends much of his
time closely supervising and monitoring the quality of work of all subcontractors;
however, the need for constant and close supervision is a productivity loss. For instance,
the senior engineer would have worked at generating meaningful cash flow forecasts. In
contrast, justifying the superior coordination between the welding testing facilities in
Australia and the facilities compliance with established welding procedures and
standards, he explained:
“Whereas in Australia, recognised independent testing facilities will take samples… you
give it to them and they will do everything for you and the results are entirely
trustworthy.” [IN328Aus]

In addition, speaking about existing local standards the engineer said, “Lack of adoption
and enforcement of global standards locally results in poor testing outcomes.”
Eventually in this project he ended up bringing samples back to Australia for testing.
“It throws in to question… a lot of low temperature work, the stuff designed for low
temperatures in these countries. Quite honestly, I rejected welding procedures. I knew
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that would not work even though the test results said they would. Because, I could see
from the test results they were not typical of what I would expect from a particular
welding procedure or Charpy impact. We insisted on testing every Charpy impact
procedure and making sure that they stuck with them.” [IN328Aus]

Apparently, we can see now the productivity loss due to weak procedures and support by
other stakeholders is both direct and indirect. The indirect productivity loss tends to
have the highest overall costs. For instance, implementing an inexpensive and simple
test that provides a qualitative measure of welding sample quality now would require a
new step-by-step procedure, a training specialist who has to design and provide the
training course, and an experienced supervisor who has to closely monitor each step in
the process of testing. Finally in describing the subcontractor fabrication yard, the
senior Australian engineer commented:
“Electrical power lines shut into open sockets and live cables dragged across the dirt with
bare wires exposed. This is a danger, not just to locals, to us, visitors. That’s what I took
exception to… its dangerous to me.” [IN328Aus]

As these views suggest, because of careless safety practices, it’s not just the people at
site that can be affected “it’s everyone, including the public.” These issues are more
fully discussed in below Vignette 2.1.

Vignette 2.1(Indian plant): Here we will visit the subcontractor’s premises of INXMANCo and AXMAN-Co to evidence what they actually practice. Both INXMAN-Co and AXMANCo subcontract minor or specialised work to smaller firms within industrial districts with
specialized equipment, expertise or lower production costs. There are major
differences, however. As seen in Figure 11, a cutting machine for a specialized job is
being misused by the worker of the INXMAN-Co subcontractor. There are no marked
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safety zones. The worker carries no measuring tape, no engineering drawings (many of
them are uneducated and can’t or won’t read drawings), white clay chalk is used to
mark dimensions (exposed to the outside environment which could easily erase the
marking), and there is minimal protective equipment and no first-aid at the site. These
sorts of subcontractors are scattered in hundreds along busy roads, even occupying part
of the road, the kerbs and gutters in the industrial district where the researcher
conducted observations. Machines, raw material as well as finished goods were not
properly safeguarded, that is, people and traffic moving along the roadside moved
through the work areas. Expensive material was openly and freely available and was
subject to theft and vandalism. Passers by walked on marked and machined material.

Figure 11: Worker of INXMAN-Co metal working subcontractor seen adjusting the cutting blade without
any protective gear, putting his life at risk.
[Photo source: the author during field activity, India July 2006]

The workers experienced constant interruptions by ongoing traffic, public and their
colleagues (See Figure 12). Workers putting the machines into work gathered to talk to
each other about the events of the day and their lives. They were happy with their
wages until they found out what the others were paid. However, the gap between the
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productive and the idle time of workers was largely due to interruptions. Even though
these matters of health and safety are so simple; the Indian subcontractor completely
omitted or overlooked them.

Figure 12: While machine performing cutting operations, workers gathered in a small group talking to
each other, giggling and murmuring among themselves, and in the process ignoring the basic safety
standards.
[Photo source: the author during field activity, India July 2006]

Vignette 2.2(Australian plant): In contrast, what the researcher observed at AXMANCo’s subcontractor facility was jobs were performed in a controlled environment to
meet the specific process and equipment needs. Enclosed buildings kept the traffic and
public interruptions to a minimum. This also offered protection against damage and
vandalism of material from the site. The operators were seen wearing protective
equipment (Refer Figure 13). They had a lot of control over the machines and their
safety requirements. They read the safety instructions carefully before attempting to
use welding equipment (possibly because the researcher was watching). But mistakes
are possible, particularly as in this case (Refer Figure 14) there were loose electrical
wires on the floor and wires hanging out of the walls. However, it could be argued that a
much more controlled and factory atmosphere others would take care of minor injuries
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quickly. A safety officer was present at all times to liaise with the workers on a regular
basis, regarding any matters necessary to ensure the safety of manufacturing operations.

Figure 13: Worker of AXMAN-Co metal working subcontractor seen welding with appropriate protective
gear which includes – a shield with a filtered lens, fire resistant gloves, and a leather apron.
[Photo source: the author during field activity, Australia Dec 2008]

Figure 14: Although safety was not paramount (as seen in the picture, many electrical wires and cables,
and electrical equipment are often on the shop floor), but preferable overalls including boots were
worn as part of safety requirements.
[Photo source: the author during field activity, Australia Dec 2008]
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Vignette 2.3 (Indian plant): At INXMAN-Co, the store was poorly organised and
maintained. The store floor had large potholes and the irregular surface made it difficult
to manoeuvre materials handling equipment. It was difficult to read documents and
product labels due to inadequate lighting and dirty labels. Inventory was exposed to
dirt, water damage, and theft as the building was in poor condition. There was poor
housekeeping, often allowing parts to be placed anywhere on the floor, under tables,
and behind machinery, making it difficult to determine what was supposed to be there
and what had been mistakenly placed there (could be lost easily). The store building was
not marked with exit signs or any strict yellow pathways. Few safety measures were in
place in case of any fires, accidents or emergencies when compared to the Australian
plant, which is discussed more fully in Vignette 2.4. These factors had a significant
impact on accuracy of inventory management as well as on the productivity and safety
of employees. It seems that poor facilities affected employee morale resulting in an “I
don’t care” way of thinking when the workers were questioned about material handling
and storage. For instance, workers walked into the store for nuts and bolts, and
frequently left the nuts and bolts scattered about because they thought it was someone
else’s job to tidy them up. However, no one else returned to move those fasteners into a
storage box during the researcher’s half day visit to the store.

On the day the researcher visited the INXMAN-Co plant store, the store manager was
busy managing information about the suppliers of each component of their product as
part of a review for new supplier management system. The researcher asked the store
manager to explain his job and the ways he managed the store. At the store manager’s
insistence the researcher took a walk around the store area guided by the store keeper.
The store keeper was a young graduate who had recently finished his Bachelor of
Commerce degree. He carried a register book around with him, which listed the part
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number and the approximate location of every item in the store. The store keeper
explained the large vertical stacker (with an approximate height of around 4 meters)
which was fixed at one corner of the store. This large vertical stacker had 32 horizontal
racks, each of which could hold up to 140 kilograms of material. Further, each
horizontal rack could be adjusted to carry smaller or larger items. With its
semiautomatic ability, the stacker was used for frequently used items or fast moving
valuable tools such as drill bits, circular saw blades, hand tools, shaper cutters etcetera.

Then the researcher and the store keeper walked towards the conventional storage racks
which occupied most of the store area, where long span shelving consisting of frames,
beams and shelves was configured to accommodate a wide range of different
components and material containers.

Later the store keeper was interrupted by a maintenance technician who walked into
the store with a request for spare parts. The store keeper read through the technician’s
request written on a piece of paper - items and quantities – “M4*15 screws 10, V-belt 1,
Saddle fixing plate 1, and cutting tools 15.” Next the store keeper verified the stock by
the page number found in the index to search the register, then erasing the numbers
with a pencil and writing the new depleted number entry into the register (erasing any
trace of earlier transactions). The store keeper then called one of the casual labourers
sitting nearby, he then helped the store keeper to pick parts from the shelves. The store
keeper ordered the labourer to take collected parts and the request paper to the store
manager for a final review and sign off. The researcher could see the technician walking
away with spares and the store manager continuing his work on updates. Moving close to
the store manager, the researcher enquired about how he manages the stock levels (the
maximum and minimum inventory levels), he said:
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“We have system in place which monitors the current inventory level. When the actual
inventory level falls below the minimum inventory level, the purchase manager is notified.
Due to the system’s auto‐replenishment process, we manage regular bill of materials quite
good. I think care has to be taken for special items because the supplier will take time to
make and deliver goods. We don’t have a special person to check the inward quality. We
have to depend on the quality inspector and his technicians for verification. You know that
we cannot say anything just by simply viewing the sample. We have to wait and fix an
appointment with the quality department for verification or sometimes the person who
orders this material takes the responsibility.” [Field Notes]

The usual procedure to request any unavailable or special spare parts (by the engineers)
at this Indian plant was to quote a drawing or part number to the purchasing
department. The purchasing department had an archive copy of all part drawings. Once
the purchasing department found the particular part drawing in their archives, they
faxed a copy to the supplier with the required quantity. Next the supplier sent an
invoice to the purchasing department and finally after making the payment, the inward
store received the components from the supplier. When one of the engineers went to
collect the components he had requested, he found he had received the wrong ones.
The engineer reviewed the part drawing in the purchasing department and found an
inconsistency in dimensions. It later emerged from production team discussions that
design changes were made by the design department on a fixture designed previously,
but the changes were not made in current revisions of controlled copies. The engineer
had no choice but to wait until the purchasing manger re-ordered the component with
the modified drawing. While these events could happen in any company, the researcher
observed many lapses and mistakes with poorly controlled configuration and inventory
management. It was apparent that the level of control over engineering decisions and
procedures was low compared with comparable practices in the Australian exportoriented manufacturing plant AXMAN-Co.
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Vignette 2.4 (Australian plant): The store manager was busy in moving material using a
fork lift truck. It seems that he has many responsibilities apart from managing stores: he
has to receive and check inward material, assist in delivery of outward material, and
also pick and deliver items from suppliers and contractors. He has a computer, an office
mobile phone, and a company vehicle. Frequently requested spares and materials such
as sandpapers, grinding pads, saw blades, etc were placed just outside the store in a
stainless steel shelf rack. Although the store is congested and small, items are neatly
arranged with clear bar coded labels, adequate light and safety equipment in case of
emergency. The entrance door is locked all the time and it has electronic card access.
The store has a small opening window beside the entrance door. Usually the operators
request parts through this window to the store manager. Once the store manager finds
the part in the store he hands over the item through this access window. Only the
supervisors and the engineers have direct access to the store and its computer
information system. However, carefully labelled bins containing tidy sets of supplies
needed for specific tasks would definitely speed up the work and save costs.

Just in front of the store a small space is allocated for a cantilever rack to store long
steel rods. Alongside the store there is large floor area for pallets to store heavy and
large inward and outward material. Next the researcher and the store manager walked
through yellow pathways towards the repair section where most of the jobs are done
manually by fabrication specialists. These specialists have the support of apprentices
while also helping to train them. They all were seen working at the same time on
different fabrication jobs which included a huge storage tank for mining operations,
hard facing huge reducer gears, hard facing and bending pipes, and servicing columns
used in scaffolding. The store manager stoped at the logistics manager’s office, and
together they went over a purchase order that created considerable confusion regarding
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the delivery of a material. Unfortunately, the client was coordinating the delivery of
raw material and finished product with the supplier and AXMAN-Co respectively. The
problem was elapsed time between the delivery of raw material to AXMAN-Co by the
supplier and the delivery of finished product to the client by AXMAN-Co. In some
instances the supplier delivered the raw material on Wednesday and the client placed
the purchase order of the finished product on Thursday. However, AXMAN-Co at least
required two weeks to manufacture the finished product. The two men agreed to turn it
over to the managing director for a response. Later, the store manager returned to his
office to review the stock levels.

Comparing the two storage locations, one at INXMAN-Co and other at AXMAN-Co reveals
significant differences related to productivity and quality at the workplace. In INXMANCo we have seen the low skills of employees, unsuitable hand tools, poor maintenance of
material handling equipment, and unsuitable work environments such as poor lighting,
hot and humid conditions, noise, no access restrictions, and interruptions contributing to
low productivity and poor quality in manufacturing operations. In contrast, at AXMAN-Co
we see that the inventory is much more organised and properly managed. Every item is
properly indexed, labelled, and securely stored in bins. The material location system
which keeps track of store items is a combination of a manual system and a
computerized system. All of these factors contributed to ensure maximum usage of
storage space, adequate accessibility to the materials, and to maintain accurate
inventory records for all materials until they are realised for shipment.

Vignette 2.5 (Australian plant): The researcher was assigned to the quality inspector
who plays a major role in assuring quality, tracking defects and correcting them in
AXMAN-Co. He also designs procedures for assuring quality standards, and reports quality
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in the present systems during external audits. The quality inspector’s cabin is on the
second floor (organised but little messy - with table, leather chair, computer, scanner
off to the right side, trays in one corner, picture of daughters and office folders kind of
scattered) -- indeed, almost unique among the various engineering departments at
AXMAN-Co.

On the morning the researcher met the quality inspector he was working on the final
stages of a major fabrication assignment. According to the quality inspector, this is the
most exciting and complicated part of his work because he has to make sure the end
result is what was intended by the client. As part of the final stage, the quality
inspector creates what is called a “job check list.” This list documents all the work that
must be completed before the assignment can be accepted and approved by him. The
quality inspector spoke briefly to the researcher and invited the researcher to follow his
daily walk through the shop floor.

Figure 15: Workers at an Australian metal manufacturing plant seen fabricating a multiple storage
chamber generally used for carrying fuel (diesel, petrol, oil, etc) to mining sites.
[Photo source: the author during field activity, Australia Dec 2008]
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The researcher followed him to the shop floor and two fabrication workers were already
busy with welding and giving final touches to the huge storage chamber. The quality
inspector started to explain what this huge chamber was all about (See Figure 15). The
inspector told the researcher to climb the ladder and then the researcher was shown
different sections in the tank and fabrication. Now the job of the quality inspector was
to make sure that sections were leak-proof and see that there were no leaks within the
sections and outside. “From the beginning operators were very careful in fabricating it,”
the quality inspector says. His job that morning was to conduct tests – “detect leaks and
fix them with the help of operators.” Once he finished with this phase of testing, he had
a few more things on the job check list which included a complete quality document
approval – “checks and designated reviews carried out this chamber so far are to the
Australian Standards and the copy of quality assurance framework followed by AXMANCo.” Finally make arrangements to dispatch the chamber to the client.

The quality inspector made arrangements for a set-up generally used in the leak
inspection process. The set-up included air supply, test manifold, pressure gauge, torque
wrench, and bubble test solution. The quality inspector bought the set-up close to the
fabricated tank.

The process is far more complex than it might appear at first sight. First, the test
manifold and air supply was installed using pipe thread sealant to prevent leaks. Next
the air supply valve was opened to pressurize the sealed tank. After exactly five minutes
the quality inspector recorded the pressure on the gauge and allowed still more time to
for pressure to stabilize inside the chamber. Finally, the quality inspector and the
worker applied a leak detecting solution to gasket areas, threaded connections,
alignment pins and ports. Also they applied the fluid to welded and other areas as
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required by written procedure during the initial acceptance test. They repeated these
experiments for each chamber and whenever bubbles appeared they marked the
location with white chalk. The other fabrication worker was cleaning the spots with a
stud weld gun. Such cleaning not only provided a clean groove surface, but also
deposited small corner welds quickly and smoothly. The quality inspector said the
inspection process and experiments which they were carrying out were according to
Australian standards – the researcher observed the quality inspector referring to AS 1674
weld safety manual during the process.

During the inspection they ran into a problem of sealing the partitions to conduct further
experiments. The test manifolds were temporarily placed and sealed before tanks were
pressurized. The air was leaking from the gasket portions. The test manifold itself was
causing a problem so they had to make sure that initial set-up was leak-proof.
Sometimes pressure dropped suddenly and other times when the test solution was
applied around the test manifold bubbles appeared. This was an indication that the
experimental set-up was wrong so they made many trials and errors to make sure that
the set-up was air-tight.

The process was quite laborious and yet routine because the same experiments had to
done on each partition in the storage tank. The team was encountering the same
problem again and again. However, the quality inspector had become so dependent on
the old ways of doing things and was resistant to change, or maybe the firm was
reluctant to invest in newer technologies such as an acoustic leak detector.

Later the researcher raised question about the skills of apprentices working at the site,
how they were trained and who mentored them in improving skills and knowledge and
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learning new techniques about the fabrication trade. The researcher then listened to
the quality inspector as he explained the internal and external assessments that each
worker has to undertake - a structured process - before they became a nationally
recognized and certified tradesperson. The apprentice or trainee hired by the company
signs up a contract of training. The contract of training is a legally binding agreement
between trainee and employer, which provides the trainee with the certainty of
employment and training in a desired occupation or trade. It is an agreement where an
employer must provide the apprentice with on-the-job training, and release the trainee
for off-the-job classroom training to a TAFE college or other approved training provider.
In return, the apprentice rates of pay are significantly lower than that of fully qualified
trades people and skilled workers. The whole agreement term may vary from three years
to four years depending on the flexibility, security and the speed of recognition of trade
competencies. The company employs the apprentice for the whole apprenticeship, and
then hires them out for short or long periods to employers who don't have the capacity
to have their own apprentices.
Table 6: A module on ‘Interpret Technical Drawing’ requires the apprentice to demonstrate the
following skills and knowledge.
[Content provided by the AXMAN-Co quality inspector from an Apprentice Training Manual MEM122005, Dec 2007]

Required skills:
 checking the drawing against job requirements/related equipment in accordance with
standard operation procedures
 confirming the drawing version as being current in accordance with standard operation
procedures
 obtaining the current version of the drawing in accordance with standard operation
procedures (where appropriate)
 reading, interpreting information on the drawing, written job instructions, specifications,
standard operation procedures, charts, lists and other applicable reference documents
 checking and clarifying task-related information
 undertaking numeral operation, geometry and calculations/ formulae within the scope of this
unit
Required knowledge:
 application of AS1100.11 in accordance with standard operation procedure
 relationship between the view contained in the drawing
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objects represented in the drawing
units of measurement used in the preparation of the drawing
dimensions of the key features of the objects depicted in the drawing
understanding of the instructions contains in the drawing
the actions to be undertaken in response to those instructions
the material form of which the objects are made
any symbols used in the drawing as described in range statement
hazard and control measures associated with interpreting technical drawing, including
housekeeping
safe work practice and procedure

Table 6 shows one module from a number of modules of competency that form the
certificate in trade apprenticeship was assessed on the job, off the job or a combination
of both. Where the assessment occurred off the job, (that is, the candidate is not
engaged in productive work), then an appropriate simulation is used where the range of
conditions reflects realistic workplace situations.

At INXMAN-Co., like many other

similar enterprises in India, unskilled production workers are hired as day labourers:
they can only be retained for a maximum of six months.

Therefore, production

supervisors just get them used to the idea of learning a skill when they leave. Hiring
people for longer requires much higher rates of pay and allowances, so this is only done
for the relatively fewer number of highly skilled workers, machine operators and
production supervisors.

In brief, the researcher argues that these findings demonstrate that workplace
procedures, products and manufacturing specifications, working conditions, training,
and support by other stakeholders offer superior performance and productivity at
AXMAN-Co compared to the Indian plant INXMAN-Co. Nevertheless, significant challenges
exist in both countries. These challenges will be further discussed in the next dimension
of difference.
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Dimension 3: Constant supervision and too many people
involved in doing simple jobs.
Vignette 3.1 (Indian plant): The researcher observed what seemed to be too many
people being involved in doing simple tasks at INXMAN-Co. For example, replacing a 9.2
kilogram grinding wheel required an operator, an engineer, a store manager and a
material handler. First the operator discussed the wheel selection with the engineer
based on specifications, bond type, grit size, concentration level etcetera. Next, the
operator and engineer enquired with the store manger about the availability of
particular grinding wheels in the store. Finding that there were spare wheels in the
store, a material request required was raised in the inventory system by the engineer. A
material request requires a reference number for the material usually found in the
catalogue and the authorization of the purchase by the store manager. Finally with the
help of a material handler (a temporary worker who handles, moves, loads and unloads
materials manually and in cases of moving heavy objects like this he uses basic material
handling equipment such as a wheelbarrow), the grinding wheel was installed on the
machine spindle.
Table 7: Value-added and non-value-added activities identified during the simple process of grinding
wheel replacement.

Value-added activities (are the activities that
change the form, fit or function of a part)

Non-value-added activities (are the activities
that don’t add value to the process)

Material selection, checking, raising order,
testing and installation.
Time spent – 11 min (approximately)

Waiting, filing information, printing, obtaining
multiple approvals, and material handling.
Time spent – 44 min (approximately)

When the process was reviewed in order to identify non-value-added and value-added
activities, it was apparent that more time was spent on non-valve-added activities (See
Table 7 and Figure 16). We would have expected the engineer to question why each
activity was performed. Were activities being performed as work-around solutions to a
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bigger problem? Were activities performed due to inefficiencies with procedures? Could
alternative solutions eliminate the activities currently performed? However, the
engineers simply accepted the status-quo without any questioning.

Grinding Wheel Replacement
20%

Value-added activities
Non-value-added
activities
80%

Figure 16: Graph showing percentage of time in value-added and non-value-added activities in grinding
wheel replacement.

Vignette 3.2 (Australian plant): The engineering director at AXMAN-Co headed towards
the shop floor, and the researcher accompanied him to observe the actual inspection
process. There was plenty of noise from running machines, fumes, flames, arcs, and
etcetera. Before the shop floor entrance itself, there was a display of blue sign boards
to warn people entering this zone. The big signs clearly indicated that safety goggles,
shoe, and ear protection must be worn before entering this designated area. The
director actually looked at the researcher to see if he had everything on. Being a
director of the company, he has to deal with day-to-day enforcement of safety policies
and procedures. As for the personal protective equipment used in the workplace,
workers were equipped but we also observed that some workers were not wearing the
equipment unless told by managers or supervisors (See earlier discussions in page 125).
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At the shop floor entrance, there was a wide open area where special jobs were
undertaken to overhaul and service various kinds of mining equipment. Most of the shop
floor was covered with 1000 kg to 20000 kg bridge cranes, which makes the job of
carrying heavy loads easy and more efficient by hooking the load firmly on to the hoist,
then using a hand-held remote control to guide the load to the destination. We were
followed by the director to a service technician, who was actually unloading a heavy
part to a designated service area. The director explained to me that this heavy service
part had been dropped off by the client in the early morning hours as part of a routine
schedule for overhauling. The director assigned this job and responsibility to this
particular service technician only because he had experience of 5 to 7 years with all
types of major repairs, and he is expected to quickly perform the more difficult types of
routine service and repairs. The current work involved greasing a huge axial loadcarrying bearing and minor modifications. The director and the service technician
started discussions on how they should proceed with the job. Basically, they discussed
the plan on how to disassemble this complex component. The service technician was
actually holding the assembly diagram (shown in Figure 17) with a puzzled expression!
Looking at the part and thinking how to start? How to replace worn out material and
from where to procure the part? Is there any better material other than this available in
the market? How to grease it and add new elements and finally assemble it? The
technician was given two hours to work on it. As the director standing beside us said
that “he will return in two hours.”

The technician was quite experienced in repair jobs and he undertook only special
service jobs in which some components had to be first dissembled, designed, machined,
serviced and finally assembled. He was wearing a dirty and greasy apron with some tools
in his pockets which included cutting pliers, a screw driver, and a measuring tape. The
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job assigned to the technician was very complex and it needed serious planning, and a
good memory to identify the parts and position during assembly. For example, cartridge
and outer race next to housing, aluminium triple seals, split roller cage and rollers, clam
collars and finally inner race. The components of the assembly were heavy and colour
coded. This made it easy to identify parts, but there was still a degree of complexity
which was mostly handled by one person (See Figure 17).

Figure 17: Exploded view of large pillow block, showing tapered bore spherical roller bearing, adapter
sleeve, locknut and lock washer, stabilizing ring and triple labyrinth seals.
[Photo source: provided the engineering director, AXMAN-Co Australia Dec 2008]

The director warned about the oil and grease inside the bearing, especially during the
disassembly. There could have been heavy oil inside the bearing which could spill all
over the floor so he cautioned him to take care and position the bearing or lean it to one
side and drain the oil and clean each component. The director handed over assembly
instructions to the technician (Refer to Table 8).
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Table 8: Assembly preparation instructions.
(Copy provided to the technician by the engineering director, AXMAN-Co Australia Dec 2008)

Assembly Preparation Confirm proper bearing selection has been made. Check shaft journal for
roundness and size (as a general guide, +.000" to -.005" on diameter is acceptable). Ensure that
the bearing and surrounding work areas are free of dirt and other contaminants.
Assembly (Disassembly is reverse of the following)
1. Dismantle pillow block and clean bearing parts with a government-approved solvent. It is not
necessary to remove outer race from cartridge.
2. Apply grease between the o-ring centres before assembling the Triple Labyrinth (TL) seals and
move to the outer perimeter of the bearing journal.
3. Position inner race in proper location observing matching marks.
4. Fit the clamping collars at approximately 45 degrees from the inner race joints, insuring that
there is an equal gap at inner race joints. Tap down clamping collars with a mallet and tighten
the high tensile screws equally, repeating until collars are properly seated.
5. Coat the inner race and roller cage assembly with liberal amounts of grease. Install roller cage
assembly, making sure that the cage clips are securely in place.
6. Position seals so that they are in alignment with the grooves of the cartridge. Apply grease to
the two grooves that form the outside diameter of the seals. This serves two functions:
1. To lubricate the running surfaces of the seals and cartridge.
2. To seal the bearing and stop contaminates from working their way through the labyrinth and
entering the bearing.
7. At this time, coat the running surface of the outer race with grease. Check cartridge match
marks carefully, then assemble cartridge.
8. After cartridge halves are assembled, coat the spherical outside diameter of the cartridge and
the bore of the housing with a graphite compound. Introduce the required amount of lubricant
into the cartridge assembly.
9. Place the housing base into position, insuring that the bottom of the base is level and
supported 100 percent. Install the housing cap. Rotate the shaft to align the cartridge assembly
within the housing. Tighten the housing cap screws.
Note: Before shafting is jacked up, all housing cap bolts should be backed off.

The instructions from the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) illustrated how to
assemble the bearing, and the disassembly was realised by the technician and the
director from the instructions (See Table 8). Every time they looked more closely at the
bearing they had more ideas how the job could be done without any hassles and
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predicated what could go wrong and where care should be taken. The director requested
the technician to acquire more documents on drawings and instructions from his office
or he could request OEM to send more information.

Comparing the work of grinding wheel replacement at INXMAN-Co to the work of
servicing huge axial load-carrying bearing at AXMAN-Co, we can determine the level of
supervision. Consider the level of risk in the servicing job as well as the skills at AXMANCo to some manual handling jobs that could have been resolved easily at INXMAN-Co. At
AXMAN-Co, individuals in the engineering team had a strong sense of identity and selfconfidence and felt that they could work proactively on their own. Whereas, at INXMANCo the engineering team exhibited no greater degree of independence or accountability
even in simple activities such as material handling and order processing.

Vignette 3.3 (Indian plant): The quality department is set in a large open room with
equipment, computer, storage, workspace, and stair access to first floor. At present,
staff in this department includes a quality engineer and two technicians. The key
responsibilities of the department include; inspection, testing, certification and
verification services to ensure that products meet quality, safety, and performance. In
addition, the quality department participates in the development and design of new
products during the preliminary, intermediate and final stages. On the morning the
researcher was in the standard room, the quality engineer was away from his desk to
meet forging engineer who had requested the test he was running and to discuss the
initial results with him. After finishing his meeting, the quality engineer returned to the
standard room and continued to run the tests. When the quality engineer was asked
about his work, he began by saying:
“I perform inspections of purchased parts, work in progress material, finished components
using measuring tools such as micrometers, callipers, comparators and microscopes for
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quality identity, damage, certification and conformance to specifications / drawings /
standards and/or quality assurance. Under my direct supervision, the two technicians
perform routine inspection to ensure the quality at various stages of production. Finally I
compile, evaluate and report statistical data to maintain quality and reliability of
products.” [Field Notes]

Next the question was raised about dependability: do technicians require constant
supervision? Can they handle any moderately complex inspection utilizing sophisticated
equipment and computers? The quality engineer replied:
“The technicians need constant supervision and direction because we don’t have
standards for each aspect of production for ensuring the quality levels at various stages
…..I work out most of the things from my head and from my experience. The technicians
are poor in communicating with production and maintenance and they don’t have any
previous experience in handling sophisticated equipment or a computer. Anyhow, we are
training them now and they are good learners. We send them to vendor’s exhibitions to
know more about the quality and calibration equipment. They do all basic steps in
inspection and then I sit with them to make decision and write report and communicate
with internal and external clients.” [Field Notes]

The supervision approach at INXMAN-Co was based on a notion of constant supervision. It
was accepted that employees would not work hard unless they were kept under constant
observation. In Australia at AXMAN-CO the researcher observed that engineers and
technicians were given ‘ownership’ of a job and they were expected to (and generally
did) deliver results on time. Moreover, the cited quotation provided direct evidence that
the quality engineer had to design procedures from his own experience because there
was nothing provided by the organisation. However, AXMAN-Co didn’t have operational
procedures either. It was recently undergoing a transformation following review of audit
quality control policies and procedures. The logistics manager at AXMAN-Co responsible
for this described the situation as:
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“We had no standard operating procedures before but what we are trying do is to
establish what process do we require, we draft the procedure looking at the process.”
[Field Notes]

Apparently there are things that cannot be trusted at INXMAN-Co and the staff members
require constant, diligent supervision at all times. Firstly, as observed in the standard
room of INXMAN-Co work required less judgement and speed. Secondly, the quality
engineer who supervises the job of technicians in the standard room has no plans to
reduce the degree of direct supervision. Finally, they may not consider the lack of
written procedures to be a problem for a new employee. In contrast, at AXMAN-Co, with
a higher level of autonomy, it was expected that they would experience higher levels of
performance.

Dimension 4: Young, inexperienced engineers on the shop
floor
Vignette 4.1 (Indian plant): Here the researcher caught a glimpse of everyday life at
shop floor meetings in INXMAN-Co. The factory consisted of four modules (forging,
machining, heat treatment and grinding). Each module had several manufacturing cells
with different machines. An engineer in charge of a cell (cell leader) was typically a
recently graduated mechanical engineer with between a few months and two years
experience. The module leader was an engineer with 9-10 years of experience at the
next higher level of hierarchy (refer to Figure 18). For instance, the module leader
conducted a daily production meeting at the beginning of each shift to communicate
daily progress to cell leaders. The meeting was straightforward: The module leader
reviewed the last day’s production and scheduling for the coming day in each production
line with each of the cell leaders in turn. One cell leader reported zero production
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levels of X engine components on his production line - usually the target was set to
produce 600 per day. The module leader enquired about the reason for the loss of
production, and the cell leader remained silent, with no answer. The module leader
knew the problem the cell leader was facing with workers, and their absence due to the
marriage season (we saw one operator approaching the module leader with a marriage
invitation). He suggested seeking workers from the other cells to meet the demand. He
nominated two workers from other cells who, he realized, were probably available and
free. Toward the end of the meeting, the module leader noted the values on plain A4
paper from each cell leader column wise (cell target, production, rework, inspection,
pre machining, work in progress, constraints, and problems to be addressed) and files
the document in to his large blue office file. Even though this must have been a routine
form of record keeping, there was no pre-prepared form or procedure.
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Figure 18: Strategic planning at various levels or hierarchies.
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This whole meeting had taken almost an hour. Later in the module leader’s office: A
technician entered the office and asked for the module leader’s attention about an
overheating motor on a CNC machine. The module leader asked the technician to look
for the cell leader so that they could all discuss the issue together. After five minutes of
searching, the technician found the cell leader on the shop floor and they both came
into his office. All of them started discussing the issue together. The cell leader seemed
to know about the problem and its re-occurrence. As the cell leader explained “he
informed the maintenance-in-charge but the problem was recurring… the motor was not
sustaining the repeated load and it was not permitting heavy cuts.” It seemed that the
capacity of the motor installed in the CNC machine was not as high as required and it
was not adjusting to variable speeds and it was also affecting the performance of cutting
tools. Just after this discussion the module leader directly phoned the maintenance
department head in the presence of the cell leader and the technician, and explained
the problem and asked for reasons why it could be recurring. He persuaded the
maintenance head that this had been happening repeatedly and it was seriously
affecting the daily production from that particular cell. He insisted on having the
problem solved as soon as possible. Both the technician and cell leader left the room
hoping the problem would be solved as early as possible.

What we saw here were examples of how the relative inexperience and lack of authority
of the cell leaders meant that even minor problems had to be elevated to senior
management level. Mason’s work reveals just how significant the contributions of
supervisors are in manufacturing in leading industrialized countries (Mason 2000).
Clearly, the cell leaders in this instance were working as supervisors, but were not
appropriately skilled to handle either technical or management issues that arose at shop
floor level.
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Mason (2000) explored the training and deployment of production supervisors in the
United States, Britain, and Germany by means of a detailed comparison of matched
samples of engineering plants. Information gathered at plant level for this study suggests
that, “the competence of those responsible for day-to-day shop floor management is an
increasingly important component of each enterprise’s ability to respond to competitive
forces in engineering product markets” (Mason 2000, p641). In addition, changes in
technology make the supervision role increasingly complex. In both the industries
investigated in this study, vehicle components and specialized high-speed machinery,
the majority of producers in each country face continuing pressure to improve the
quality and performance of their products while simultaneously having to compete on
price as well. This has contributed to production supervisors’ jobs becoming more
difficult and complex for two main reasons:
“Firstly, as the daily product mix has become more diverse and quality and delivery targets
have been tightened, so the ostensibly routine tasks of planning labour schedules,
machine loadings and materials supplies have become more demanding. Secondly, many
companies have responded to competitive pressures to cut product costs by requiring
supervisors to take a more pro‐active role in identifying opportunities for shopfloor
efficiency improvements.” (Mason 2000, p641)

Several interesting examples have been citied in Mason’s study in which well-qualified
and/or experienced supervisors can contribute to shop floor efficiency improvements
(and the development of ‘lean production’ techniques in general) once they are ‘free’
from their traditional immersion in the day-to-day details of shopfloor management. The
most promi
nent recent changes in shopfloor work practices relevant to supervisors centre on the
introduction of production cells and the development of different kinds of team working.
The managerial objectives of such reorganisations were typically expressed in terms of
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‘empowering’ ordinary workers, seeking to widen their responsibilities and get them
involved in generating ideas for process improvements (e.g. adaptations to machinery) in
ways that would occur with traditional hierarchical modes of supervision. In general,
their responsibilities for day-to-day problem-solving and enforcement of shopfloor
discipline have been reduced in favour of more general responsibilities for co-ordinating
and supporting the activities of production teams, while taking an expanded role in
strategic planning affecting shop floor production. In Table 9, the behaviours associated
with core competencies which were drawn from the above studies are identified.
Table 9: A comparison of skills and knowledge of supervisors
Competencies of shop
floor supervisors
Coordinating and
supporting the
activities of
production teams
(day-to-day
scheduling)

Skills and Knowledge of Supervisors
drawn from two major studies on What
do production supervisors do?
Collaborating effectively with various
individuals, groups and departments.

Evidence South Asia (Participant observation
study at manufacturing plant in India)

Understand and incorporate measures and
controls in order to ensure consistent
levels of productivity and quality are
met.

Every day in the morning cell leaders of each
cell report to deputy manager about the last
day’s production, rework, and rejections.
During the discussions they miss issues such as
manpower capability, material quality, and
machine capacities. This also means that they
don’t measures these things systematically. If
you cannot measure it you cannot control or
manage it. Consequently, they have less
authority to implement new procedures to
measure the staff performance and speed at
which they are work. It was interesting to hear
from the deputy manager about the difference
in customer specification and tolerances
supplied to machinists.

Packaging problem caused by communication
and technical gaps and also due to less
emphasis on specifications and quality controls
(as discussed in vignette 1.1).

For example, Inlet valve with stem diameter of
5.050 mm (this data is differently transmitted
in steps down the hierarchy).
Step 1. Customer specification 5.05 +/- .005
mm
Step 2. Deputy manager 5.05 +/- .0045 mm
(modified)
Step 3. Cell leader and operators 5.05 +/- .004
mm (further modified)
Step 4. QC 5.05 +/- .0045 mm

Is familiar with various stages of
production and is aware of the different
knowledge, skills and expectations are
required at each stage.
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What is the problem? The choice being made by
the management? Or is the original process to
support standard customer specification 5.05
+/- .005 mm is not always within the shop’s
capacity? Or are the people on shop floor are
expected to make mistakes with old and worn
calibration tools?
One of the cell leader reports zero production
and he is not really worried or nervous about it.
It is hard to understand the behaviour from the
instance which this happened. The researcher
would like discuss more about in section 3

Managing conflicts.
Usually the target is set to produce 600 Engine
parts on his line during each shift. The cell
leader remained silent when questioned by his
superior, deputy manager. It not only tells us
about his reluctance to talk about production
issues in front of his colleagues and superior,
but also cell leader is not aware of its effect on
overall performance, production output, workin-progress, lead times, machine and labour
utilisation of the plant.
When asked about recent experience of plant
head of supervising graduate engineers in his
plant? He said “new graduates lack
commitment and they don’t take this as a
challenge that comes only when a person wants
to grow from where he started”.
He further commented about the
manufacturing knowledge of graduates, “what
we are doing in our industry is Plasma arc
welding. If you go through welding technology
in engineering curriculum this won’t be
available definitely. We have this technology
since the last ten years. The graduates who
come and join here don’t know anything about
it and they learn it here on job”.
Then we also use wide range of CNC controls,
electrical engineers who come here are not
familiar with that and also the levels of
automation and robot technologies”.

Decision making and
problem solving
(progress chasing and
measurement against
plans)

Coordination of machinery, maintenance
and repair.

Issue of an overheating motor on a CNC
machine (as discussed in vignette 4.1).

Knows steps in planning process and
monitors work activities for compliance
and safety.

Deputy manger usually obtains monthly plans
and based on these plans cell leaders on ad-hoc
basis plan their weekly production. Please refer
to Figure 10 on hierarchal system of production
planning that specifies the sequence of decision
making process at each level. The entire
planning process is centralised, unidirectional
and hierarchal. Each cell is planned and
controlled by the plant head, which leaves less
room to optimise the planning within the cell.

Takes a rational approach to problem
solving considering consequences,
priorities, costs vs. benefits and risks.

Grinding wheel replacement (as discussed in
vignette 3.1).

Anticipates, predicts and takes a
proactive role.

Run it till it depleted/incinerated – Cell leaders
are dealing with old equipment mainly
imported from their collaborating partners from
Europe often in poor conditions. These old
machines tend to breakdown more often due to
excessive wear. Downtimes are long because of
machine breakdowns. The utilization of
equipment identified averaged 62% compared
to averaged world-class performance of 85%.
The researcher discovered that machine and
cell capacities were imbalanced. For instance,
some machines were utilized more than its
capacity and others less. Cell leaders don’t
tend take a proactive role in maintenance or
support the rebuilding operation of old
equipment, because they simply don’t know
anything about maintenance and they consider
it’s the job of maintenance department.
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In case of reviewing a part drawing and
procurement of part, none of cell leaders
realised that they were procuring a wrong
material. Only after the part arrived in stores
and when one of the cell leaders went to
collect it, he realised that the drawings faxed
to supplier does not contain the latest version.
In fact, they procured wrong material for the
job. Although, the part looks very simple the
dimensional measurements expected out of it
were very high and strict. Cell leaders should
have anticipated this and thoroughly checked
out before faxing the information on to
suppliers.
Identify complex problems, analysing
information and evaluating results.

When senior plant engineer was asked to
discuss about experiences of working and
differences between local and international
vendors? He replied “nothing much, pneumatics
and hydraulics have developed in such way in
India that we are competent internationally
and even in electronics. It all depends on the
confidence of engineer to source and how good
he is at making some decisions”.
“For examples we have breakdown due to
burning of simple control and if engineer think
it has to be outsourced from Italy or
Switzerland then it will take long time to get
the shipment and fix it. It is sometimes
ridicules to just wait for that component and
keep an expensive machine idle for that time.
The role of engineer is if the machine is
unpredictably failed or premature failed what
to do? Engineer has to think that is readily
available controls in the market and search for
local supplier and talk to them. In engineering
there are many specifications and every
specification has some tolerance. For example,
if the sensor is two or three amps, it must be
drawing less than 1. 8 amps and if in an Indian
market 2.2 amps is available and if engineers
don’t study these things and just look for three
amps that won’t be readily available and leads
to loss of money and time”.

Knowledge of principles, techniques,
procedures involved in strategic planning
and resource allocation.

The researcher observed cell leaders working
way around with the newly installed ERP
software on common desktop computer. They
mostly manage bill of materials and inventory
control data entries. They have limited access
to some of the ERP modules. Access to other
modules such as purchase, finance, marketing,
HR, etc., is not provided to them. What they
have is the contemporary knowledge of ERP
systems. They don’t have knowledge of
planning which requires accurate forecasts of
day-to-day realities of production and
understanding of mathematical models that
capture variables, constraints and multiple
objectives.
“How long do you think a young graduate will
take to work at reasonable level here and what
skills you already expect from him? Minimum
1.5 years to understand what is going on here
and work to the level. Most of skills required
are operations management and maintenance.
Good knowledge on mechanical process and
assemblies. Skilled handling people.”
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Managing conflicts
(day-to-day shopfloor
management)

Negotiates shared understanding with
subordinates to integrate different
opinions and achieving a resolution.

One of the cell leaders was in real trouble in
managing people in his cell. The researcher
observed inconsistencies in cell leader visits to
shopfloor and discussions with shopfloor
workers. In many occasions the researcher
realized that workers resisted the authority of
this young engineer on shop floor. The way
silence is maintained on shopfloor is described
by one cell leader: “I cannot raise my voice,
Sir, they are permanent staff”. Since these
workers have often worked for a long time for
the organisation, they have build up a certain
position. They have acquired privileges through
labour unions and have a thorough knowledge
of the organisation and how it works more than
cell leader. They know exactly who has more
authority and whom they should contact in case
of troubles.
For example, in case of leave sanction at work,
workers know the human resource has more
involvement than respective department heads
so they deal with them directly. On the day
when cell leader reported zero production from
his cell, two out six workers in his production
line were absent. They had to attend a wedding
or organise social event. In fact it was wedding
season in South India. In the months of June
and July, where ever you go you see decorated
courtyards and hear trumpets and drums. Most
of the South Indian weddings last for 5 to 7
days. I observed a worker approaching deputy
manager with an invitation, “Sir, thamududi
(brother’s) marriage. I spoke to human resource
please sanction leave sir. I have to arrange
many things for wedding”.

Resolves conflicts between employees at
work.

Cell leaders often experienced some uneasiness
in dealing with their workers. The researcher
rarely saw people communicating within the
cell and discussing any problems that occurred
on day-to-day basis. Workers often ignored the
cell leader passing by like they don’t know him.
They acted very casually.
“As graduates they lack skills in human control
and managing people. Technical things are
sometimes easy to learn” says a senior
engineer.

Understands the dynamics of change in
the organisation and identifies ways to
implement and communicate change.

Company performance is kept secret most of
the time. Official figures, numbers, and profits
organisation made during the current financial
year was not revealed to cell leaders and
workers.
“For staff here we will tell the performance on
month basis and workers will know it every
quarterly…production, sales and profits. And
finance manager will take care of this” plant
head comments.

Use of authority
(formal and informal
authority)

Understands how to influence and
motivate staff performance.
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Majority of the staff in this organisation are
recruited and made permanent through a
system of acquaintance commonly known as
SIFARISH or PAIRVI. Combining with caste you
belong to it becomes a strong point in success
in an organisation rather than basis of merit or
skills. For example, workers belonging to upper
class Naidu or Reddy castes will never listen to
lower class Shudras. The caste system, which
originates from the social structures of ancient

Uses appropriate authority, structures
workloads, delegates’ responsibility,
provides direction and follow-up.

Spending authority to approve small
transactions and expenditure in their area
of responsibility.

Personal development
and training

Others including
financial implications

India, is now officially outlawed; however, the
system remains a significant element at work,
politics and culture.
The implementation of quality control tags and
material segregation (as discussed in vignette
1.2). Using the culture in a loose kind of way
and drawing some parallels with nonengineering practices. For instance, the
dimensions of differences reveal rigid
hierarchies in South Asia. The people don’t take
themselves seriously. They don’t challenge the
authority of seniors and they simply accept the
authority of seniors. And this is consistent with
the family and communal relationships. The
older generation get to say and the younger
generation simply respect and listen to it. Such
perception is rooted in age old tradition of
passing knowledge from guru to shishya which is
popularly known as gur-shishya parampara. It is
also evident that the sub-continental religions
provided the guru with full authority over the
students. Sometimes the authority of the guru
will extend to all aspects of the shishya's life,
including sexuality, livelihood, social life, etc.
None, no financial authority.
“I have no financial responsibility and for any
material acquisition I have to write number of
quantities, price and get approval from plant
head, then it goes to in charge of materials” a
cell leader comments on his financial
responsibilities.

Keeping up-to-date technically and
applying new knowledge and technology
to the job.

No library/information systems. No access to
books and internet. They (cell leaders) attend
in-house occasional workshops mainly organised
by customers and vendors.

Attends workshops and seminars outside
the company and visits.

It’s an extra burden on management to send
staff for training outside the plant. This is
mostly ignored at this plant.

Mutual trust and confidence in self and
others.

Managers agreed to share productivity gains
between workers and managers, but then fail
to share the gains that actually occur. Due to
mistrust, workers no longer believe what
managers promise.

Knowledge of costs for example
machinery running ideal and its effects on
total costs.

Cell supervisors did not have firm grasp on cost
of downtime. Investigating the typical cost of
per hour for stand-alone machine and the cost
of personnel who stands idle in some of the
issues discussed above. For instance, the issue
of burning motor or the issue of spares in
inventory… with no parts in inventory or no one
to fix the CNC machine on time, a single
machine going down in a cell results in no
product being shipped and delaying the delivery
schedules of other machines in a cell. It’s not
lost schedules, its reduced level of integrity
and less satisfied customers which can result in
long term loss of sales revenue. Downtime then
results in a higher cost-of-goods sold which
means reduced ability to expand or maintain
sales and business volume.

Information about audit process and
internal system controls.

No direct evidence was drawn regarding their
knowledge about audit process. But based on
the evidence of having no financial authority,
cell leaders can be imagined of completely
unknown about audit process.
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Dimension 5: Misleading perception of labour costs.
Labour is considered cheap, inexpensive, and abundant in many developing nations such
as India and Pakistan. This misleading perception continues to demonstrate labour as a
cheap commodity. Evidence further illustrates that there is little incentive to provide
education, equipment, safety measures, and training for appropriate skill development
of labour in developing countries. On the other hand, in developed countries such as
Australia, labour is considered much more expensive and scarce. More expensive labour
means higher costs for running business, more automation and skill development.
Consequently, it is interesting to discover in terms of labour productivity, that cheap
labour is very expensive and expensive labour is very cheap.

Quotation 5.1: An experienced lead engineer who recently migrated to Australia from
South Asia and who also worked for a few years in the Middle East in the oil and gas
industry commented:
“… in western world labour is quite expensive most of the things are done in an
automated way to improve and compete. Because they cannot employ so much labour,
more emphasis is on automation whether it is industry, small plant or anything in life.
More emphasis is on automation that needs higher engineering skills.” [IN324, 057]

He pointed to an interesting difference in costs of labour when compared to costs of
capital equipment in developed and developing countries.
“…in Australia the cost of labour is quite expensive than compared to the cost of
engineering itself. When we look at India, the cost of labour is low compared to cost of
building like machinery… so there is heavy emphasis on cost of engineering and cost of
machinery, which are quite expensive. The capital cost in India is much more than you
have it here in Australia.” [IN324, 057]
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Based on this assumption, he emphasised that the engineering outlook we have in our
minds changes drastically.
“…in India to design a plant you have to design it in perspective, machinery cost has to be
minimum but in reality you cannot do much about it. It may be imported or made with
special requirements according to standards and so on…so we cannot play much with cost
of equipment which is the major cost of the project. Cost of construction and cost of
operations is comparatively negligible, even with the big refineries. The salaries these
people get to operate those plants are much less compared to the people who work in
West. While designing there is big emphasis in automation in Western countries and to
reduce the cost of field execution everything has to be done in the shop so the field work
is just nut and bolt tightening. But in India most of the jobs can be at site and at a very
cheaper costs and with hardly any expense and there is no shortage of the labour so you
can employ as many people as you want at very cheaper rate. So the emphasis on project
management and how they do it is different.” [IN324, 057]

Referring to recent projects he worked on in India and Australia he commented:
“…just take an example of fabricated pipe rack. I deal with pipes in a refinery 60 percent of
the job is structure and pipe rests on steel structure. When it comes to constructing the
pipe rack it is structural steel work. When used to install that in India we used to just tell
them these is drawing for the steel structure and they used to fabricate at the site from
channels and angles and they should ship the truck loaded ‘I beams’ at site and everything
is used to build at site, it’s all bolting and welding work. Cut, weld and bolt. It is done
quickly at whatever you want to modify and anything is available because even if
something doesn’t fit, we can change it, just take approval from the design office that we
have made these changes. So everything is finished at the end of the day as per the design
requirements on site. But compared to a similar project I did here in Australia nothing is
done at the site. Everything is done at steel company…all the prefabrications things are
done in the shop. In shop they have all these facilities of cutting, welding and quite similar
to what they had in the field in India. The labour work is less and handling becomes easy
because handling equipment for those heavy ‘I beams’ is much more easier in shop in a
controlled environment. All we have done at site is to bolt it up. But if you have to do any
minor changes it cannot be done… you cannot do much welding because you have to
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minimise the field labour. In Australia, cost of labour in field is twice as much as the cost of
labour in the shop. Again the people are not available at remote sites and transportation
becomes problem and time consumption to do small activity he has to travel a lot… so
those course add up costs. Where as in India nothing is so remote like here if you have
plant 400 kilometres from here it’s almost impossible to get anything locally there,
everything has to go from city. But in India there is no place as remote you can get people
quite easily and cost of labour is so cheap comparatively that we won’t care paying them
one or two days extra even if they have to, you have to keep.” [IN324, 058]

[Does it make any difference in the quality in executing these projects?] “…sometimes it
makes difference in appearance, but quality is not about the appearance I think it is to do
with right job to right purpose. It may not look that flashy or it may not look that
organised but does not mean that it will fall apart. In western countries quality perspective
is different because you design something, fabricate and transport to the site, if it does
not fit the quality is not good.” [IN324, 059]

Continuing in the same vein, the lead engineer contended that quality engineering
existed in India particularly in the oil and gas industry.
“…like most of the engineers who migrate from India to western countries and they are
equally competent… so I don’t see quality is an issue in India. I think it’s the way they do
the things.” [IN324, 057]

However, describing the other perception he had in his mind about quality expectations
in two different worlds (Indian and Australia), he stated:
“It may be other perception to the quality is value of human life. Which are different
aspects which is nothing to do with quality in engineering? like if there is human life loss
here the company has to pay certain amount of million dollars or what so ever… they
count it is as big risk, where as in India deaths do happen because cost of handling those
and risks to company is minimal. So people get away with installing a project even if a few
people are killed at the site. Human life value is not as great as cost implication with
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company, so if people are killed nobody cares, but here the project gets bad name and
reputation. Of course involvement of more people causes more injuries and deaths.”
[IN324, 059]

The question anyone would be particularly interested in is how can it be possible
without the enhancement of the health and safety of the workforce to achieve a greater
overall success of any project? And this tended to confirm the argument that a
difference in perception of labour existed, and maybe (knowingly or unknowingly) some
engineers do not recognise its importance, and this significantly affects the project’s
success. For instance, consider the recent mishap that has occurred due to negligence of
safety practices at a metro construction project (Refer to Figure 19) (Pandey 2009).

Figure 19: Under-construction Delhi Metro Rail Corporation Bridge collapsed at Jamrudpur in South
Delhi. Five workers and a site engineer were killed and over 15 injured in the incident while pushing to
complete the rail project ahead of the Commonwealth Games 2010 deadline.
[Photo Source: Rajeev Bhatt, the Hindu ©2009]

This tragedy struck around 5 a.m. when over 30 employees of a contractor were at work.
Five segments on the stretch between the two pillars had been erected and the sixth
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was being placed when the launching girder, along with a portion of the underconstruction bridge caved in as the pillar cap collapsed. According to a construction
worker present at the site, “There was a crack in the pillar and we had complained to
authorities on various occasions. The engineers came and suggested that support should
be given to the pillar by inserting wires and putting boulders against the pillar.” Another
worker said: “We told them that the crack was there and if not corrected the pillar
would be faulty and would cause the segment to come crashing down - now it has.” Even
residents of nearby residential colonies say they had seen a “visible crack.” Some
engineers tend to ignore the safety considerations during their regular inspections or, at
least they consider the labour at the site to be less important than others and readily
replaceable, overlooking the indirect costs involved in training new labour.

The real problem which many Indian engineers face is that they are not properly
educated in product liability law and the legal concept of an "unreasonably dangerous
product," so they do not fully appreciate when they are ethically obligated to assist
others in the product chain. As a legally responsible site engineer, he would have
communicated with the management the current situation and the visible cracks in
supporting pillars. He would have reviewed the safety issues that were endangering the
site and the construction workers and the possible consequences associated with this.
However in Australia, engineers have ‘duty of care’ to do work such that people involved
in the work are not exposed to hazards.

As the evidence suggested, companies in the developing world do not devote adequate
resources and efforts to protect workers’ health. This not only threatened a worker’s
life, but also the surrounding communities in which they lived, by polluting the air,
water and land. A recent detailed report by Brown, for example, claimed:
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“Workers in Mexico’s maquiladoras or those at Union Carbide’s Bhopal, India, plant often
live immediately adjacent to the work site, in part because wages are so low they need to
be able to walk to work. Not only do workers in the community suffer the catastrophic
effects of disasters like that at Bhopal, but they regularly receive a "double dose" of toxic
exposures while at work and then in their homes and communities.” (Brown 2002, p20)
Brown further debates that the overlap of occupational and community or environmental
exposures occurs in both the developed and developing worlds. He recommends a push
from developed countries’ governments to include an "upward harmonization of
regulation" approach to all international trade and investment agreements, as well as to
improve national legislation, and to help transfer health and safety technology and skills
to countries in the developing world. Finally, Brown concludes with a sharp warning to
transnational corporations who roam the world looking for the lowest wages, the most
vulnerable workforces, and the least regulation of environmental and occupational
health:
“In a global economy where all parts are irrevocably linked to all others, those of us
concerned about safe and healthful workplaces must work together for a world where the
‘race to the bottom’ does not consign the vast majority of the world’s people to lives spent
locked inside unsafe factories and adjacent poisoned communities.” (Brown 2002, p25)

Quotation 5.2: An interview with an experienced mineral processing engineer who was
responsible for feasibility studies and design of base metals and precious metal projects
in Africa, America, Asia, Australia and Europe, revealed an interesting point on labour
perceptions.
“… because of labour is so cheap in Asia. The companies throw people at engineering sites
and they don’t give them good tools or train them. It goes all the way along the chain and
what happens in the end you as an engineer drag down the chain. They go down towards
the local standards instead of saying that’s the standard.” [IN323A, 016]
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Speaking about the expectations and acceptances at each level in an engineering
organisation, he debated:
“In Australia, people have reasonable expectation if people did well they will get the
benefits, they get money or better job or whatever. You would have seen between the
start and end point of production probably only 20 percent of the people compared to
India. The whole production team is so much smaller and there is no acceptance of low
quality. If you are further down the chain you get crap from up the chain, you go and beat
that guy and give him hard time. You will complain to your boss and there will be a real
fuss. In Australia, if there is any weak link in the chain people will start complaining. But in
India, I observed the reluctance to take on that challenge and to complain. There is no
direct feedback.” [IN323A, 024]

In contrast, what the researcher observed during the field studies was that the direct
feedback loops were very ad-hoc in both countries, Australia as well as India. For
example, a scheme for systematic collection of feedback from subordinates, processing
of the information and then reporting to the heads of engineering department. But what
was evident from the above narrative was that organisations in Australia at least
encouraged the culture of verbal feedback, irrespective of the level or order of
hierarchy. Many of the junior engineers in the Indian plant feared the prospects of
negative implications in providing the feedback to ones boss, such as senior engineering
manager using the information to deny a promotion or a pay rise. Thus, feedback
technique that was encouraged in Indian organisations was the verbal feedback which
existed in one direction only. Clearly, the key was in giving and receiving feedback
irrespective of the order, in a way that encouraged the people to work more efficiently.

Quotation 5.3: In an interview, an experienced Indian senior textile machinery engineer
commented on his perception of labour costs:
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[What are labour costs like here?] For my core product specialty fabric and engineering
industry, labour cost is not a constraint. Even if it is 100 percent more it is viable. I have to
deliver goods, which is more important. I am not into commercial commodities where a
slight improvement in labour costs decides the profit.

[Do you calculate them at all?] Yes I do, it is around 200,000 Indian Rupees per month (in
US dollars 4750). For any product I think labour cost accounts 7‐9 percent and I think in
those terms. Even if an increase in the labour cost by 20 percent, the total cost will go up
from 1 to 2 percent, that’s all. Why should I think too much about it? I know that they are
lazy and they are working at 20 percent efficiency, all that I know, but I spend less money
and time on improving that. Down the line I want to make changes in future when I have
good cash flow and market. For example today I have labour costs around 12 percent. To
bring (that down) to 7 percent I have to give them good working tools, cranes, lifts and so
on and everything is again money. Any 1 percent reduction you know, if I have to replace
one labour with machines, I have to invest 2 million rupees. Unless I have money why
should I do that? Why go and ask labour to give more production or less production, I just
keep it aside. If I diagnose my labour I know they will be less efficient and I need to invest
money. Instead of giving hand drill I have to give them automatic and compressor and
investment of 2 million rupees so it immediately comes back to money. The day I touch
the labour, it immediately comes back to money.

[How you can think they are going to improve without supplying good tools and
equipment?] Now whatever they are doing and available skills are sufficient. [IN310, 059]

Here the textile engineer presents a very simplistic view of labour costs in terms of
replacing labour with machinery. The capital, operating and material costs together
formed a much higher proportion of the total cost. However, the productivity of the
capital investment, material wastage and quality of production depended on labour skill
levels. The evidence leads the way to ask whether the perception that labour is
inexpensive hid the link between skills and productivity and decreased the incentive to
invest in training. If labour was considered to be expensive, then one tends to think of
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ways to improve productivity and quality by investing in training, effective supervision
and quality management processes.

Vignette 5.1 (Indian plant): In the standard room (an air conditioned enclosure at the
side of the INXMAN-Co factory floor with opaque glass windows), we see a quality
control technician working. He was working with an optical comparator which enabled a
reference profile on film to be projected onto a large screen with a silhouette of a part
which is to be compared with the reference profile. The technician repeats the same
process again with the optical comparator - identification, pulling the film from
archives, placing it onto the comparator, fixing the component onto the vice, adjusting
the lens by moving the lever, magnifying the vision, then matching the profile against
the reference and finally writing comments and waiting for the quality inspector.

The researcher saw the other quality technician entering the standards room with a
production shift worker. They were intending to repair a calibration tool which is
generally used by the shift worker to report the quality of the machined parts using SPC
(statistical process control). The shift worker randomly selects a sample part and
measures the tolerance, length, dimensions, surface finish and so on with hand tools like
indicators, gauges and callipers. These measurements are handwritten on a standard
quality form and passed to the cell leader during every shift each day.

From the researcher’s own observations the problem was that the dial gauge was quite
old and worn out at the contact point. The quality technician and production worker
were trying to fix it. They selected a cardboard box from the shelves across the room
where technicians store the second-hand spare parts collected from broken gauges. The
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technician told the researcher that this is common practice for them - maybe it is the
best idea
"Rather than checking out the entire tool, we generally disassemble it and store the
individual components which are okay so that they can be used in emergency… it is hard
to rely on the purchaser or supplier to get the spares in time.” [Field Notes]

The quality technician replaced the worn out contact point with a second hand spare
part which he had found in the box. The technician did some random checks on a
component and handed the tool to a shift worker saying "it will do the job for few more
days.” It seemed that they were pushing the usage of instruments beyond the
appropriate life of components. However it is considered normal for people in India to
use, reuse and recycle material things literally “until it is dead or mixed in soil”
(translated from local dialect - mattilo kalasi pothundi).

In this vignette we saw machine operators spending time trying to extend the life of a
minor, but important instrument in the process while the production machine stood idle.
What was the cost of the production lost (and fixed costs) from the idle machine
compared to the cost of a new dial gauge? This did not seem to be considered as an
important issue. Instead the direct cost of having to purchase a new gauge was seen as
the obstacle so the old one was repaired to keep it in use for a few more days.

Vignette 5.2 (Australian plant): After coming back to his desk, the robotics engineer
discussed with the quality inspector about the robot programming changes which
resulted in inconsistent welds during pilot tests of the new facility. The new facility has
a robot welding systems and has the manipulator inversely mounted, maximizing the
working envelopes as compared to mounting it conventionally. Furthermore the base of
the robot manipulator is mounted on a servo driven track that allows the work envelope
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to move up to 10 meters. The whole system is enclosed and divided into two or three
working cells depending on the job. Personnel can only move between cells via the doors
while the robot manipulator retracts and moves along the top rail above the dividers.
Operators can load and unload parts in one work cell whilst the robot is welding in
another simultaneously. This means the robot is continuously welding and not having to
wait for operators to load new parts and vice-versa. During welding the operator is
isolated from the welding robot at all times eliminating any hazards. All doors around
the enclosure are fitted with the latest safety sensors to ensure that the robot stops
completely once a door is opened. According to the quality inspector, robotic welding
has improved productivity by allowing the company to use its direct labour resources
more efficiently.
“Using the robots, we get about a 30‐ 40 percent reduction in direct labour time versus
doing all the welding manually. The robots don’t weld that much faster than a person.
How we really gain the time savings and productivity improvement is that the robots do
the welding while the operators do other work, such as loading another station and doing
manual welding or pre‐tracking.” [Field Notes]

In addition, according to the quality inspector, significant improvements in safety and
productivity have been achieved through this system.
“We have a ventilation system in the plant, but the robots also help improve safety by
basically taking the operators out of the fume zone, which helps with their breathing.
Performing a large percentage of the welds on these frames robotically has helped reduce
problems welders get when squeezing the trigger on manual guns for an extended amount
of time.”

“The work cell also has a comprehensive safety package that includes wire fencing, arc
screen curtains, sensors, and proximity laser scanners.” [Field Notes]
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Emphasis was on quality, productivity, and safety during the discussions. Further
continuing the discussion with the quality inspector, the robotic engineer said:
“… in manufacturing welding jobs to customer satisfaction, AXMAN‐Co finds that a
number of quality considerations are critical, including welding, fit‐up, and aesthetics.”

“Weld consistency and quality are important to us, and so are weld aesthetics. Quite a few
of the robotic welds are visible on the final product, so we are looking for a good‐looking,
attractive weld,” Quality inspector said. Fit‐up especially is crucial, he said, and relates
directly to customer quality perceptions. [Field Notes]

The fixtures which hold the parts for welding are secured to a servo rotator which
orientates the job to the optimum position for welding. The rotator and the robot is
capable of synchronous motion. A programmable logic controller regulates hydraulic part
clamping. Changeover of tooling between models requires about two minutes. [Robot
Specification; Maximum Continuous Weld Length: 9.5m, Maximum Weight Capacity: 6
ton] Facing programming challenges, the robotic engineer said:
“Most of the cells use floor‐mounted welding robots, which makes programming
straightforward. The simultaneously robot cell is more challenging to program because its
invert‐mounted robots and servo‐controlled swing beams also are controlled by the
robot’s XRC controller”. [Field Notes]

The AXMAN-Co has sent two technicians from the weld shop to the supplier in Japan for
formal programming training.
“Currently we have a robot technician on each shift who handles the bulk of the
programming. On the XRC [newer robot controller] cells, we’ve trained probably 5 or 10
operators to take care of some of the minor situations they might encounter. This includes
checking tool‐centre point and changing out gun parts. The operators also are trained to
recover from minor robot stops.”
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“With robots, there are more opportunities for things to go wrong than there are with
manual welders, but reliability with these robots has actually been good, and we haven’t
had very much downtime with these cells.” [Field Notes]

As we observe in this vignette the supervisors including the quality inspector and the
robotics engineer recognised and promoted favourable working conditions for workers
which resulted in higher productivity and less downtime. It also revealed higher value
placed on training and skill development to the extent that the company paid for an
extended visit to Japan for two workers.

Conclusions
This chapter has mapped various differences in engineering practice in South Asia and
Australia. The interviews and field data provide strong evidence that formal structure of
practice limit the autonomy and coordination abilities of typical engineers in South Asia.
Engineers are given minimal individual responsibility and, as a result, avoid taking the
risks associated with questioning the status-quo, avoid any acting on their own initiative,
and, avoid any experimentation with innovations. This means that they restrict
opportunities for learning and skill development outside the narrow confines of their
present role. Any attempt to extend the autonomy of individual engineers or production
supervisors will then run into the next obstacle such as misuse within the workplace (as
discussed in vignette 1.1). In contrast, in Australia engineers experienced higher levels
of responsibility, more autonomy, less bureaucratic rigidity and perceived higher levels
of performance and competition. Even within the formal authority system in Australia,
engineers gained influence over others by constantly studying one another, trying to
figure out how to engage someone to do what they want them to do (as discussed in
vignette 3.2).
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In South Asia we observed that weak or non-existent organizational procedures and
engineering management processes, ignorance of international and national standards
and poor performance measurement processes. Not only were the processes weak, but
also engineers and managers did not seem to be aware of their significance and
importance. Apparently, we have seen noticeable effects on productivity due to poor
working conditions, slow pace of work, poor maintenance of tools or machines, high
supervision, and too many workers handling simple jobs due to poor planning and
scheduling (as discussed in vignette 2.1 and quotation 5.1). However, in Australia
existence of written instructions, use of training and education to enhance motivation
and performance, good working conditions, healthy surroundings and safety in workplace
raised productivity on the job. Moreover, these conditions facilitated competent
engineering decision making under conditions of uncertainty (as discussed in vignette 2.3
and vignette 5.2).

There is also the need for constant supervision. Neither labour nor engineers are given
any significant autonomy. Some workers come with training certificates from technical
schools but most are unskilled day labourers who typically stay only for a few months
before moving on, removing any incentive for further training. If the supervisor is not
present, work tends to slow down or stop completely, particularly if anything slightly
abnormal occurs requiring a decision from a supervisor (as discussed in vignette 3.1 and
vignette 3.3). In South Asia, many view feedback as some sort of dictate from
management, a kind of ‘the boss says to do this!’ rather to a two-way feedback where
the manager welcomed feedback and constructive criticism. However, at Australian
plant the researcher did not observed any form of written feedback, but direct verbal
feedback was encouraged (as discussed in vignette 3.2 and vignette 3.4).
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Production supervision skills, experience and knowledge, particularly with shop floor
level management, seemed to be almost non-existent in the South Asian plants we
visited and the one that we studied in detail. Supervisors were either graduate
mechanical engineers or machine operators who had been promoted with little technical
background beyond their machine operation training. They had troubles in coordinating
with other people thereby had many problems in achieving shared understanding of the
daily work. In addition, they were not able to influence worker’s attitudes and
performance (as discussed in vignette 4.1).

There is little if any understanding of financial issues beyond simple cash flow
considerations. There seemed to be little or no understanding of the costs of machinery
investment (beyond the initial outlay) or even the need to keep expensive machinery
operating efficiently. Labour is only seen as a direct cost, not the enabler that is
essential to operate the machinery efficiently. Even the supervision cost goes unnoticed.
Labour is considered to be a minor expense, cheap and easily replaceable. In one plant,
a training supervisor was asked how he and his four colleagues could possibly provide
training to the workforce of 2,500 men. “Oh, only about 120 are skilled, the rest are
unskilled labour and they don’t need any training”, he replied.

Human life and safety seems to have less importance in India and Pakistan. The
researcher observed few workers taking safety precautions or having any knowledge of
the dangers they faced every day. Red hot metal billets rattled along chutes and
conveyors without any protection for nearby workers. When an Australian engineer was
questioned about safety issues in Australia, he said “Sometimes I feel it's a common
sense.” [Don't you think it adds costs, time, people and training?] "Yes it does, but we
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want people who come in the morning to return safely home in the evenings…we care
about life. We take time to make people aware of those issues so they are not
endangered. It's also from the government regulations and companies who contract us
insist on OSHC accreditation. It's all along the chain and it is passed to everyone. Also
the insurance premium… this is also other factor which pushes safety... if anything
happens or anyone gets injured the premiums go rocketing sky high... we try to keep
them down by making the workplace safe. It is the duty of care of employers to provide
and maintain safe systems of work. On the other hand it is the duty of care of employees
to take care and protect the safety and health of themselves and others and to report
unsafe working practices."

Many would argue that none of these issues fall within the agenda of ‘real engineering’
which is based on science-based mathematical models of physical behaviour. They are
management issues, covered at an introductory level in industrial engineering courses.
Human behaviour, in the opinion many engineers, is the domain of psychologists and
sociologists after all, not engineers. This argument is refuted simply by referring to the
results of this and similar research which shows that human social interaction is central
to engineering practice. Engineers work on technical problems with other people and
the solution space is determined as much by people constraints as technical constraints.
The image of ‘real engineering’ is illusory and does not match with the reality observed
in this and other research projects.
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Chapter 6 An engineer’s work day

Introduction
In this chapter13 we will try to understand and compare the work of engineers in a single
working day. Many engineers and anthropologists tell us that there is no such thing as a
‘typical day’ and their typical day depends entirely on the needs of the client or on the
messages that arrive in their e-mail in-box or simply “Somebody wants something,
something pops up I respond to it.” However, it is not a typical day but it’s an
abstraction from several accounts of what people understand their day to be. It’s “how
people describe their work day” and therefore tells us something about what is
important (may be unusual) to them.

13

Portions of this chapter were previously published in Domal, V. and J. Trevelyan. An engineer's
typical day: lessons learned and implications for engineering education (AAEE 20009 20th Annual
Conference, Adelaide, Australia). © 2009 by Domal & Trevelyan and reprinted by permission of
authors.
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However, analysis of the data obtained in this study revealed some common elements in
the work day of all participants. In particular, engineers undertake and coordinate
effectively a wide range of job-related activities on a daily basis (Trevelyan 2007;
Domal, Stappenbelt et al. 2008; Domal and Trevelyan 2009). A recent study investigating
the time spent on different tasks by novice engineers revealed some surprising results.
The most significant result is that around 60% of working time is spent interacting with
other people, of which nearly two thirds is direct interaction and intervention
(Trevelyan and Tilli 2008). Such results imply the importance of building and maintaining
relationships – listening, supporting others, gaining trust and showing understanding as
also reported by Leonardi and Bailey (2008), Faulkner (2007), Collin (2008), and Barley
(2005). Given the significance of the these results, the researcher has paid close
attention to social and organizational factors, not just because of results reported
during the execution of the project, but also because of what he had himself
experienced during the field study. The two selected case studies of engineer’s work day
provide insights into everyday practice that may have been taken for granted. Looking at
a work day provides an alternative lens to the previous chapter through which to
compare and examine the differences in the work day of an engineer in developing and
developed location.

During the semi-structured interviews the researcher asked engineers about their work
day or week. Many of them went on to describe how they spend their time in terms of a
set of key activities and mostly in terms of the percentages. For example, an
experienced Australian engineer responsible for ensuring technical standards and foresee
complex issues in mining projects comments on his work week:
I would spend, well, prior to this, I would have spent about 40% of my week working on
specific technical problems, about 30% of my week mentoring, liaising and training, about
20% of my week would be document reviewing, and 10% would be just the odd and sods,
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consulting, just general. From now on, almost 50% of my week is going to be project
management stuff, identify what is coming up, liaise with the site, identify issues, network,
coordinate, plan, all these sort of things. My job will swing significantly towards the
project management side now that I have this new responsibility. [A006:104]

However, this description was certainly missing details on what he actually does and
how he does it. It is also his perception and participants are not always reliable selfreporters. To obtain more accurate data, the researcher complemented interviews with
participant- and field-observations on site as outlined in earlier chapters. Observation
notes were both handwritten and tape recorded, with the latter used in a majority of
observation situations. However, because of the prohibition against electronic recording
devices in some plant locations, handwritten notes were taken in some situations. In
addition to answering the questions posed by the researcher, participant diaries
provided a rich source of information for those participants who maintained their own
diaries.

The schedules of various activities that follow were drawn from two participant’s work
diaries and were elaborated by drawing on interview data and observations to gain
understanding and insight that was not evident from the brief diary entries. These diary
entries represented the most commonly observed aspects across all participants, one in
Australia and one in India. Naturally, it is not possible for two individual ‘work’ days to
reflect the entirety of engineering practice in different contexts.

However, by

combining the techniques, the researcher was able to ensure accuracy and completeness
of findings. This opportunity provided another way to understand the difference and
similarities in engineering practices in South Asia and Australia.
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6.1. Work day of an Australian engineer
The following Table 10 outlines a simplified version of how an engineer working for a
mining consulting company in Australia spends his day. This is a simplified schedule providing a useful snapshot - but does not provide sufficient detail about the engineer’s
work. A more detailed explanation is provided below.
Table 10: Work day of an Australian piping engineer

8:00am

Start off the day by checking & replying to e-mails based on priority.
Next, retrieve budget & cost reports from our online system & review the
figure changes over the week. List the sub-tasks that may need budget
changes & contact the coordinator to check the status of the work and if
any changes are necessary. Any further issues that need to be followed
up are highlighted.

9:30am

Resume writing design control procedures for the Blast Furnace project.
Discuss contents with the engineering coordinator & amend the
documents as necessary.

11:00am

Attend weekly technical meeting with clients for the Cooling System
project. Discuss & review the latest piping design from the 3D model on
the draftsperson’s computer. Any changes required are noted in the
minutes of meeting.

12:00pm

Lunch

1:00pm

The Design changes to the piping design result in changes in Piping &
Instrumentation Diagrams (P&IDs). Sketch new P&IDs flow by reviewing
the design through the 3D model. The new P&IDs should have the exact
same pipe fittings & equipment but the flow & pipe arrangement
changes. Ensure the functionality of equipments still retained on the
new P&IDs.

4:00pm

Completed P&IDs changes. Change focus to the Metal Coating Line (MCL)
project work, which is to test a software model to calculate the energy
consumption of the MCL. Check program’s energy calculations by
performing my own energy balance calculations & compare with the
model.

Time’s up, it’s 5:00pm. Will continue with the model check tomorrow.
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The engineer works in a plant engineering department of an Australian engineering firm
supporting the mining industry. He is responsible for working closely with construction
and the on-site engineering department to implement piping, supports, equipment, etc.
in an expedient and cost effective manner. Along with two other engineers in his
section, he prepares piping layouts, conceptual drawings and creates construction
isometrics to be fabricated in accordance with reference material, flow sheets, stress
sketches, equipment, vendor, and other discipline's drawings. This activity will
eventually result in a complete purchase order that will include the applicable standard
drawings, the fabrication drawing release schedule, updated quantities, specifications,
technical notes, and attachments. The engineer follows the principle of checking email
first thing in the morning. He described the reason: “I check my email to get my daily
schedule and see what I need to work on that day,” so it was important for the engineer
to see if any of the priorities need to change. In addition, “when I'm waiting on feedback
on a question from a customer, email is open so I can move on that as soon as possible.”

After a quick look through emails, he tried to retrieve a future project’s budget
information. He wanted to make necessary preparations for tracking and managing costs
to ensure the project stays within the budget. At this point he wanted to include
important notes about budget decisions, share the budget information with others, or
transfer it to others programs, such as a company financial system. He had no problem
in contacting his coordinator to explain and contextualise the budget changes. However,
he was unfamiliar with the company’s finance group, so he ended up having to depend
on his coordinator “If I need some expertise he (the coordinator) provides and
coordinates all that and looks in other departments.” The engineer had been hired less
than a year earlier, mainly on the basis of his experience as a piping designer in a multinational oil and gas company. He said “From the beginning I have been in the same sort
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of industry… designing and erecting the structures and executing all these projects,”
much as he did now at this company. Although this previous experience undoubtedly
provided valuable skill acquisition for his new company, it also had costs. The engineer
was new to the company and so he had to rely on older hands to steer him through those
parts of the organisational structure with which he has ‘to get acquainted again.’ It
could be argued, therefore, that the experience of this sort to ‘fit in and get to know
other people at work’ is as valuable to an engineer as experience with a particular
technology or design. Having resolved this issue (by highlighting the necessary follow
ups) the engineer resumed writing design control procedures for the Blast Furnace
project. According to the engineer, procedure design requires a lot of input and
feedback from his team members, field operators and coordinator. First he had to
understand the exact flow of information, what happens and why it happens. With this
information in hand he then began designing the procedures and reviewing. The
engineer was working out these approaches on the day we saw him. He was on the
telephone with the coordinator discussing the progress that had been made and he said:
“All the drawings that are related to the furnace have unique drawing numbers that are
readily identifiable. The drawing numbers are in the series - "137Y-X" where "X" is a six
digit number issued by the drafting supervisor.” However, the coordinator advised him
to work with the drafting supervisor on drawing titles for easy identification, archival,
and retrieval. After roughly half an hour, he went down to meet the drafting supervisor
to discuss the drawing titles, followed by a coffee break.

Later, the engineer headed towards the weekly technical meeting with clients. These
weekly meetings provided opportunities for the project team to discuss the proposal –
the cooling system project. Although under ordinary class room circumstances students
are taught about the importance of client participation in product development and
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design, in everyday practice from the engineer’s point of view, clients were seen as
something of a nuisance - with strange requests. For instance, the project team received
an unusual request from the client regarding the installation of the cooling system that
involved cooling an enormous area while maintaining the highest efficiency in a very
tight project time frame. The engineer questioned himself, “I don’t believe this is
possible, since it will defeat the very purpose of deliverables agreed to in this project.”
Planning alternatives to avoid this conflict, the engineer had to introduce a change in
the client’s intentions by drawing on shared trust among the partners. Thus, he
requested the client to refer to the relevant details in the original contract.

On the way back to his desk, the engineer made a brief stop at the design department to
see the piping schematics. About three weeks previously the engineer had suggested
that the draftsperson configure the 3D model and initiate an interference detection
program. The draftsperson did not anticipate the engineer’s visit. However, the
unplanned visit went smoothly with the draftsperson making instant adjustments to
accommodate the engineer, “mate, give me few minutes I will bring that up...” While I
listened, the engineer and the draftsperson talked mostly about the software capability
in separating the 3D model into categories such as piping, structures, and equipment.
Nevertheless, this discourse shows the common practice of an informal approach of
requesting feedback and making adjustments as necessary.

After lunch, the engineer returned to his desk and found the coordinator waiting for
him. The coordinator requested design changes, which in turn resulted in changes to
drawings in placing piping components, steel supports and mechanical equipment such
as pumps. They were soon joined by the planning engineer. The planning engineer
reported on the discussion he had earlier with the Head of Planning. The coordinator
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suggested exploring the possibility of outsourcing work. A good deal of their
conversation concerned complaints about the company, particularly on the heavy
workloads and several changes, both in the organisational structure and within the
department, “we are not better at project delivery.” The engineer spent the rest of the
afternoon in software testing and energy calculations.

Taken as a whole, the engineer’s day clearly illustrates the inherent complexity of this
job. For example, responding to the comment that engineering is more than problem
solving, the engineer says: “It is much more than that because most of the problems are
of a human nature, rather than a technical nature. The engineer has to deal with these
things. As you can see at the moment we are actually dealing with a catastrophe.” This
gives rise to quite complex and interesting social dimensions to the whole process of
engineering, which is often ignored or neglected in engineering education. Under these
circumstances, especially human uncertainty, coordination provides a mechanism for
alleviating these problems. Trevelyan (2007, p196) describes coordination, “as working
with, and influencing other people so they conscientiously perform some necessary work
in accordance with a mutually agreed schedule.” The other most important element that
could be drawn from this illustration is the special language explicit to the workplace
and organisation. For example, what does the engineer mean by saying that he executes
a project? Or issues a subcontract bid invitations? Or does piping design checks? Each of
these phrases encompasses so much meaning - none of which means that he builds the
structures. Lloyd (2000, p368) elucidating this in his empirical study of engineering
design and manufacturing organisations found that “There is an economy of language
here. Complex social and technical scenarios are deconstructed, understood socially,
and then reconstructed into a word or phrase. Experience is encapsulated; the story no
longer needs to be retold.”
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6.2. Work day of an Indian engineer
The following Table 11 outlines a simplified version of how an engineer working for an
export-oriented manufacturing company in India spends his day. This is a simplified
schedule - providing a useful snapshot - but does not provide sufficient detail about the
engineer’s work. A more detailed explanation is provided below.
Table 11: Work day of an Indian forging engineer

8:00

I usually start my day with the site inspection. Based on the process flow
I will be moving and undertaking the concerns from the last shift
production. After meeting with the operators on shopfloor I go to my
office to check emails.

9:00

I call my juniors for meeting. Here together we prepare and release the
manufacturing schedule and shortages against the booked schedule with
respect to monthly dispatch sales targets.

10:00

Next I have a progress meeting with DGM (Deputy General Manager) to
report on quality issues… half hour on forging and other half hour on
special process and measures that has to be taken on reducing rejections
in production process.

11:00

After a review with DGM I meet with heads from production,
maintenance, and sales. Wholly we are responsible for overall production
operations, entailing planning production and dispatches based on sales
forecast, production plan, pending sales orders.

12:30

Lunch break

13:00

I will visit the heat treatment area and discuss with heat treatment
operators the possibilities of enhancements in various machines, quality
and training requirements.

14:00

Then I visit the store department for consumable, dies, and make sure
that we have enough raw materials for the next shift. I raise any of the
quality issues in raw materials with purchase department, so that they
communicate and interact with suppliers and solve it.

15:00

I take time out to update the files in a computer system and document
what happened during the day. This document management system is
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used to generate quality control and performance charts.
16:00

Again I go down to shopfloor to meet machine operators and technicians
to discuss and suggest solutions to potential bottlenecks that might
affect the performance.

18:00

I am done to go home.

This forging engineer works at a leading manufacturer and supplier of automotive
components - both in India as well as globally. He is responsible for production,
planning, and engineering of forging facility “I am mostly responsible for pre-machining
area, resource planning, material planning, and consumable planning, dies, forges, and
allocating man power and informing the maintenance department for breakdowns such
as oil leaks, faults, etc.” In the forging facility, the raw material is processed through a
series of forging operations to the pre-machined required dimensions. A challenging
aspect of his job is planning and organising daily shopfloor (front line) activities.
However, despite his best efforts to develop the most reliable plans, there is always a
degree of uncertainty in his plans, “too many problems and too many people disturbing
the job, most of the time I have to be prepared for the unplanned work.” This is
somewhat unexpected because pre-machining is the first step in the manufacturing
process. Other steps involve machining, grinding, heat treatment, inspection and
packaging. Moreover, his job also involves training and educating others, “I try to
educate people this is what is happening and invariably it is going on negative side. I tell
to most of my subordinates and juniors we have to work along with time and move
according to whatever we planned.” Clearly the frustration can be seen in his own
words, “whenever we discuss it will be fine on that particular day and from the next day
it repeats.”
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After a quick look through a few notes on his desk, he headed toward the shop floor for
an inspection. The goal of this routine inspection was to assess the physical condition of
machines and to ensure that the machines, including operators with their machines
continue to satisfy all applicable serviceability requirements of pre-machining for the
day. There, the forging engineer spoke briefly with the maintenance crew and the
operators (who had gathered for morning tea), “well our performance on due date
delivery is good but still there are some concerns on the topic of 5S - sort, set in order,
shine, standardize, and sustain.” Not fully awake yet, no one seemed to understand the
problem as they were busy with their social exchanges over morning tea and cigarette
smoke. Anyway, the forging engineer made them aware that there will be floor markings
to indicate where the materials and finished parts should be stacked, then returned to
his desk to check his email and update his diary.

Next, he picked up the telephone and started calling junior engineers to show up for a
scheduling meeting in ten minutes. This meeting was crucial to get a good start, as the
forging engineer emphasized, “I have to listen, take their views into account and provide
solutions to ensure smooth daily running of the shop floor.” In attendance were the
forging engineer, two junior engineers, and store manager who joined afterwards. The
meeting was straightforward: The forging engineer read, from a computer printout, a
list of outstanding orders and a corresponding list of material requirements, manpower
requirements and manufacturing processes needed to complete orders. The store
manager made notes on what materials they would have to order. Occasionally, one of
the junior engineers would raise an issue of insufficient manpower or insufficient
equipment to meet the planned schedule, issues quickly resolved by the forging engineer
either setting a priority or making a note to check with the sales department as to what
the priority should be.

Many aspects of the job did not require intense technical
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demands, nor required a formal engineering background. The forging engineer approach
was confined to evaluate and solve the challenge incorporated in the daily routine tasks.
Working with the junior staff as well as gaining commitment from the forging team is an
essential part of the forging engineer’s role.

Later, the DGM called the forging engineer into his office to talk to him about the work
in progress. These sort of one-to-one meetings with DGM were not held on a regular
basis, but were called whenever there was an issue or problem to be dealt with. This
usually followed pressure from DGM to improve performance on the shop floor. The
researcher was asked to leave for a few minutes and took the opportunity to write
expanded notes in an adjacent office, and then he heard raised voices in argument
which gave him the following additional details: workers were demanding a wage rise,
medical facilities, and compensation for injury or death while on duty. Their 10,500rupee ($US 225) monthly pay had not been revised in the last three years. After much
heated argument, the researcher could see the workers walking away chanting slogans.
The researcher was able to see the frustration on the forging engineer’s face - nothing
was resolved. When the forging engineer arrived at his desk about 10 minutes after the
meeting he was sweating profusely. But what remained in the mind of the forging
engineer was to do something about the conflict, “we’re meeting again in the new
year!” However, the researcher believed that this on-going conflict seemed an almost
inevitable part of their lives.

A few minutes after this, the forging engineer headed to a meeting with the other
department heads. There, the department heads evaluated their progress against one
another and the forging engineer represented the issues concerned with the premachining section and its effects on the production figures for the whole month or year.
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Take today for example, his one and only agenda item was to highlight the need for
forging simulation software. The head of sales had a few questions for the forging
engineer relating mostly to benefits beyond simply die design optimisation. The forging
engineer explained to the head of sales that simulation allows for the making of a great
presentation to the client, “This will be a valuable tool to you for communicating the
particularities of the forging with the client.” The forging engineer then interpreted a
question from the head of production which concerned the user-friendliness for any
shop-floor engineer or die designer. The forging engineer explained that the software’s
user-interface is easier to understand, thus reducing the need for training. These
arguments can be part of a reasonable discussion in which the engineer and his team
learn to negotiate the gap between their two different perspectives. It was past 12:30,
and the forging engineer headed off to the mess hall for lunch.

It is appropriate to pause at this point and draw comparisons between the piping
engineer’s work at the Australian firm and the Indian forging engineer’s work at the
Indian plant. First, the Indian engineer spent more time with people with different
levels of backgrounds and experiences as compared to the Australian engineer. Second,
the form in which the Australian engineer and the Indian engineer experienced conflicts
was considerably different: for the Australian engineer, the crucial element was the
evaluation of the small gap, or misunderstanding (reviews through the contract
document and requests of the client on the telephone to read through the contract
document again); for the Indian engineer, the experiences were far more likely to lead
to emotional vulnerability and frustration (the much larger, ever-present and
unresolvable social disparities tend to erupt from nowhere, hampering the productivity
and morale in the workplace). Third, and most important, despite the differences, there
is a certain similarity in the experience of both engineers - a similarity that extends
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across multiple engineering domains and disciplines. Both spent much of their time on
coordination work and interacting with other people with an ever-present simultaneous
technical and social agenda intertwined.

The forging engineer returned from lunch a little after 1:10. He was then followed by
the researcher on a tour of the shop floor which occupied most of his time. The forging
engineer’s first stop was in the heat treatment area, where he had recently suggested to
the operator to warm the quench liquid so that the thermal transfer would be better
compared to the quenching previously made at room temperature. The operator
experimented with this idea, and found that the hardness improvement was
approximately 2.5 times the previous result. The forging engineer appreciated the
operator’s work and purposed to continue the similar experiments on other steels. The
rest of the forging engineer’s afternoon was taken by people in direct contact with the
process. The forging engineer’s day clearly illustrates the distinctive mix of preproduction and production responsibilities. It seems however, that his job is far more
managerial involving characteristics of a manager rather than just a strictly technical
job. He confers with management, engineering, and all other staff regarding
manufacturing capabilities and production schedules. Also, as we have seen, the forging
engineer spends considerable amounts of time in casual meetings and conversations,
nearly all of which directly contribute to the administration and management of his
projects. Moreover, the forging engineer certainly did not work in isolation. Rather, he
collaborated with and relies on the cooperation of other engineers, a purchase
department, a store department, sales, quality control, maintenance technicians and
machine operators. However, dealing with these problem situations required very
different kinds of knowledge and experience from what he acquired as an undergraduate
study.
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Conclusions
In this chapter, the researcher has shown much of knowledge is socially embedded
within the community of practice and its people – engineers, managers, workers and
other staff. As already point out, empirical evidence suggests that engineers face the
same problems of administration and coordination in both locations. Their days largely
consist of different kinds of social interactions driven as much if not more in response to
the actions of others (either face to face, or at alternate moments by email
correspondence) as by their own agendas and responsibilities. However, there are ever
present, enormous and unresolvable social disparities between the shop floor workers,
the day labourers, representing the mass of humanity clutching to a precarious day-today existence, on the one hand, and the engineers and managers representing the
middle and upper-class social elites.

These disparities seem to bring intensity to

otherwise ordinary differences of opinion which is seldom experienced in the Australian
context.

Further, it is possible that the hopelessness of ever resolving the social

disparities is reflected in the apparent lack of enthusiasm in Indian engineers to solve
issues in the factory which could be resolved. Reflecting on the dimensions of
difference, for instance, the Indian forging engineer working on the manufacturing
shopfloor was inexperienced in the handling of negotiations. The researcher observed
inconsistencies in the forging engineer’s visits similar to cell supervisors discussed earlier
in chapter 5. In many occasions the researcher realized that workers resisted the
authority of this engineer. Since these workers have often worked for a long time for
the organisation, they have build up a certain position. They have acquired privileges
through labour unions and have a thorough knowledge of the organisation and how it
works and whom they should contact in case of troubles. The challenge of workplace
integration therefore not lies simply in eliminating social disparities but how to persuade
people to believe your point of view at all levels.
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Chapter 7 Public utility engineers

Introduction
An excellent opportunity arose to interview four utility engineers during the field study
in South India. A perception one might have about engineers working in the public sector
is that they work at a slow pace - often not meeting deadlines. In contrast, what we
discovered during a two hour focus group is that their work is quite frentic and consists
mostly of fire fighting. They don’t really get a chance to sit back and consider how it
could be done better. They reported that they work unexpectedly long hours and answer
up to 150 work-related mobile calls during the day. They have to manage area-wide
water distribution intermittently from unreliable sources; they have to depend on poor
infrastructure and unskilled labour; they have to hold regular meetings with public and
government officials to report progress; they have to do all sorts of clerical and
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accounting jobs - they even have to collect revenue, knocking on each door. In some
cases, where no payments are received, they have to use other methods, such as what
they referred to as “arm-twisting”. They listen to customer’s problems - people from all
walks of life, and try and give them some hope. An engineer’s life in public water works
reveals an interesting story of social as well as technical complexity. We will examine in
more detail how they manage these difficulties. It is not that the engineers lack
technical knowledge and experience in solving problems; rather it is because matters
such as policies, procedures or practices are verbal, unwritten and undocumented.
These engineers have been working so long in this organization that the unwritten and
undocumented practices have become widely accepted and habitual. These habitual
practices tend to make things more frustrating and dissatisfying. In addition, there are
multiple parties involved in every project. Obviously, they have different interests in
mind, ranging from the broader interests of optimal operation of the water distribution
system, or efficient use of funds, to very specific interests such as the taste, or smell, of
drinking water. The challenge and struggle would be that together they have a shared
understanding of the background for the project and what the issues are, and that they
have a shared commitment to how the project will reach its objective and achieve
success in the environment of habitual practice.

The researcher did not expect that he would find any differences when reviewing the
essential duties and responsibilities of utility engineers in both Australia and India. For
example, an Australian utility engineer’s job description would say: To develop, plan
and review designs related to utilities, or to be responsible for the maintenance of
utility systems, or to comment on land redevelopment proposals from a municipal utility
infrastructure perspective. Initially, the researcher heard similar answers from Indian
utility engineers. The essential differences became evident when the researcher and his
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supervisor probed more deeply into these essential functions, and asked them (the
Indian utility engineers) further questions as to how they actually performed these
functions. Unfortunately, an opportunity did not arise to study utility engineers in
Australia. However, the aim of the study was not to compare the practices of an Indian
and Australian utility engineer, but rather to take this opportunity to glimpse some of
the differences that Indian engineers experience within the public and private sectors.

7.1. Background
In summer 2006 in South India, the researcher spent countless hours with his father
standing beside labourers under the blazing sun, as a new water supply connection was
installed in our new house, while a private contractor hired by the local water utilities
board supervised excavation work. The private contractor and his labourers arrived at
the location without any maps, tools in hand or details as to how to proceed with the
excavation. We provided the labourers with our garden tools, such as scoops, shovels
and spades. After haggling for several minutes and renegotiating extra perks like smoke
breaks, tea, and meals, they began their laborious manual excavation work by enquiring
with local residents where they should actually start digging to uncover the water main.
They had no previous knowledge of the current underground network of pipes. The
researcher was struck by the vast amount of time and energy that the private contractor
spent tracing the water main, doggedly waiting as existing utility lines were uncovered
during excavation, then, not satisfied, directing the labourers to start at another point
or to dig a new section of trench in another direction. There were extreme differences
of view about the success of such a simple project – a ‘new water connection’. My
parents almost gave up hope for the municipal water supply. Even under good
circumstances, the water supply in Indian cities is two hours every alternate day with
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irregular timings, it is unfit to drink, and purification is too difficult or expensive. The
question is - why is it such a difficult job to perform simple technical and maintenance
duties in the installation, repair and testing of water services?

Figure 20: The new water main construction project in the old city14.
[Photo Source: P. Sainath, the Hindu ©2008]

In a brief recent study, Trevelyan (2005) examined the hidden costs of water in
Pakistan. These calculations revealed that real end-users costs of drinking water can be
up to 25 times higher in Pakistan than in Australia (expressed in the same currency),
taking into account the shadow-priced cost of unpaid (mostly female) labour. Even the
14

Old city is the name given to the original city of Hyderabad where the magnificent 400-year-old
Charminar is located. http://india.gov.in/knowindia/charminar.php.
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direct costs are high. The results of a recent study in Uganda demonstrated that the
substantial and unpredictable nature of costs involved in obtaining a new water
connection, “A mean of US$500 with a median of US$197, for a ‘two dollar a day’
household, service for whom must be the goal of public water supply, is too high” and
which therefore are unable to access the benefits from piped water services (Kayaga and
Franceys 2007, p276).

A similar situation exists in India and many other developing

countries. It is worth asking in this digital age of information, education and
communication technology, why such failures to deliver cost-effective essential services
can continue to occur?

The researcher argues that we need to better understand the current practice in public
water supply to answer this question. Engineering plays a vital role in the planning,
construction and maintenance of utility projects. Fazed by a continuously changing
environment due to India's elevated and unprecedented pace of economic expansion,
the staff of public agencies must deal with a variety of issues, including public safety,
the environment, the economy, and political and social challenges. They therefore must
anticipate and correct problems before they occur and must have numerous social skills
in order to fulfil the technical requirement of their jobs.

The researcher will examine in detail the process by which engineers working in a
metropolitan water and sewage service perform their daily work. This account combines
evidence from many sources, including the researcher’s personal experience in this part
of India, observations of local water supply and sanitation issues made in the course of
conducting field studies in the automotive component supplier factory, interviews with
many engineers working in different locations in other industries and official
documentary sources from the relevant public utility organizations. The researcher will
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attempt to understand anomalies in the underground water distribution system and the
practical difficulties public utility engineers have to face in solving day-to-day problems.
In the following subsections, the researcher will first discuss the public system workings
and field background. Secondly the researcher will present overview issues facing
engineers in public utilities by elaborating on their roles; and finally the researcher will
compare and contrast the work of an engineer in the public and private sectors.

7.2. Knowing how the system works and its bureaucracy
In India’s southern state of Andra Pradesh, the task of providing a safe drinking water
supply and sanitation is almost entirely vested with the state Public Health Engineering
Department (PHED). The major water and sanitation-related activities of the PHED are:
survey, investigation, preparation, and execution of water supply and sanitation
schemes for towns and villages, maintenance of day-to-day water and sewerage works,
and finally providing technical advice to various government departments and local
bodies on public health. This directing body recruits and train engineers for state
municipalities and corporations based on a “zonal system”. In this system 23 state
districts are grouped into seven zones, introducing geographical divisions outside the
state capital Hyderabad. Candidates are given an opportunity to indicate their
preferences for working in, and transfers between zones. The allocation of positions
keeps in mind the seniority and preferences of the candidates subject to allocation of
vacancies in each zone (See Figure 21). Under this system there is only a very limited
movement of candidates from one part of the state to another, and entire projects are
managed and controlled zone-wise. An engineer working for the state water board
described the zonal system of working as follows:
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“If the project comes to that particular sector, in that particular zonal area, the reservoirs,
the pipeline system…whatever it is, it will be looked after by those people.” [IN304F, p6]

Figure 21: The zonal system of working of urban utilities.
[Source: MCH Website ©2007 URL http://www.ghmc.gov.in/]

The River Musi divides the Hyderabad region in two, the South Musi and the other North Musi.
Each region is further divided into divisions and small manageable wards.
The Hyderabad population estimate in 2006 was 4.5 million, while the current population of the
greater metropolitan area extending more than 625 square kilometres (formed by merging 12
municipalities and 8 panchayats with MCH) is estimated at over 6.5 million plus 3.5 million floating
population with 0.55 million piped connections of which 40% are slum dwellers with no piped
connection. This leads to a figure of 7 to 8 per household water connections with 2 hours water
supply once in two days15.

15

These figures are provided by the focus group participants. However, they deviate from official
statistics.
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PHED

Figure 22: The dynamic interactions between various public utility bodies for creation of new
infrastructure and maintenance work in the metropolitan city of Hyderabad, India.
[Source: Huchon and Tricot (2008)]

The Hyderabad Metropolitan Water Supply and Sewerage Board (HMWSSB) was created in
1989 by consolidating two existing government departments. Previously, the state-level
PHED had been in charge of water services for the city, while the MCH (Municipal
Corporation of Hyderabad) was responsible for sewerage services. The state government
had hoped that it would defy the stereotype of a South Asian bureaucracy by operating
as an autonomous agency, but under commercial operating principles. The reorganization was encouraged by the World Bank as a means of establishing a water and
sewerage authority with greater financial and operational autonomy, as well as
heightened accountability to customers (See Figure 22). In turn, it was hoped that the
board would move toward cost recovery through user fees, which would both free it
from political interference and generate a substantial proportion of the resources
needed to provide a bulk water supply. However, this could be treated as an
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intermediate solution in order to advance to the initial phase of long-term reforms in
Indian public utilities environments (See for example, McIntosh 2003; Coelho 2004;
Huchon and Tricot 2008).

The infrastructure inherited from the PHED in 1989 was in poor condition, and the board
(HMWSSB) made very slow progress toward financial self-sufficiency. The question was how could they progress? Water is a social issue. For instance, any petition by the board
to raise tariffs for water and sewage services was undermined many times by local
politicians and customers. Several agitations like rasta rokos [blockades], dharnas
[strikes] and other forms of protests were used numerous times by local people to
express their unwillingness to pay. Water is regarded as a free social good by many
Indians. At last in early 2002, the board finally won approval for a sizeable 64% increase
in tariffs to cover its operating expenses. In addition, the system of working and
responsibilities of engineers have been under review and constant restructuring. Only a
minority of staff actually become employees of the board, the rest remained as staff of
the state PHED and are subject to its personnel management policies for matters of
promotion, transfer and benefits.

Further, local politicians obstruct efforts to dismantle illegal connections and to
disconnect households who have not paid their water bills as they want votes at the next
election, and may also be influenced by financial incentives.

Some engineers and

officials who have attempted to enforce regulations have been transferred to ‘penalty
posts’ in an undesirable department.

Given the board’s difficulty both in setting

reasonable tariffs and enforcing payment from users, it is not surprising that its service
levels have been declining over the past several years.
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The researcher interviewed four engineers in a focus-group setting.

They all work

together in one department in the same metropolitan water board. The table below
summarises the participant’s profile (See Table 12). For convenience sake, however, the
participants would be further referred to as E1, E2, E3 and E4.

Table 12: Profile of utility engineers

Current
designation

Age
group

Education

Years of experience
in utilities
operations and
maintenance

E1

Chief engineer

50-60

30

E2

Assistant engineer

40-50

Bachelor of
Engineering - Civil
Bachelor of
Engineering - Civil

E3

Assistant engineer

40-50

Bachelor of
Engineering Mechanical

21

E4

Basic level
manager

30-40

Diploma Civil

15

23

The organization structure is a multi-layered hierarchy (See Figure 23). At the centre,
there are four Directors, each in charge of a service: operations and maintenance,
projects, finance, and human resources. There are five distinctly different levels of work
complexities within each service area. For example, in operations and maintenance
these levels range from the manager at basic level, through to the general manager at
level 2 and chief general manager at level 3, to the managing director at level 5. Due to
an organisational re-engineering study conducted by Osmania University in 1997, at the
insistence of the World Bank, utility engineers are appointed or designated as managers
by the water board. The area under metropolitan authority is divided into 4 branches or
circles, each of which is further split into 12 divisions. Each division consists of 3-5 subdivisions and within each sub-division there are 2-3 sections. Various representatives of
the people including state Chief Minister, MLA (member of legislative assembly), City
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Mayor, and Corporators (who work at the lowest tier of the democratic system)
formulate policies and direct investments in the region. When questioned on their
experience with politicians and top bureaucrats, E1 replied, without hesitation:
“It will be there, naturally…it is a democratic country, the leader elected by people, and
naturally he will have a lot of voice.” [IN304F, p33]

Figure 23: Organisation structure – Engineering Department.
[Source: MCH Website ©2007 URL http://www.ghmc.gov.in/]

There are many levels in the organization and intervening agencies lead to confusion and
redundancy in the administration of water utilities. Distribution of duties is not dictated
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by official rules – which create confusion – but rather takes the form of improvised
arrangements in reality: interaction between individual engineer and utility stakeholders
depends on various factors such as personal relationships, political tensions surrounding
the issue of water, expectations of the population, expenditure, budgets. The unclear
demarcation of responsibilities affects the performance of engineers. Therefore, the
representation of his or her role differs from one stakeholder to another. While talking
to engineers they told us that their work is rather like fighting fires all the time, and
they don’t really get a chance to sit back and think that perhaps it could be done better.
E2 explained the burden and changing responsibility:
“Actually we are under‐staffed, that’s the basic problem, why we are doing fire fighting.
One man is given many tasks. Multiple tasks are there and people know that only
engineers can manage in a very efficient way… the revenue, engineers only… meters,
again engineers only. So we are under staffed and overloaded.”

[Do you mean working hours are horrific?] “Horrible, Sir… the system is like that. We have
to pace with the system so we are working like this. Because the government is not
recruiting since 1992… 2006, 14 years recruitment is virtually stopped. People are retiring
and there is no replacement. That’s the reason we are always fire fighting.” [IN304F, p66]
The constitutional amendment act passed by the Indian parliament in 1992 made
provision for ward committees power, responsibility, and autonomy. The act provides for
a system of decentralisation intended to promote good governance, transparency and
effectiveness in public services - especially municipalities (Samaddara 2005, p244). Prior
to the enactment of these two reforms, the functioning of the local bodies was totally
dependent on the whims and fancies of the state governments. However, there still
remains the requirement of clear demarcation of responsibilities and accountability.
Most engineers employed by the local water bodies do not discover the full scope of
their work until they find themselves faced with new projects. When questioned on the
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length of time it will take for a new graduate to work to the reasonable level of
performance in the utility maintenance division, E2 said:
“He could catch up with system within a period of two years. When I joined in the
department fag end of 85 starting 86, immediately I was given a big project 6 ½ crore at
the time (about US$3 million). I was in charge of the execution of this project. From the
college directly in to the field I was given this project.” [IN304F, p75]

Moreover, unpacking the black box of Chennai’s public water bureaucracy through
ethnography of utility engineers, Coelho(2004, p41-42) argues that:
“The formation of the public servant through everyday practices of rule, inflected by the
demands of reform, entails an ongoing process of classifying and labelling of social groups.
The reforms, aimed at corporatizing, commercializing and privatizing the utility, have
changed, or in many cases simply entrenched, the classificatory logics though which the
state perceives, differentiates, and categorise public. The ‘optic’ of the depot engineer
cannot be simply read off from the formal classificatory schemes of the larger organization
or the service as a whole. The process of localization and translation at the frontline and
the special conditions of the face‐to‐face encounter, produce their own vocabularies and
sociologies of classification.”

While there is a basis for new language and social experience – the key for performance
of the utility engineer, there is no foundation on how these experiences are
communicated on a daily basis. Engineers in these positions must be able to deal with a
variety of issues, including public safety, the environment, the economy, and political
and social challenges. They therefore must be able to deal effectively with all types of
situations at work and, most importantly, people. The subsections below discuss the
responsibilities of the utility engineer and also many examples of inadequate crisis
communication planning, preparation, resources, skill, and practice.
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7.3. The role of engineer in public water utilities
7.3.1.
Coordinating repair and maintenance of drainage and sewerage
systems, water mains, and other utility related structures

Before starting any maintenance work, a utility engineer will try to obtain all the
information he can that is pertinent to the project area. For example, to obtain
information about previous sewer maintenance records, he would pass a request to the
record clerk sitting in his office. The records may or may not be found, or may be
incomplete. In addition, he could obtain the current site plan and topography by putting
forward an application to the central mapping division explaining his reasons for
requesting maps, the location of the project, existing utility congestion, etc.,. When
questioned about access to the central mapping division, E2 replied:
“No, we don’t have direct access. We have to go to head office and take information
personally.” [IN304F, p61]

What this means is, to get these things done reasonably quickly, the engineer needs to
know people in the central mapping division. He has to try and persuade them to find
the plans he needs ahead of many other similar administrative requests, implying a
personal favour in return.

After checking the availability of his group members, the engineer schedules a group
meeting to review the previous sewer maintenance records and maps which he has been
able to obtain. In an Indian organization it is important to constantly remind everyone
about the meeting in advance. Given the mobility of staff, this requires many phone
calls in the days and hours beforehand. In the meeting the team recall and identify
areas with frequent maintenance problems and locations of potential system failures,
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both from written records and their personal recollections. Items that they will note
include the following: cracked or deteriorating pipes, leaking joints or seals at
manholes, frequent line plugs, when the line generally flows at or near capacity, and
suspected infiltration or exfiltration. Generally, infiltration is where the increased flows
are due to groundwater entering the system through faults in the pipework, manholes
and chambers, and exfiltration causes reduced flows in the system, due to leaks and
outflows from faults and openings in the pipework, manholes and chambers. Then the
group members prioritize repairs based on the nature and severity of the problem. For
example, immediate clearing of blockage or repair is required where an overflow is
currently occurring or for urgent problems that may cause an imminent overflow (e.g.
pump station failures, sewer line ruptures, sewer line blockages). Finally, the team
establishes the most feasible maintenance program solution to clean sewer lines on a
regular basis to remove grease, girt, garbage, bones, concrete, plastic, and other debris
that may lead to sewer blockage.

In the mean-time, tree roots present problems in sewer blockages apart from rain water
infiltration, typical solid wastes, and structural defects in pipes and manholes. In
Hyderabad city, sewers range in age from 30 to 100 years, with an average age of 50
years (Mohanty, Ford et al. 2002). Existing sewers are mostly clay pipes which can crack
as they deteriorate with age, and also by earth movement caused by tree roots and
traffic. The easy recommendation is to remove trees, but in many cases the public
sentiment is to save them at almost any cost. Some old trees may be entitled to specific
protection because of historic or ecological significance. E4 quoted, “Trees are
worshiped as a kul devi (God), Sir.”
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In these cases, in order to further proceed with planned sewer maintenance work, the
engineer is required to obtain permission from local residents and councillors to cut
roots or remove trees. Next, the engineer advertises in the local press about the major
utility maintenance work and the areas that are going to be affected by maintenance
work. He arranges road diversion and detouring with the local traffic controller. As the
work proceeds, there is extensive correspondence and coordination between staff from
a number of different units and agencies. The amount of time required for interaction
with other units is dependent on the type of project and project schedule. These
problems are also confirmed in the construction planning process, where the
contractor’s planning team mediates between these other actors, such as customer,
supplier, and client, to form a viable plan (Winch and Kelsey 2005). “The interaction
with these actors also reveals a potential conflict between short and long-term goals for
planners. While they have to negotiate ‘robustly’ with these actors on each contract,
they also have to maintain a longer working relationship which may serve to moderate
their negotiating behaviour” (Winch and Kelsey 2005, p146). In this regard, it is clear
from the situation that engineers needs to maintain strong relationships with both
internal and external parties.

Typically, a large team of semi-skilled labourers are required for implementing
techniques such as field screening, zinc chloride smoke testing, and physical inspection
with confined space entry to identify sewer system leaks (McGhee and Steel 1991). The
engineer tries to ensure that everyone in the team understands the cleanup activity that
they are going to carry out. He conducts a training session and educates the water utility
personnel and service contractors in the maintenance of sewer systems. He assigns
individual tasks and delegate responsibilities to his team members. As E2 described:
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“At our disposal, at the basic level, at first level, when we are in the maintenance 150 to
200 that is rough estimate… so many people work under us, working round the clock”.
[IN304F, p12]
On the day before the scheduled maintenance, the engineer sends out a reminder to
make sure that everyone, including any private contractors, will be present at the site.
If required, the engineer has to arrange transport for his staff members and labourers,
and ensure that they arrive in time at the maintenance site. The budgets associated
with detecting and correcting utility system failures are subject to a number of factors,
including availability of trained personnel, cost of materials, and the level of follow-up
required to fix future system problems.

The purpose of the physical inspection is to determine the actual condition of the
manhole and pipe segments of the sewer system, and to identify defects that may lead
to excessive infiltration, sanitary sewer overflows, or other sewer compliance problems
like cleaning and removal of obstructions from the sewer line. The inspection process
consists of physically entering each manhole and visually inspecting the manhole cover,
frame, walls, base and all incoming and outgoing pipes. Other aspects of conducting
physical inspections of manholes and sewer lines involve the construction of intermittent
manholes and installation of manhole grills. According to the local building standards,
spacing between manholes is designed with reference to sewer diameters. When the
system is subjected to heavier-than-normal loads, heavy slit and grit block sewer pipes.
As E1 explained:
“One thing, Sir, very far distance between two manholes. Earlier they used to be around
more than 200 ft levels distance between manholes. We used find a little difficulty in
clearing the chokages. Whenever you find that, we used to construct intermittent (or
intermediate) manholes that part of it we got it executed. It will facilitate the worker to
clear off the chokages physically.” [IN304F, p12]
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Figure 24: Death traps – manholes without covers lying in the middle of heavy traffic and the next
picture shows nalas (open- drainage canals) on city streets.
[Photo source: the author during field activity, India June 2006]

There are hundreds of manholes and nalas (open-drainage canals) on city streets,
however, the uncovered open manholes become death traps for people, especially in
bad weather. E1 described an incident in which a woman fell into the manhole (1/2
meter wide and 3 to 4 meters deep) and was washed away by storm water.
“There she was riding on a scooter. Her husband stopped the scooter just before the
manhole. She got into the sheet of water, she could not see anything. When she got
down, she got down exactly into the manhole. A neighbour, some chap, was there he
(had) opened the cover to drain the water and that nobody had noticed. Last year this
incident has happened and we fixed up all the manholes where the depth is more than 3 ft
or 4 ft or any critical areas” [IN304F, p65]

It is common practice by local people and civic workers to open manhole covers during a
monsoon storm or heavy thunder storm to allow water to drain faster. E1 further
commented “the neighbour is not supposed to open the manhole cover, but he opened
it.” The deep turbid storm water running over the top of the road prevented the woman
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from seeing the underlying open pit, which resulted in her death. The woman was found
dead the next afternoon, 1.5 km away in the reeds along the Musi River (Times of India,
2005). Also due to massive road construction improvement programs, manholes get
dislocated or buried below the new road level. Based on these incidents, the utilities
authorities decided to action and cover every manhole in the city. They decided to put a
steel mesh on manholes to prevent people from being washed away.

However, local police stations received numerous complaints from the public about the
theft of manhole covers. The stolen manhole covers and steel mesh are generally sold to
factories just outside the city by burglars. These factories melt the covers and steel
mesh, and use the steel in their manufacturing processes. Unfortunately in Australia how
much could you get for a manhole cover? It is worthless to thieves and who would buy
stolen manhole covers? The utilities engineers reported that they tried everything to
prevent these thefts - from chaining the manhole covers to the concrete inside or to
covering them entirely with cement concrete — but to no avail. Studies of these actions
reveal the social complexities of their everyday work. The more parties are involved in
the daily business, the more socially complex is the project. Time and again, it had been
necessary to take new action and to redefine objectives and re-delegate tasks.

7.3.2.
Performing topographic studies and property surveys involving
reconstruction of the water mains and sewerage systems

The ruling government and local water bodies felt that engineers from the PHED have
insufficient knowledge and experience to undertake large and specialized sewerage
works, for example in the case of the remodelling of the city’s sewage system in the late
1980’s. It is well known that lack of experience increases project risks. Moreover, these
risks have appeared in both water supply and sewerage, but have tended to be greater
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in sewerage, where there is a much less indigenous experience (Harris 2003). However,
these risks were mitigated by support from experienced consultants and private
agencies. For instance in Hyderabad city, Tata Construction and Projects Ltd, was
involved in sewerage remodelling projects. Accordingly, these agencies were highly
motivated by a desire to seek a large role in future assignments owned by the
government. Consequently, private agencies gained wide acceptance by local bodies
including those of foreign-local associations.

E1 highlighted private consultancy

involvement:
“Next was, we had this TATA consultancy, people have come down to Hyderabad for study
of sewage system both North of Musi and South of Musi. I worked with them for one year.
They prepared a project report for remodelling of the sewage system of both Hyderabad
and Secunderabad. So I was with them and I assisted them in South of Musi. South of Musi
was entirely one zone, you will find #16 to #23 wards from South of Musi, and so 8 wards
are South of Musi. Numbers 16 to 23, I assisted them in duplicating the mains. You have
main there … main is called SIS, South Interceptor Sewer. Other ones are new mains
Athapur main, Hyderguda main, duplicate of A main, H&L main and Saroornagar main.
These are the mains, where new mains have been proposed, for that we carried out the
survey, we designed it and execution some of them are taking place now.” [IN304F, p14‐
15]

It is worth noting that the survey was done way back around the 1980s, while the
commissioning is taking place now in 2007. Further, E2 commented on the process of
execution of works:
“That will be a phase manner, as and when we get funds… first we will be completing the
higher diameters and then we will be going to the lower diameters.” [IN304F, p15]
Moreover, E1 elaborating E2’s comment revealed significant project delays:
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“Now the extension of SIS is going on, and even water treatment plant Nagol main is going
on. In those days we carried the survey. Of course, funds (are) one thing and second thing
is expansion of the areas to cover other areas, and its necessity. Now it has become… to
clear the Musi river… to make the Musi river free of pollution, and these things, all has to
be arrested. Under that project also, all these mains are there putting in to it… all these
mains, otherwise you will find (all the) sewage (will be) into the Musi.” [IN304F, p15]

This evidence clearly demonstrates the long time that elapses from survey until the
design and commissioning of large public projects. In most of these projects the
requirements have been subsequently changed due to growth in population, rural-urban
migration and urbanization of Hyderabad city. Only when the problem becomes obvious
to everyone - as in this case the river Musi, which once was a flowing river and now
carries sewerage and industrial waste – the authorities inclined to respond. There is no
one responsible to identify and evaluate the effects of delays on project execution, to
assess the effects of delay on completion cost of projects, and to assess the effects of
delay on completion time of projects. For instance the following quotation taken from
Coelho’s study reveals the outsider’s view of utility engineers:
They [Assistant Engineers] have been given more powers but they don’t want to work!...
The basic problem is they do not want to take responsibility – in government offices
nobody wants to take responsibility! (Coelho 2004, P114)

Furthermore, associated delay problems resulted in disputes, arbitrations, total neglect
and prolonged litigations by the parties involved in the reconstruction projects.
Extraneous causes of delay reported were bad weather, acts of God, migration, and
integration of municipalities which are discussed further in later sections.
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7.3.3.
Exercising vigilance and quality control checks in utility related
construction and maintenance projects

The E1 routinely conducts site visits, and inspects civic works to insure compliance with
regulations such as Bureau Indian Standards (BIS), public works department, or
manufacturer’s specifications. In addition to on-site inspections, random samples of
material are commonly collected and tested by specialized laboratories. When
questioned on what he is expected to do in the position as a quality control engineer, E1
replied:
“When we go the site we collect samples personally. We used to collect one of the cubes16
and we used to keep that…and then later did some testing.” [IN304F, p19]

Providing further explanation on site inspections E1 commented:
“When we check the pipes (water mains made of cast iron or ductile iron and usually of 4
to 30 inches in diameter), if you find anything with poor quality, we reject it and we put a
cross mark on that. We could say what (it) could be and why it has to withstand the tests.
Break even tests also we used to do and check with that. Like that if anything does not
satisfy quality standards, we used to reject the pipe. We will do this randomly, now and
then. When we used to go to sites we will choose one of the pipe, if found it is ok we will
clear the whole lot of it and if found anything then we will recheck (them all) again.”
[IN304F, p21]

The engineer-in-charge (usually E1) certifies civic works projects. The particulars of
every item in detail including dates, and amount(s) to be invoiced for the services and
supplies delivered is submitted by the contractor to the engineer-in-charge. Once the
quantity and quality of work is ascertained, the process of payment is initiated by the

16

Cast cubes of concrete to be cured and then tested in a laboratory.
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contractor on the basis of the actual work executed by him. Upon receipt of the
matched up invoice from contractor, and acceptance information from the engineer-incharge, the utility’s finance department proceeds to pay the contractor for the amount
invoiced. The quality control checks are further strengthened by an inspection from the
State Technical Examiner (an independent bureau under the control of State Vigilance
and Enforcement, Govt. of Andra Pradesh). This bureau handles the cases relating to
substandard quality in the execution of public works, irregularities in procurement of
materials, falsification of bills, misappropriation of subsidies, irregularities in
distribution of relief, grants and so forth.

The E1 denied any potential conflicts of interest by contractor employees performing
procurement transaction or providing service.

This is evident in his tough,

straightforward approach:
[Interviewer]:Did you ever had a situation where you would say, I think this needs to be
checked, but the contractor will say I think this is fine?

[E1]: No…no, once we say, contractor will never have voice to talk… absolutely. We keep
on record also, just orally we tell … the record is a permanent one.
[Interviewer]: right

[E1]: and contractor will never say no for what we say, because no, if it is a loss also does
not matter because workmanship is important and quality is important and it is one thing
which has to withstand long last for years… it’s not a matter of year or two… it has to go
for a long way, that the reason why we have this quality control check. [IN304F, p21‐22]

It is possible that the engineer did not understand the question (it was a long interview
session in a noisy cafe). However, it would be unusual for a site engineer never to have
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rejected work performed by a contractor (in any country) so it is possible that the
engineer regarded this as a sensitive topic and decided to avoid talking about instances
of this common problem.

However, the existence of independent auditing bodies and the recent World Bank
report on the performance of water board s across India indicates that not all engineers
are able to handle this kind of disagreement which can impose on the engineer a conflict
of interest (Roach, Couzens et al. 1995). Roach and others report that the poor quality
of construction has been attributed largely to lack of experience and ability on the part
of the engineers supervising construction, and a failure to require contractors to comply
with the terms of the contract documents. Implementation delays appear to have
resulted primarily from ineffective construction management on the part of the
contractors and the government entity supervising the work, although there are a
number of other factors to which delays may be attributed, such as: lack of counterpart
funds; inability to prepare clear and concise procurement documents and to reach
procurement decisions; poor procurement management, disputes between contractors
and the implementing agencies; poor planning and insufficiently detailed project
preparation; and land acquisition difficulties.

7.3.4.
Managing public relations and mitigating customer service related
complaints
In many instances, the utility engineer has to establish and maintain effective public
relations with citizens, official boards and agencies, and the media. E1 pointed out that
the main problems are from utility customers when compared with his own staff
problems, and giving an example of the kind of problems that they would present, “One
is that if they get polluted water, that’s one problem, or no water supply second
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problem.” When asked to elaborate on a couple of stories about how they solved the
problems of pollution, E1 related these recollections:
“Once we find area is affected by pollution. Normally what we do is we shutdown the
system in that area and we supply the water through the tankers. We advise people not to
consume this water because it’s been polluted. Because every day morning we have our
teams, who go around checking the fluoride content ppm (parts per million). During the
supply timing our people will go and check house to house connection and they will find
out where actually the pollution is entering into our system. Basically pollution occurs on
account of rusted house connections because of age old pipes or if pipes pass through the
drains.” [IN304F, p23‐24]
Subsequently in many cities of India, municipalities collect waste water through a
system of open drains and covered sewers, while some areas are totally unserved,
sending sewage on to city roads. The open drains which carry the sullage and solid waste
are choked with silt and garbage. Moreover, water distribution pipes are commonly
placed in close proximity to open sewers (see Figure 25), allowing possible crosscontamination between a potable drinking water supply and a non-portable,
contaminated source (Herrick 1997).

Perhaps the most important thing will be to examine the numerous implementation
challenges associated with the system itself and the utility engineer’s willingness to
learn new knowledge and skills which can be translated into action. For instance, in
Hyderabad city, water is supplied for a period of 2 hours in a span of 48 hours, and it is
often observed that system pressure drops at a short distance away from overhead tanks
and pump houses, even when the supply is on. The supply pressure at a customer's
house may be insufficient for the water to reach his supply tank on the roof and this
often forces users to install illegal private suction pumps, further reducing supply
pressure for other customers.
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Figure 25: Open sewers and pollution. Portable water pipes crossing open clogged sewers.
[Photo source: the author during field activity, India June 2006]

Expressing the consequences of intermittent water supply and low pressure in water
mains, E2 revealed: “Whenever the pipes are empty it will suck the adjoining drain and
raw sewage” (See for example Figure 25). Further elaborating:
“Vacuum will be created in water pipes causing a reverse flow, and that is the reason for
pollution.” [IN304F, p26]
However, E1 said:
“Because of the intermittent supply only pollution… otherwise if continuous pressure is
there no scope for pollution.” [IN304F, p27]

Notice that the E1 did not consider the effects of contamination in the customer’s
storage tanks. Even if the water network is fixed, contamination will remain.

Intermittent water supply is a service where consumers are provided with water for a
restricted time period and it is a very common practice in developing countries (Gadgil
1998; WHO 2003). Intermittent water supply is mostly affected by rural to city
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migration, water availability, monsoons, treatment plants, supporting reservoirs, and
electricity shortages. As one of E2 describing the current situation said:
“I think lot of urbanization is going on for the past two years, unprecedented urbanization.
Because of the formation of greater Hyderabad, the semi urban areas, we can say that the
rural areas has become semi urban and semi urban is going to become urban, like that lot
of urbanization is going on.” [IN304F, p17]

Being optimistic about water resources and the city’s underground pipeline network, E2
indicated that supporting reservoirs were insufficient:
“Water is there, we have to construct many reservoirs. Balancing reservoirs should be
constructed and lot of infrastructure has to be developed. Now we are having lot of water
that was not the scenario three years back. Three years back we could supply only 100
million gallons of water per day, now we are in position to supply 240 million gallons of
water per day. We can increase up to 330 also our pipeline network can cater up to 330
million gallons. But supporting reservoirs are not there…” [IN304F, p26‐27]

Describing more about intermittent supply and the effects of monsoons, E2 felt:
“At present we are giving water for alternate day in twin cities Hyderabad and
Secunderabad. Shortly it will be reverted to daily supplies… may be after three or four
months, good monsoons are expected… because last year monsoon was good. If this year
monsoons are good… we will be having sufficient stock in the reservoirs…we can revert
back to daily 24 hours.” [IN304F, p26]

Although, the underlying reasons to provide water intermittently is the high cost of
pumping and maintenance, rather than shortage of reservoirs to maintain the system
with constant pressures. The absence of a reliable and uninterrupted power supply, and
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the absence of spares and a capable maintenance crew undermines the development
projects.
“Pollution will not be there once we revert back to 24/7, we can solve this problem
completely. It was there in 1970s up to fag end of 70s almost the 24 hours water supply
and gradually it dwindled down as the population increased. Anthay kadha (telugu
translation means sure…he is actually conforming with other engineers)…78 varaku manku
baaganay vasunday kada (up to 1978 water flow was good)” [IN304F, p27]

The fact is in the late 1970s in order to reduce the high energy costs in water
maintenance budgets, the department found the temporary solution of intermittency.
But this system of distribution became permanent and continued for the next 30 years
until the involvement of the World Bank which highlighted the disadvantages of
intermittent water supply distribution and the need for safe drinking water to almost
every citizen. E2 explained the behaviour of consumers due to the unpredictability of
water:
“When we give water for 24/7 water consumption comes down by 15 to 20 % (as
observed during a pilot study in two districts). People are in the habit of storing because
tomorrow they do not know whether water comes or not. They will store more water.
Once water comes they will be eager to store fresh water and they might through that
water or use it for some other purpose.” [IN304F, p29]

Conversely, the Hyderabad water board heavily invested in modern technology such as
Metro Customer Care (MCC) centres and also in training personnel in customer service in
order to improve the speed of response to customer complaints:
“These all (nearly half million consumer connections in Hyderabad and surrounding
municipalities) are connected by MCC. Any consumer by sitting at one place he can
telephone to one particular number (155313) giving his CAN (customer account number).
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If he mentions that number that is enough and he need not tell his name or his address.
That number, if it is entered in to the system and gets reflected in all the 130 systems of all
the managers. In the morning each manger when he goes to office he will open the system
and how many complaints are there… it will reflected in the system... based on this he will
sending his work force to different places to attend the different works. Some will be
solved on the same day some will take time.” [IN304F, p29‐30]

Moreover, Hyderabad city is considered to be a hi-tech city, and this is reflected by the
water board in customer service ‘hot line’ and front end computer technologies. The
advantage with this system is that complaints can be prioritized according to density and
its nature. E3 asserted that:
“Generally we will be investigating on our own. What problems are and what places are
problematic? Because in the metro customer care we will be seeing if any complaints are
coming from particular place… we will personally go and investigate why that problem is
there... then we will try to solve by putting proposals.” [IN304F, p34]

E3 explaining the process in more detail said that:
“This communication system we have to monitor and tell the field level people what to
do... otherwise the next day supplies get affected. Once the supplies get affected dharnas
(strikes) will be there… lot of people will get affected and they will go mad. Because water
is the necessity thing when you wake up in the morning… without water nobody can
survive.” [IN304F, p37]

The reformed public management system pressurizes utility engineers to mitigate and
solve more number of customer service problems. To begin with, the MCC system is now
used to evaluate the performance of engineers. The number of complaints the utility
engineer attends, and the numbers of problems solved on a daily basis, is referred to
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superiors. In the past, customers complained to utility authorities either in person or in
writing.

Personal visits are still the longstanding practice of reporting complaints.

However, the engineers insist customers to make use of the ‘hot line service’ so that in
this way complaint gets registered, acknowledged and follow up on the complaint. The
broad range of customers, including top bureaucrats, senior citizens, the middle class,
slum dwellers, etc, waste no time in calling utility authorities if they don’t receive
water at the announced time. E4 stated that:
“Allotted time will be given to particular areas or zones… consumer will wait for 5 minutes
and they have our mobile numbers due wide publicity in media. If they don’t get water
they immediately call us or register complaint with MCC.” [IN304F, p37]

However, the utility engineers reported both good and bad experiences. The difficult
side is when the customers don’t get enough water, but then the engineers have the
satisfaction when eventually they (customers) get some water.
“... I always tell them, my people, you have job satisfaction… once the consumer is
satisfied you will be satisfied, and no other profession you will get this much satisfaction I
told… what ever the amount you get, you will not get this much satisfaction out of it.”
[IN304F, p41]

The transition to the use of mobile phones has disadvantaged utility engineers because
customers and staff try to contact them outside their normal working hours, leaving
engineers with too many unwanted calls:
“We receive not less than 150 calls per day… due the magnetic waves our heads get dizzy
sometimes.”
“After going home also we get calls, we have to monitor, and we will tell the line man to
attend the problem or solve it on phone.” [IN304F, p36]
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The utility engineers also claimed that they receive phone calls from site during early
morning - and sometimes as early as 4:30 am. They reported working up to 60 hours per
week with extra work in times of heavy demand, for example drought or any breakdown
in supply mains.
“Leaving the house will certain around 9 O’clock Sir but coming back home we don’t
know… that is not in our hands”. [IN304F, p42]

However, these long hours can mean increasing stress and fatigue rather than increasing
productivity. During the focus group interview held after office hours, the engineers
mobile handsets were ringing frequently (every 15 minutes or so, from the transcript).
E4 was mostly answering phones, making phone calls, and even was rescheduling the
evening appointments. In many instances of phone calls E4 was clarifying the situation,
allowing silence, and gaining specific information about the person on call, and this way
the researcher could distinguish private calls from work related calls.

This practice of public relations to appease and to provide assurance to customers is
mostly individual and therefore it less efficient. For example, Coelho(2004, p125)
supports the lack of an unified approach to customer complaints even in Chennai
Metrowater:
“These efforts are all, however, conceived and carried out on the model of public relations
wherein the substance of this improved service interface is clearly limited to a complaint‐
response and consumer‐education mode, individualizing the citizen rather than addressing
collective issues... This mode of public relations then displaces the goal of transparency by
covering up the failures of the system.”
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7.3.5.

Managing intermittent water supply distribution system

Figure 26: Intertwined and interlocked individual water supply connections to a water main. Services to
the utility users far exceed the capacity of the water mains.
[Photo source: the author during field activity, India June 2006]

Hyderabad water supply functions through a hierarchy of distribution (or collection)
systems known as primary and secondary networks. These feed the neighbourhood-level
tertiary distribution systems which are the mechanisms of service delivery (See for
example Figure 26). Explaining the water supply planning process at tertiary level, E2
said:
“So 130 section area manager are there and water has to distribute okay… from the
reservoirs 24 hours water supply will be there, so each manger depending on the
allocation of water supply, depending on his topography, he will be allotted certain time in
that 24 hours period. He will not supply entire 24 hours for that manager to supply his
area it might take 6 hours or 8 hours or 10 hours… 90% of the managers only 10% of the
managers need 24 hours per day so most of the managers need 6 to 10 hours a day
supply. In that, 6 to 10 hours he will organise the supplies. First he gives, if the pressures
are good he will supply to the elevated areas, and when the pressures are reduced he will
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supply to the low lying areas, he will plan accordingly. The low lying areas will flow by
gravity and the elevated areas either by gravity or by pumping. So when the pressures are
good he will monitor in that way. Each manager will monitor in his area… so that is the
basic structure.” [IN304F, p28‐29]

Clearly combination of random parameters such as a source of supply, landscape could
lead poor distribution strategies.

Planning generally would have involved the

background information such pertinent statutes and technical documents, historical
information, rainfall data, land use and population information, water use demand
projections, hydro geologic and water resource information, water use permit
information, environmental information, and alternative water supply source concepts
(LWC Planning Documents Final, 2005). In addition to these inconsistencies in planning
supplies, supplying water from supporting reservoirs force engineers and line managers
to make ad-hoc decisions and valve manipulations. As a result, the daily distribution of
water supply is done manually, by operating valves zone-wise. A group of valve
operators are required on site to perform valve operations on an everyday basis.
However, constant manipulation of existing valves could extensively damage valves and
increases the burden of maintenance and repair. Moreover, the utility engineer did not
report any holistic approach in planning supplies even during the emergency situations
such as drought, power breakdowns, and resultant high water demands during summer.
Answering this question E2 commented:
“one more thing Sir, if all of a sudden at the extreme side any power break down is there
or suddenly the pipe line goes off, the water supply gets disrupted we have to monitor our
supply for that particular day. We will be left with only 60% or 70% of water for the two
hours, so we immediately calculate and reduce the time and distribute whatever the
water available. We will be reducing water depending on the calculations, ½ hour or 45
min of 2 hours supply”. [IN304F, p40]
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An example of how a utility engineer decides water pressures, volumes, and how they
make adjustments to any period of water supply disruptions is given below:
[E2]: Simultaneous process on the phone, we will pass it to the lower level or directly to
the basic office or where ever near the reservoir, he happens to be there, or he will go
there and monitor by level 2 officer.

[Interviewer]: Okay… figuring this out so basically how can I solve this problem? Which
resources I can move in or where can I get water to people?

[E2]: will give the feedback about it… to level 2 officers.

[E1]: if it is not solved at my level sir… I will put it through the level 3 officer…that means
we have got a range… any water has to pumped more or less.

[E2]: actually most of the work will be done by the level 2 only. [IN304F, p45‐46]

This evidence establishes strict hierarchy in operations. The solutions on how to reduce
supply hours, how to distribute the water available, and how to coordinate, and how to
mitigate the problem are first discussed at higher level, which are then passed on to the
lower level of the hierarchy. However, the process to solve the water distribution
problem did not simply start by gathering and analysing data about the problem. For
example consider a design process taught in schools -identifying, defining, and analysing
a problem, and then formulating and implementing a solution. As reported the engineers
did not follow this process and this is also evident from other studies (Lloyd 2000; Vinck
2003).

Providing critical information on Australia’s urban water system by the interviewer
sparked many technical questions in the minds of engineers about the pressure in the
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water distribution pipes, 24 hours water supply with such pressures, diameter of
distribution mains, etc,. Below is an excerpt from the focus group interview.
[Interviewer]: (In Australia) 24/7 and typical pressure would be 80 to 100psi

[E2]: oh 80‐100 psi looking at what size of line

[Interviewer]: typically for the household supply

[E2]: in 4 inches ha Sir

[Interviewer]: I don’t know about the mains… but the household connection is three
quarter inches or 18 mm.

[E2]: that is three quarter inch you will having 80psi (every one surprised)… that’s very
good

[E3]: what will be the main line?

[E1]: 60 meterlu Sir antay 60 ft antay 6 Kg (here the engineer starts verbally performing
calculations of reservoir heights and pressures in telugu language)

[Interviewer]: typical around 3 or 4 inches

[E1]: is everything by gravity ha Sir

[E2]: or by pumping ha Sir

[Interviewer]: combination, we have reservoirs… and through under ground water

[E1]: often over head tank won’t have that much pressure

[E3]: ya [IN304F, p73‐74]
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This demonstrates their technical knowledge and confidence in talking about basic
mathematical and engineering principles in water distribution system designs. It should
be remembered that one of the interviewers was a professor and any lack of confidence
in a participant to discuss a technical issue would have resulted in extreme hesitation or
silence. In addition, E1 revealed the opportunities he had in the past in training abroad
programs in Australia and South Africa:
“I could see walking through… there the sewage cost is more than water supply in
Johannesburg… where as we charge only 35% earlier it was 20% now increase to 35%. Out
of whatever water bill you get in that 35% is sewage costs… where as in Johannesburg and
Victoria it is 105%... 100 Rs was water charges 105 Rs for the sewage costs… sewage cost is
more.” [IN304F, p69]

While this process of benchmarking with other water utility organisations abroad would
make them more comfortable with technical complexity but may not necessarily help
them gain influence over others outside the formal authority system. Overseas training is
helpful in this respect, yet the entire focus group discussion reveals how challenging
human interactions were, at all levels.

7.3.6.

Maximizing revenue realization and improving utilities cash flow

The Assistant utility engineers performance evaluation is done in three ways, the E1
detailed:
“One way is we have Metro Customer Care, second is the revenue targets that have been
fixed (the total amount we have recovered)… and third is the other parameter of solving
the problem in time.” [IN304F, p52]
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In order to reduce the gap between revenue realization and cost of supply, the new
reforms proposed to reward the actual improvements in the performance of the utilities
by way of reduction in commercial losses and increased revenue realization (Seppala,
Hukka et al. 2001). Hence, revenue collection and debt recovery has become a major
challenge for an engineer’s performance in public utilities. As the E1 commented it
became clear that revenue realisation is now, in fact, an important role of utility
engineer:
“see I want everyone to contribute not only giving water supply apart from that they
should go houses and realize the revenue.” [IN304F, p55]

At the beginning of every month, the general manager and the chief engineer undergo a
consultation process, asking assistant engineers for thoughts, input and opinions on how
the utility is operating especially in terms of revenue target figures. This stresses the
importance of active participation of both parties in which everyone’s opinion, ideas,
and reservations are taken into account. Inevitably it involves an element of compromise
as they work towards a joint decision which is acceptable to both. It is a process with
defined steps to reach workable solutions toward group decision-making as explained
below:
[E1]: with consent of the manager’s only target are given… so the basic manager puts
some achievable figure and he has in some means to achieve these targets within
specified time.

[E2]: he has not just picked it… how much you would like to get… last month I got 2000
customers17 and how much you would like to get this month? I said 2500… ok he made it
2500… like that he has called… he will take each manager in meeting… one to one
17

The participants were only able to recall revenue targets in terms of number of consumers
paying their bills.
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meeting… he is our DGM and GM… like that he called… revenue realization is an important
thing.

[E1]: this month we reached the target… we have only two days left now

[Interviewer]: Congratulations [IN304F, p56]
However this success requires lot of persuasion and a great deal of ground work. Often
these persuasions can range from being very gentle to harsh and aggressive tactics. For
instance, if a consumer does not pay his monthly water bills, he is constantly reminded
to pay the bills. If he does not listen to these notices, the water connection is
disconnected. Sometimes a consumer gets water from his neighbour. If this happens to
be the case his sewerage connection is disconnected.
[E2]: people will be paying electricity bill, cable bill everything but water they won’t be
paying… until and unless we go there… people will be… sometimes we block the sewage
connection also… some of the customer they don’t pay even if you disconnect the water
supply line they won’t pay… so ultimately we have to block their sewage system.

[E1]: then they will come automatically to pay.

[E3]: we use coarse methods and we use all types of arm twisting techniques.

[E2]: where persuasion fails, recourse is taken to arm‐twisting tactics

[E1]: lot of persuasion is needed

[E3]: see if we block water connection… he gets the water from next houses or he gets the
tanker so after 3 or 4 days… we again go to his house… we ultimately disconnect… we
block his sewage system… then there by he will come for part of the payment. (then
everybody laughs)
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[Interviewer]: alright

[E1]: other wise they will not pay the due. [IN304F, p57]

This art of persuading and influencing people to change their actions or views seems to
be one of most important roles of a utility engineer. Aside from revenue realization,
unaccounted-for water (UFW) remains one of the biggest challenges for utility
engineers. Hyderabad’s UFW stands at about 30%18, mostly attributable to leakages,
illegal connections, water usage through public standpipes in slums, low water pressures
and under billing. Explaining the strategy used in under billing circumstances, the utility
engineers reported:
[E1]: under billing is like this where the supply is good where the meter does not function
then you bill the customer average of past monthly bills… then low bills

[E2]: some times consumer will not repair his meter

[Interviewer]: yes the only way you can tell the meter is not working is when the meter
reading does not change?

[E3]: yes, now those people after giving notice also they won’t replace the meters… now
what we doing is making it compulsory… at the cost of department we are replacing that
meter and fixing the new one [IN304F, p71]
Given these and other challenges, it could be argued that utility engineer’s need to
know more about the community and its people to become a catalyst for social change.

18

According to E1.
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7.4. Comparison of public and private sector engineers
There are several similarities and differences between public and private sector
engineers in India. First of all, there is a strict hierarchy in daily operations. However,
the public sector engineers had more autonomy and spending authority when compared
to private sector engineers. For example, E2 reported that as a graduate engineer he
was ‘given a big project 6.5 Crore19.’

Coelho also pointed out that in Chennai

Metrowater field engineers had a lot more financial authority, “When I was in the depots
(ward) we did not have five rupees in our hands! Now they have 1000 rupees to go out
and but whatever they want from the market, is that not financial power? That is a very
big thing!!” (Coelho 2004, p116) However, the public sector engineers due to recent
reforms became overburdened with more responsibilities than are possible to fulfil,
especially those responsibilities related to public relations ‘solving customer problems’
and the people who demanded special privileges –local councillors, bureaucrats and so
on are “a domain of disorder and source of daily tension.”(Coelho 2004, p263) In
contrast none of the private sector engineers reported that they received work-related
phone calls during late night or threats from local politicians.

Secondly, the tactics of influence and persuasion defined success and failure for both
private and public sector engineer. However, the difference was between the people
whom they have to influence and persuade. The public sector engineer encountered
people from all walks of life – housewives, slum dwellers, politicians, bureaucrats,
planners, workers, and so on - each individual pursing his self-interest. In contrast, the
private sector engineers negotiated with individuals with engineering background who
took appropriate action to improve the effectiveness of the overall work.

19

6.5 Crore Indian rupees roughly equivalent to 2.5 million US dollars.
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Thirdly, the public sector engineers reported that they usually worked for 60 hours
during the week compared to the private sector engineers who reported that they
worked around 45 hours or more during the week. The high pressure work demands and
long hours actually resulted in stress or excessive worry and the public sector engineers
don’t get a chance to sit back and think this could be done better. There is no doubt
managing water resources is an issue during the dry season, E1 reported ‘during that
period I lost 8 kilograms of my weight… day and night my cell phone was ringing.’ On the
other hand, the private sector engineers had fixed schedule, less stressed and were less
disturbed.

Fourthly, the public sector engineers were more likely to demonstrate effective
coordination practices and teamwork compared to the private sector engineers. For
example, the senior member of staff in a public utility provided the junior team with
strict monthly revenue estimates ‘no salaries… My MD (Managing director) has given us
GO (Government order) letter to GM (General Manager) stating that you reach up to
this… if they are lagging behind, they are made to keep these targets.’ In contrast, the
senior member of staff did not make the junior engineer aware of the situation on the
shopfloor that when he reported zero production instead of 600 components. In that
case this could have improved the control and efficiency of production.

Finally, the environments in which public and private sector engineers work are entirely
different. The public sector engineer has to manage disorder and confusion that prevails
everywhere and has to make ad-hoc decisions that undermine the technicalities of
under- ground water distribution. Crisis situations such as drought, empty reservoirs and
power interruptions dramatize the underlying tenuous balance of maintaining a safe
water supply. Failures of the public sector engineers to meet revenue collection targets
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can delay payment of their monthly salaries. In contrast, the private sector engineers
are not pressured to find solutions. They worked at their own pace without being
hurried. At the same time there are similarities and analogous effects. In the private
sector, the researcher observed noticeable effects on productivity due to poor working
conditions, slow pace of work, poor maintenance of tools or machines, high supervision,
and too many workers handling simple jobs due to poor planning and scheduling. The
Table 13 below illustrates the application of dimensions of difference to public sector
engineer.
Table 13: Dimensions of difference in Indian public and private sector engineering firms.
Dimensions of
difference

The formal
structures limit the
autonomy and
coordination effort of
engineers.

The private sector –
Automotive
component
manufacturer
Strict multi-level
organizational
hierarchy.

Evidence (interviews
and field observations)

The public sector –
Public water
works

Evidence (focus
group)

No authority for an
independent decision.
They just listen to boss
and follow orders.

Strict multi-level
organizational
hierarchy, subject
to external and
internal
manipulation

Have to offer favours
to get the job done
outside the hierarchy.

No financial authority.
No control on budgets
or engineering costs.
No exercise of informal
authority as observed in
Australian engineering
practice.

Lack of, or weak
procedures, quality
controls, safety
standards, and weak
support by other
stakeholders
contribute to lower
productivity and
quality.

Company procedure
and controls have
not changed or
adapted to changing
needs of clients.

Constant supervision
and too many people
involved in doing
simple jobs.

Constant inspection
and monitoring of
other work

Workers ignoring the
basic safety
requirements.
Comparison of welding
practices in Pakistan
and Australia.

No ownership of work.
Grinding wheel
replacement.
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Organisational
procedures are
largely left
unwritten and
undocumented.

Interference and
influence of
government and local
officials from time to
time and changing
governments and their
reforms.
Authority is spread
everywhere…
engineers are even
subject to threats
from local councillors
and slum dwellers.
Application for a new
water connection.
Revenue realization –
arm twisting tactics.
Unaccounted for
water, under billing.

Policing at the work
site to insure that
the completed work
conforms to the
approved plans and
specifications.

Comparison of water
supply systems India,
Australia, and South
Africa.
Construction,
rehabilitation, and
repair of water mains.
Maintenance of
drainage and
sewerage systems and
other utility related
structures.

Young,
inexperienced
engineers on shop
floor.
Misleading
perception of labour
costs.

Please refer to
Chapter 5.
Labour is cheap

Quality control
technician working in
standard room.
Labour perception of
various engineers
including a consulting
engineer who
migrated from India
and an Indian textile
engineer.

N/A

Labour is cheap

In expensive manual
valve operators
employed to exercise
valves.
90% of frontline
workforces are
illiterate.

Conclusions
The pattern of problem-solving behaviour observed among these water utility engineers
mostly appears to be ad-hoc decision making, however it gives us fresh insight into what
is happening in Indian public engineering practice. Knowledge is distributed everywhere
in the minds of all stakeholders, for example, local residents helping utility contractors
to find water main, and the customers who experience the lack of pressure (or any
water).

Also the utility engineers who needs the information to be contributed by

stakeholders in order to be able to do their jobs. Most importantly as explained by the
informants the whole practice of engineering is habitual – people tend to work without
reference to comprehensive written organisational procedures, norms, and policies.
Most of the system governance and the practicalities in the field are verbally realised
and communicated. In situations where the water meters don’t perform properly, the
utility authorities issue average water bills; it is not uncommon for the unaccounted-for
water to increase. However, the exercise of all manner of persuasion and arm twisting
tactics demonstrates collective failure of the system to recognise the recurring and
inevitable dynamics of the mess. No one really bothers to take a step back and think
about moving away from easy technical fixes to a deeper understanding of the problem.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions

Introduction
This final chapter briefly summarises the research process (Section 8.1), and highlights
the new understating and differences in engineering practice in South Asia and Australia
(Section 8.2). Possible limitations of the study are discussed (Section 8.3), together with
the implications for engineering education (Section 8.4). The researcher then indicates
directions for future possible research (Section 8.5), and concludes by emphasising the
value of the study. However, the researcher commences this chapter by reiterating the
main purpose and argument of the thesis.
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The aim of this study has been to empirically explore and compare the details of
engineering practice between a developed world and a developing world. In particular,
one aim is to understand why it is extremely difficult to get a simple job done by local
engineers in developing countries, even though hourly labour costs are much lower.
Another aim is to reveal factors that could explain why citizens in the developing world
pay more for basic engineering services such as water, energy, food processing and
transport which are almost taken for granted by citizens of developed countries. Hence,
the central research focus has been to understand to the various aspects of engineering
practice through the eyes of practitioners – the engineers – who are believed to make a
difference in their communities. To what extent does the way that engineering is
practised by engineers in different countries contribute to differences in engineering
outcomes? What does engineering practice entail in South Asia and in Australia? The
researcher’s own experience and previous research suggested a useful, wider
understanding of engineering practice could be gained through the study of engineer at
work. In turn, these valuable perspectives would expose a new view of globalisation of
engineering practice. In this sense, then, the researcher’s inquiry can be constructed to
help understand gaps between engineering education and engineering practice.

In this thesis, the researcher initial argument has been that various dimensions of
differences emerge from systematic analysis of data in transcripts of interviews and
notes taken during field observations. As seen in Chapter 5, there are differences in
coordination efforts of engineers; procedures and support by other stakeholders;
differences in supervision, monitoring, and inspection; engineering skill differences; and
differences of labour cost perceptions. The researcher further argues that the ways to
solve engineering problems tends to favour ad-hoc solutions as observed in case of public
water working engineers in India (Chapter 7). The researcher contends that despite
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differences, the engineers in both worlds demonstrated the need for awareness of social
experiences, which is often ignored or neglected in engineering education (Chapter 6).

8.1. The research process: summary
In the study, data gathering was undertaken in two phases. The first phase largely
involved semi-structured interviews and focus group discussions. As the study
progressed, the insights gained from the interview experiences contributed to improve
the overall research design process. For example, if the participants were being asked to
remember things that happened it’s likely that they would actually remember few
details about what had actually happened. In the second phase of the research
participant observations were undertaken at INXMAN-Co, an Indian export oriented
automotive component manufacturer and AXMAN-Co, an Australian metal manufacturing
company. This involved observing what engineers really do in their natural environment,
and the resulting field notes provided the main body of data for analysis. The findings
obtained by this method were also useful to confirm, contradict or augment data
gathered by interviews and focus group discussions (Gubrium and Holstein 2001; DeWalt
and DeWalt 2002).

When the researcher first attempted to analyse qualitative data he had little idea where
the research was going, and what he was going to do with the findings. As one
experienced qualitative researcher has put it: ‘The fundamental problem with
qualitative analysis is that there is too much data!’(Blank 2004, p192). But as the
project has progressed over the years the researcher came to understand the process of
coding, identifying and refining themes (Strauss 1987). Literature evidence, the
researcher’s personal experience, participant observations, interviews with migrant
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workers, official documentary sources from the relevant organizations, and presenting
the research findings are all incredibly powerful and transformative. It is transformative
because it helped the researcher to develop and explore critical questions related to
engineer’s lives and engineering practice.

8.2. Differences in engineering practice
In this thesis, the researcher identified several dimensions of difference in engineering
practice in South Asia and Australia. Furthermore, the researcher has also provided some
details of day-to-day engineering practice.

The first dimension has drawn attention to organizational hierarchy and social structures
within which engineering is practised that limit the autonomy and coordination abilities
of engineers, particularly in South Asia. Even within the more informal authority system
in Australia, engineers gained influence over others by constantly studying one another,
trying to figure out how to engage someone to do what they want them to do.

The second dimension presented evidence of weak or non-existent organizational
procedures and engineering management processes, ignorance of international and
national standards and tenuous performance measurement processes in engineering
organizations in South Asia.

The third dimension reflects the need for constant supervision even in less complex
situations where high levels of judgment are not required. However, in Australia
engineers and technicians had much greater autonomy and flexibility even with project
design and implementation.
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The fourth dimension highlighted the differences in skills and knowledge of production
supervisors responsible for the effective management of day-to-day production
activities. In addition, the research based on ethnographic techniques and surveys of
shopfloor employees in Britain, Germany, and the US suggests that, “the responsibility
of many production supervisors in manufacturing plants have broadened beyond their
traditional immersion in day-to-day scheduling and progress-chasing”(Mason 2000, p642).

The fifth dimension examined the common perceived notion of cheap labour can be a
disadvantage in the context of engineering practice. In South Asia, labour is only seen as
a direct cost, not the enabler that is essential to operate the machinery efficiently. In
contrast, in Australia labour is considered to be expensive and provided with high quality
training, tools, and materials.

In an attempt to investigate this further, the researcher compared empirically an
engineer’s work day, which has exposed quite complex and interesting social dimensions
to the whole process of engineering. Engineers work days largely consists of different
kinds of social interactions driven as much if not more in response to the actions of
others (either face to face, or at alternate moments by email correspondence) as by
their own agendas and responsibilities.

However, inability to solve and understand

social disparities that appear in day-to-day shopfloor operations could hinder the
performance of engineers - those who supervise shop floor personnel. Moreover, as seen
in the case of public utility engineers, it is not that the engineers lack technical
knowledge and experience in solving problems; rather it is because matters such as
policies, procedures or practices are verbal, unwritten and undocumented. These
engineers have been working so long in this organization that the unwritten and
undocumented practices have become widely accepted and habitual.
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8.3. Limitations
The main difficulty with the research was to integrate data collected from multiple
sources - interviews, focus group discussions, participant observations, personal
experiences, published literature, informal meetings and written documents. This must
have left traces, as the analysis could not be as detailed and deep if there was just one
qualitative method to follow. On the other hand this limitation was not appreciated
beforehand as this seems to be the first detailed comparative research on engineering
practice in a developing country. The ways to illustrate the meaning of the dimensions
developed by means of detailed descriptions and quotations may have been too lengthy.
However, as the empirical data used did not allow using a quantitative approach more
than was seen appropriate, this style was chosen.

In analysis the opinions used were expressed by the engineers and they had to be taken
as true. There is no reason to believe otherwise, even though the subject was difficult
and in some cases the engineers had problems in disclosing confidential material and
issues to the interviewers. There were instances during the focus group discussions that
the utility engineers were using different data to the official sources. In Section 3.8 the
researcher discussed in more detail the limitations and possible sources of errors related
to the acquisition and analysis processes of the used data.

In the development and comparison of engineering practices, the classification process
was done extremely carefully and the data found in several themes could have been
inserted into either of dimensions, but as there was not any specific and unanimous
criteria available for this it was felt to be on the safer side to insert them into one
dimension. This issue was also touched by the researcher in Section 3.5.
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When trying to generalize the results of this study it must be kept in mind that the
results only represent these 58 interviews and two metal manufacturing companies that
participated in this research project. However, the aim was sampling for diversity in
selected industry sectors, in combination with opportunity and appropriateness.
Moreover, the researcher continued collecting data until saturation was reached that is
where the no new information was forthcoming (Strauss and Corbin 1998). Using the
data collected from these interviews and two companies it was possible to form a
general model that seems to correspond quite well with real life and the engineering
practice in South Asia and Australia.

The value of my research is also underscored in the following two sections, in which I
attend to the implications of the study, and then explore possible directions for future
research.

8.4. Implications
This thesis not only contributes to the development of new knowledge in engineering
practice, but also carries implications for engineering education and practice.

Engineering education in South Asia is similar to that in Australia in that there is a core
of mathematics and science and a tendency towards specialised education in
engineering sciences rather than a general education. However, this study has shown
the skills, knowledge and experiences required by the engineers at work differed
significantly between the two worlds. This gap between the workplace requirements for
engineering professionals and their engineering education could be closed by more
detailed examinations of engineering practice. As Trevelyan reviewing recent
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engineering education publications puts forward a proposal: “An accurate model of
engineering practice which is soundly based on empirical studies could help correct this
fundamental misunderstanding.” (Trevelyan 2009) This study has also found that
engineers required more social experience to respond to everyday situations in the
workplace. These social experiences include specific language, discussions, arguments,
disparities, and conflicts. Before detailed prescriptions for education changes could be
formulated, we need to understand how to engage students with complexity in
engineering practice that remained hidden in the minds of real engineers. Consequently,
this is a challenge for educators to design a system in which students learn that the
engineering solution space is determined as much as by the people constraints as
technical constraints. That is a future challenge beyond the scope of this thesis.

However, to better understand the mechanism underlying these experiences by
everyone will probably require modified social science research methods. That is, rather
than just searching for bureaucratic or historical trends, these methods should be able
to explore both technical and social space that surrounds everyday engineering.

8.5. Future possible research
Here the researcher briefly outlines two clusters of possible future directions for
research. The first arises from the under-researched engineering practice, while the
second stems more directly from his study.

As already explained in the Chapter 3, this study is the first to explore systematically
engineering practice in developing countries based on an empirical approach. However,
the study only involved the comparison of engineering practice in South Asia and
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Australia. Although beyond the scope of this dissertation, a fully detailed description of
engineering practice on its own deserves future analysis in the context of South Asia.

In Chapter 5, the researcher raised several inter-related issues: how engineers manage
to coordinate work through and across traditional hierarchies, and why engineers feel
inhibited in taking the risks associated with questioning the status-quo. Although the
researcher speculated on reasons for the latter, both topics constitute useful directions
for detailed future investigation. Further research may also identify a range of
additional dimensions, for example in relation to their status-quo and safety
perceptions.

Lastly, while this thesis has focused on the differences in engineering practice between
Australia and South Asia, it has also exposed significant differences between different
engineering organizations in South Asia. Further examination of these differences could
also be valuable both for engineering educators and practitioners.

Final words
Hopefully, the ideas in this dissertation will serve as a useful foundation for
understanding engineering practice in developing countries, and it will encourage the
use of qualitative research methods to understand the nature of engineering practice in
more detail.
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